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漢N 6O S国CONDS
¥tou are a person on †he gQ ItS
imp〇㌔an† fo「 you to s†ay In toUCh,
to be informed The falking Phone-
book V引low fages to GoTM is made
め「 YOu
ItS a personai size direc†ory
(Abou††he size ofa paperback ) l†
has ai=he informa†ion you need,
as we= as a variety of exc輔ng free
SerVices. The VAlow fages to GoTM
is a directory you can †ake wj†h ysu
in your car your boa†, PaCk i† in
ysur sui†case YOUr briefoase your
handbag l† doesnt have to sfay a†
home.
The 「dlking Phoneb○○k ¥eIlow
Fもges fo GoTM has your number
Fina=y †he e is a directory †ha†
mee†s your needs.
Th 巾Iking Phonebook
胎〃o 佃gesわGoTM
The phonebook you can take wi†h you.

蝋威せ
If the daily roⅡ ca1l of dl-
SaSterS IS gettmg a llttle stale,
take a fiesh approach to the
news wlth Mommg EdltlOn
from NatlOnal PubllC Radl。.
Mommg EdltlOn lS a Stlm-
ulatmg blend of the day,s
mOSt lmPOrtant StOrleS, neWS
analysIS, SPOrtS, busmeSS,
B隠流量he蝿
and f料tures on sclenCe and
the arts
And wl  Mommg Edl
tlOn’yOu,ll get the mommg
news wlth thmgS yOu WOn,t
丘nd nywhere else on the
dlal mte皿gence, depth,
and whlmSy
So get up on the Mommg
圃圃薩田
Edlt10n Slde of bed. Before
long, yOu WOn’t want to start
your day any other way
謡聖
Monday through Frrdayfrom 5 ,。 9 a.m. 。n 90. 9 WBUR, 。。S,。踊l。nal Pu。ll。 Ra。1。 S,atl。n


串国師帰航軸摘酢蛸碑
謹輔妬鴫の鵜
君国岬瑚掴軸誹酢
暗証鴫曜潮姉㊨噂宮
津胆暗唱停電
小胆珊帥鴇色
田園 $蹄姉
Toke o Cruise　990 w冊Ad「ienne Vi††odini Rose Proven(e P「ints. Feo†Jred obove,
砧e bondeou 2-PC. SUit ;52しemon ye=ow so「ong skir† ;46 Shown lef† Rose
P「ovence p両squo「e ne〔k tonk, S58 AIso 。VO剛e in †he Rose P「ov肌e P「in†
bJ† no† shown, †he b山間-f「o両COOP neCk romper wi†h drop wois†郊3
in Boston ond selec†ed s†0「eS.
Living the gQOd li醜聞R闘
EST1851
Tb THE READER:
’m happy to say we got a lot ofpress for
our last issue and, in particular, the cover
StOry On the Chelsea schooIs profect. It
was the lead story for that month, it
WaSn’t getting proper analysis from the
rest of the media and deserved the prlme
Placing it got・ Furthermore I, for one’have
no hesitation in backing the profect, Which
I greatly admire; nOr in being part of the
University which also supports this maga-
zine. I happen to believe that Boston
University is good news.
One of the great benefits university sup-
POrt Oifers is the freedom to publish first-
class material in the way m Which such
material should be published. Not many
magazines that purport to examine存cul-
ture and ideas,, have the real means to do so.
And what would the point be ofrummg a
photo essay such as this issue)s on Boston)s
old theater landmarks if we couldn’t print it
in the form and with the color it deserves?
Readers will have to understand that the
maJOr decisions on stories are taken here
With some anticipation. For instance, We are
Currently considering what wi11 be the lead
StOry for our summer issue Into that well-
bred universe in which everything fits and
is done on schedule, there occasionally comes
a very special pleasure.
One of the rarest, for an editor is the
arrival of a manuscript in his in-box of which
the very first lines reveal a certain genius
and invite immediate acceptance.Such was
the case with Peter Lubin’s rhe A汚Qf脇e
Bes‘um6 which appears in this issue. The
task to parody exactly, and with wit and
invention texts from di批nent periods on
SO mOdem a subject, WOuld defeat many a
6 」川UARY/FE8RUARY　=90　BO!TONIA
mind. But not Lubinも.
Not too dissimilar was a telephone call
from Leonard Bushkoff asking whether I
would be interested in an extended review
Of Coleman’s book on the Congress for Cul-
tural Freedom. As one who in the early’60s
reported from Latin America for the Con-
gress, I knew the time had come to recon-
Sider its record and the controversy that
SurrOunded its end. The Congress was a
maj or influence in the KuZ±u枕αm般f between
democracy and Soviet expansionism in those
far-Off days, the intellectuals we now see
finding somewhat freer expression in East-
em Europe are those the Congress nurtured ・
The controversy over the photographer
Robert Mapplethorpe eventually bored me,
largely because I knew and loved his work
as an artist. I took it that his “secret” pic-
tures, those which aroused such anger; Were
no more than a personal statement. I think
the portfolio we publish here will show that
as an artist-Photographer, Mapplethorpe
deserves the most serious consideration; and
that as a technician, he was among the best
in his time.
Tb have庇sef Skvorecky choose his ``book
among the many’’in our Arts Pages glVeS
me even greater s tisfaction. When we called
him up in Tbronto, he was sti11 in pain after
emerging from an operation. Quite typically,
he hesitated not at all: aSked to do literature
a favor he said no more than “Yes, When?’’
He is, Ofcourse, a remarkable writer in his
OWn right, and the patron saint of contem-
POrary Czech writers, nOt One Of whom is
not persona11y beholden to him.
As for our lead story, We Wanted not to be
frivoIous, but at least relatively light-
hearte . The mi11emium is not a su助ect that
Cheers all, the winter is not, either; in Boston,
our f vorite season. Hence the need for a
little change of pace. Kington is my colleague
On the I偽depel∂de初of London; Hivnor I
Publ shed in the N)bLe SαU岬e When he was
relatively unknown (usually such writers,
When they become known, SPum the con-
nection, but R b rt didn’t!); and Jimmy
O’Donnell, my COlleague in the College of
Commun cation, I seem to have known since
Yるar Zero: Which for Berlin-WatChers has a
SPeCial meanmg.
I add that in the next issue we will be
focusmg On that part of the world and on
Eastem Europe in general. I hope you eruoy
this one, Particularly the entirely rethought
OPening Commonwealth Avenue section, and
are looking forward, aS I am, tO the future.
し乙~こ/年もし二つ
Keith Botsford
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On中§34めr 13 weeks.
In today's fasトPaCed business
WOrld, there's no better publica
tion to have on your side than
today's Wall Street Joumal.
Every business day The Jour-
nal gives you news, inf()rmation
and insights you need to make
the right moves. Not just for
your company but for yourself
as well.
The Joumal s first section
gives you the day-s corporate
and financial news from the U S.
and abroad. The second section,
坦垣p垣墜focuses on the
StrategleS COmPanies are usmg tO
Stay COmPetitive in today-s
business environment. It offers
daily coverage of marketing and
adv tising, law technoIogy and
Small business. The third section,
MQ垂皇y & Investmg, glVeS yOu an
in-depth look at the day-s finan-
Cial markets, With personal and
PrOfession l strategies for getting
ahead.
And from front to back,
today's Joumal is organized to
SaVeyOu time to make iteasy
for you to find what interests and
a fects you most.
Face it: it's your life your
Career yOur future Isnit it smarter
to glVe yOurSelf The Wall Street
Joum l advantage? To subscribe
Send in the coupon now
THE WALL STREET JOURNAL.
228East45th Street
Suite 1515
NewYork NY lOO17
口Send me 13 weeks of TheJournal for $34. l
口Iprefersixm。nths(26w。。ks)for$65. l
口Paymenten。osed (Z)のmbleto 7ife W勃　l
。諾砂　1BUTO柵雪
口Charge my. □ American Express
□ DinersClub　口MC　　□VISA
CARD ♯　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　　EXP重RES
SI G NATU RE
NAME @ぬ玖Se prfnl)
ADDRESS SUITE/APT
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Che応ea FZ?edbach
As a resident ofChelsea for the last 28 years
and a former member ofthe Chelsea SchooI
Committee, I was particularly interested in
your pleCe On Boston University’s manage-
ment of the Chelsea Public SchooI System
(November/December 1989).
Your article, however made no mention
Of the Chelsea Coalition for Quality Educa-
tion, On Whose executive board I serve. Our
group of parents, teaChers and interested
Citizens has been very actively invoIved in
the Chelsea prqject and initiated a proposal
for citizen participation that eventua11y
became the Citizens Advisory Committee
On the BU Management Tもam.
Although we were in support of the BU
PrOPOSal, We OPPOSe the exemptions from
the state Open Meeting and Public Records
laws because this poses a threat to the peo-
Ple’s right to know-a POint your article did
not mention. In addition, yOu Should have
mentioned that ofthe seven members ofthe
Chelsea SchooI Committee, three opposed
the BU plan, and those same three felt that
racial bias was shown in not a1lowlng the
Chelsea Commission on Hispanic Affairs a
Public hearmg・ And most of the Hispanic
Jbin The
Upper-G!皇室S !
Ca1l or Visit:
GLASS
STRU CTU RES
LIⅢTBD
296A Irving Street
Framingham, MA O17OI
S九〇標)調O肌Hou「S.
Mon.一Fri. 1O-5; Sat. 9-5
(508)877-6457 ・ (508) 872-4570
8　出川京Y 「[B議UA= i"0　80!丁O NIA
1eadership a d activists opposed the BU
take-OVer
My experi nc  as an activist in Chelsea
fo  m y years has shown that the Chelsea
Public Scho  System had deteriorated for
three r asons. political patronage in per-
SOmel matters and service contracts, the
fact that the mos  politically powerful busi-
nessmen, bankers and professional people
in Chelsea,mOStOfwhom do not live in Cheト
S a, neVer eXerted their influence to fund
and improve public education in our com-
munity. and racial bias that formed the atti-
tudes of many as can be demonstrated by
remarks such as “they do not care about
education for their children?o why bother.
It is tru that the overa11 Ideling among
Chelsea citizens is that BU will be able to
mpr ve Chelsea public education because
the University will not have to contend with
POlitical interference, and can bring ln muCh
needed funding and professional expertise.
The educational future of our children in
Chelsea now depends on this.
Abe Morochnick
Chelseα, MαSSαCh初$ettS
のbmOn Oγ彬n(彩乃a?
I don,t know Martin Goldman or Larry Rasky
and don’t care that Mr Goldman believes
that Mr Rasky is scum (Politics, November/
December)・ Mr Goldman’s mean-SPirited
diatribe offered me no reason to think that
his opm量On OfMr Rasky is ofconcern at all.
It was simply a personal attack doaked in
First Amendment protection.
If Goldman doesn’t like Rasky, he should
PunCh Rasky in the nose. It would be far
more honorable than carving him up ln yOur
magazine and it would give Rasky a chance
to punch back.
Ybu thought that Mr Goldman,s hostility
merited space in Bosto77,.α? It did if the
magazine is to be a forum for personal ven-
dettas and mindless people bashing・
If M意Goldman,s pleCe is an example of
your best editorial judgment, yOu Ought to
be in another line. It was in outrageously
POOr PrOfessional taste.
Neil McGhee
Doひeγ Nb砂HαmpShわe
物e耳旅cめげ劫m脇
In April 1973 while a student in Clinical
PsychoIogy at Boston University, I ran an
experiment in which some 30 undergraduate
Students were paid to write short stories
about lO diiferent pictures ranglng from
SenSual to pornographic, Pr(扉cted on a
SCreen. Male and female students partici-
Pated in the experiment in which they were
Shown materials including the quite explicit,
and asked to us their imagination.
After many years of reflection, I feel I
must apoIogize to those in the experiment.
Pomograp y may b  at its most harmful to
Clear conscience and to honest feeling and
hum n relatio ships when it is empIoyed in
th name of “scienc .’’For then, it and the
f ntasies it occasions may seem worthy of
thought, rather than to be dismissed as
PerVerSe and obviously degrading to the
natural emo ions as most people know it
tobe
The exp riment ook place prior to present
regulations on research in place at Boston
University. The c rrent director of the clin-
ical psychoI gy program did not believe that
With present review procedures such an
exper ment would now be allowed. Yet such
a f ror has en raised in certain存intellec-
tual’’circles by Congressional o助ection to
the National E ndowment for the Humanities,
funding of “pomographic pictures; I must
wonde if there are still those who would
Cry, “aCademic freedom’’and “science, SCi-
ence,’’and say, “てるs,’’when asked if they
WOuld condone experiments of this type.
They are the ones who illustrate a broader
issue. For they are merely an extreme
example of the mania in universities by which
they collect trivial, uSeless or even harmful
knowledge, Often to the exclusion of the
useful. Bad driv s out good, if allowed to,
and where p ogress up the “academlC Pyra-
mid’’is inverse o he spirituality, Or eVen
Centrality of the academician’s pursuits, a
barren obsession with technique leads to a
PrOStitution ofthe intellect. When the mind
is timulated to activity, nOt With a legitimate
and emobling o切ect but with that for which
there is merel  the greatest assurance of
hire, it is a cousin to pomography.
Adrian Sabre
Ph宅lαdelphiα, Iセ偽鵬色Iわα偽れ
Some脇碓ゆr Eひeryone
I rea11  wish time would allow more reading
Of Bost 巌α. I find the magazine excellent,
it has a broad range oftimely articles. Since
I am a geoIogist, I especia11y lean toward
the science stories) SuCh as the recent piece
“Boston Submerged’’(July/August 1989).
Bosto高α truly has something for everyone.
Dr. George M. Haselton
Clemso偽, Sou拐CαγOn脇α
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A HISTORT OF THE LAP
f a11 the mysteries of sci-
ence, nOne is more pro-
VOCative than that of the
human lap. The lap has
been a su聯ect ofcontroversy for
as Iong as people have been sit-
ting down, and yet no one has
O餓ned a definitive theory of its
Orlgm ・
The ancient Greeks were the
first to ponder the phenomenon
Ofthe lap. Empedocles, Who sat
a great deal and went so far as
to cross his legs, Observed that
the lap forms more or less spon-
taneously in the very act of sit-
ting and that upon sitting a lap
forms in the very area where
before there were only thighs.
He attributed this mysterious
PrOCeSS tO Small, invisible and
infinitely divisible units of resil-
ient matter that he called
pαγαgαm8 ・
Anaxagoras, Picking up where
Empedocles left off (i.e., just
below the waist and above the
knees) inquired into the nature
and meanmg Of the lap. He
Claimed that a lap was natural
When a person was sitting erect,
much less so when they began to
SIouch. And he theorized that a
lap was a convenient place to hold
things or to put one’s hands,
although fear of obloquy pre-
vented him from extrapolating
iO　月==川向-I「各置吊り出i I"0
along these lines.
It was Vもsalius who pointed
Out (using the assistance ofa pic-
ture of  hand in pro創e with
extended forefinger) that doth-
1ng WaS Ot instrmmental in the
formation of a lap, Which
appeared with equal facility
among naked or costumed sit-
ters. This was a stumlng mSight
because at the time nudity was
rare, the depiction of the organs
Still a matter of conjecture.
Leibniz, W o based his philos-
OPhy on the notion of substance,
O  SOmething hat could easily be
mistaken for it, believed that all
things, laps as we11, Were COm-
POSed of monads which were
much like paragams but more
Germanic and harder to
understand.
It was t about this time that
there occured the first recorded
ncidence of someone sitting on
another person’s lap. Kra紐t-
Ebbing later linked this with
SeXual pathoIogy. By the 1930s
double lap phenomenon
WOuld come to the attention of
topologists, Who were for the
most part i trigued if not
At this point topol
SOmeWhat controversial , having
been ca11ed uthe show business
Ofmathematics” dy Koeing Heist,
the existentialist physicist, him-
Self very much a maverick
because of his theory ofthe uni-
VerSe: that matter doesn,t.
Fi ally, it is through Eastern
thought and its exotic epistomo-
logical techniques that the lap
ay be bes  understood. From
the earliest times, Chinese phi-
losophers, COmfortable with their
laps, initiated the practice of
nest ing “lap dogs’’between their
legs when sitting. While Kraf請-
Ebbing refused even to comment
O  the practice, Bertrand Russe11
id observe that in the West lap
d gs were clearly the product of
a leisure society, adding that
Alfred North Whitehead often
used one, feeding it a P鯛7.-
筋uss on the day Pγ沈c準汚a
Mα脇emα妨α WaS Published.
謹躍常態醗銅銭常襲の躍飽監
二二二二二;∴
TⅡ田§ECOND
LONG MARCH
he American media spew
めrth a nunbing flow of facts.
A few months ago we were
all in TiananmenSquare;
k to East Berlin and
tomorrow? Thoudl We direct our
attention elsewhere, the maJOr
Problems have a way of persist-
mg. And that includes China.
How to stop the forgetfulness?
In New on, Massachusetts, the
China Information Center is
dedicated to keeping the Chinese
democracy movement alive in the
American consciousness, and to
PrOVide reliable news to the
Chines  themselves.
It is not an easy task. ``The
C nter was bom in the klieg
lamps and overwhelming glare of
WOrld-Wide publici切’says Mar-
Shall Strauss, Who left his V砺ash-
ingto ’I} C. fundraising business
to lend his skills to the Cente東
存But once the TV lights are
tume  off you see that the room
lights are still on:,
Last June, during the Tian-
anmen crackdown, the press
descended upon the Center,
Which then operated out ofa sin-
gle room with twd phone lines.
The Center established itself as
the best source of news. It also
helped student leaders such as
Wu’er Kaixi, Shen Tbng and Lie
lあn to escape after the Be卸ng
massacre・ Those heady days are
now p st. Tbday the problem is
to counter the Chinese govem-
ment’s massive propaganda
apparatus and to prevent Amer-
ica companies from resumlng
business as usual with China.
uThe Tiananmen massacre
SurPrised the whole world, but
that is not the first time the
iししU打齢肌0舶:し[乱i[置V用事.州旧しi鵬議
Communist govemment did such
a thing;’says Gong Xiaoxia, the
Center’s chairman, Current量y a
Ph.D candidate in socioIogy at
Harvard. Involved in prodemoc-
racy activities for more than 15
years, Xiaoxia (pronounced
Shua-Sha) had earlier been
imprlSOned in China for nine
months, heI. ParentS eXiled to the
COuntrySide. “We have to keep
the movement alive by informa-
tion;’she continues. “Information
Can get inside the society, inside
Of the people.’’
For that task, the Center,s
future plans include a Chinese-
1anguage radio news program
and newspape東“Wるwant to start
a war without machine guns and
tanks;’says the Center’s presi-
dent, Liu l血an, ua War Of high
tech and telecommunications to
te11 the Chinese the tmth:, Thlanb
father participated in Mads Long
March in 1934-35, and was later
imprlSOned during the Cultural
Revolution. Thlan,s mother was
exiled to a labor camp;血an
himself spent three years in a
rura=abor camp. He has sus-
Pended his Ph.D. studies at
Brandeis to work f111l-time at the
Center. uⅥねhave started on the
Second Long March.”
For now; the march begins in
Newton. Phones rmg, faxes
arrive, PeOPle pound away at
keyboards, entering or extract-
ing data・ A wall calendar創Is up
With speeches to be glVen: VAn-
derbilt, Comell, Tufts, Amherst.
Someone puzzles over a grant
application. Staff members plan
an English-1angrlage neWSletter
to provide their supporters with
editorials , analysis , tranSlations
from the Chinese press. A coifee
Jar OVer the refrigerator bears a
label: uPemies for Democracy.,,
A fruit basket arrives and
CauSeS a Sti4 but the Center’s
COmPuter eXPert, Cheng Mo, is
more interested in the plastic
tray on which the fruit sits. “This
Will be for paper clips, this for
rubber bands,,, he explains
POinting to each tiny compart-
ment. His co-WOrkers laugh as
they munch on the fruit.
In the eyes of one American,
αwhat we,re seemg here is the
training of the leaders of the
largest nation on earth.,,
T
C O M M O N W E A LT H AV圏N U圏
蔓蟻騒室轍の轡醜態
AⅣDRE量
G恥MY附
he late A drei Gromyko
WaS the perfect example of
the old-fashioned homo
SO涼eあcus glum-faced and
Wide-trOuSered. He did not
exactly bestride the world stage,
though he stood somewhere on
it, Within the chalk marks care-
fully se  down for him by others,
for ft皿r decades. The Cult of
P rsonality in the Soviet Union
the personality, that is, Of the
Maximum Leader has always
required each member of the
entourage not to exhibit too lively
and disti ctive a personality. So
Gromyko’s celebrated self
effacement, the deliberate adop-
tion of b ndness, WaS the pro-
tective coIoration necessary to
SurVive in the jungle of Politburo
Predators. It worked. Like Abb6
Si yes, he surⅤived, and survived
and survived.
In s ch a system, Of course,
even the most sprightly souls find
themselves inhibited. Yct, in his
recently published MemodγS
Gromyko offers some surprlSmg
details about himself. He tells us,
for example, that he was an
admirer of Boris Pastemak and
V sited the poet at his Peredelk-
ino dacha. He was not, he tells
us, an unCritical admirer In his
Memo舌7.S, he is careful to distin-
guish between Pastemak,s di範-
Cult verse-Which he liked-and
Docわγ Z 高,agO ,Which `he did not.
Gromyko, Who made the
United S ates the centerpleCe Of
Soviet foreign policy, WaS nOt
impressed with many of the
Amer can o範cials he had to deal
With. He took his own measure
Of Henry Kissinger与and found
im wanting; his was the Char-
acter of a TrimmeI〕 Willing to
abandon any prmCiples, in order
to ingratiate himself with what-
ever political war lord might at
that point prove helpful to him.
Of Gera d Ford, Gromyko calls
him a存simp量e,, man・ Whether or
not one shares these judgments,
they are directed at invariable
human types, nOt at rePreSen-
tatives of some abstract enemy
Not impressed with the cul-
tural level he found in America,
Gromyko ai ed some bizarre
Criticism there are αfew art
museums’’in America) and some
th t are palpable hits classical
music can scarcely be heard in
this coun ry, being drowned out
by the damned decibels of rock).
Gromyko was a -domestic and
quiet man’Who lived modestly.
W ile Stalinもhobby was mass
murder and Berids hobby was
young girls, and Brezhnev,s
hobby was money, Gromyko’s
hobby was book collecting. And
though no member ofthe Soviet
ruling class could be considered
guiltless, Gromyko lacked the
fore sic ferocity of an Andrei
Vyshinsky o  a stalingraduate
With a diploma written in blood.
Gromyko’s MemoγγS do not
make one more inclined to forgive
him for servlng What and whom
he did serve, SO Ioyally and for so
Iong. But it is somehow a relief
to know that even the unsmiling
Andrei Andreevitch, for many
decades The Man Who Never
Ⅵなs-Ⅷs.
続簿曹謡轡籠
MRS FRANKLIN TO A WUNG FRIEND
臆n上物5　Be海αm海舟α庇l沈
砂γ0‡e his Q笹-quOきed `Adu舌ce
わαめu偽gMα1曾. ’’ひれbe-
kn′Oun ‡ねhim, h倶S∴u)殖
q解タγed simLlαγ u毒sdomきo α
ひOungのOmα祐脇ej乙bled mα桁
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My dea friend,
I know of no Medicine fit to
diminish the fervent natural
Inclinations you mention, and if
I did, I certainly would not com-
municate it to you. Marrlage is
the proper Remedy It is the most
acceptable State for Both Sexes,
and therefore the State in which
you are ost likely to find solid
HappmeSS. 1めur reasons against
entering into it at present
appear to me not well founded.
No woman of sense becomes a
Slave to her husband, and the
Circumstantial Advantages you
have in View by postponlng it
are not only uncertain, but they
are small in comparison with that
Of the Thing itself, the being
married and, in the minds ofthe
Co munity, Settled. It is the
Ⅵbman and the Man united that
make the compleat Human Being・
Separate, yOu Want the Force of
the male Body and he the
del ghtful Softness of your
response, nOt tO mention your
everyday Sensibility and acute
Discemment that will often keep
him from making an ass of him-
eI門bgether a woman and a man
are more likely to succeed in the
Wbrld. A single Man has not
nearly the VILlue he would have
in that State of Union. He is an
incomplete Animal. He resem-
les the odd Half of a palr Of
Scissors. Mamage Places you
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both a cut above what either
WOuld be alone.
He will get in you a prudent,
healthy Wife, and with reason-
able Industry ty him in his work
and y u in yours, yOur Fortune
Will be su範ci nt.
But if you will not take this
Counsel, and persist in thinking
a commerce with the male Sex
inevitable, n my Advice is that
in all your Amours first, for
heave ’s sake deal only with the
young・ And then, if you will but
be satisfied with plain or even
ugly ones, yOu may have your pick
Of fully suitable gallants. Since
these two Stipulations between
them may strike you aELadox,
let me set forth myreasons.
1. Because as the young have
less Knowledg  ofthe W)rld, and
minds less stor’d with Observa-
tions, they r  less肱ely to think
they know more than you and will
PrOVide their bodies without
in飾cting on you the banalities of
their minds∴めu wi11 be a餓)rded
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Plenty of good talking from your
WOmen friends and from such
male friends as you may find
WOrth talking to.
2. Because the plain ones will
Value such opportunities as you
Oifer and will more readily con-
Sider tutelage m what is agree-
able to you, realizing that in
pleasmg yOu is their best hope of
continuing to please themselves.
A pretty Face is of no service.
3. Because, due to their
appreciation for the unexpected
Opportunity, they will be more
COmPlaisant in taking those pre-
Cautions which reduce the hazard
of Children
4. Because such a one wi11be
more prudent and discreet to
PreVent Suspicion, ‘realizing (as
you will make sure he does) that
if the Intrigue should beeome
noised about, he will not find so
rewarding a relatiouship agam.
5. Because the more plain or
even downright ugly he is, the
less it will be speculated or
believed that a V帆man of yQur
Beauty and Refinement could
be led into Commerce with such.
6. Becquse a young man will
have the best prospects of main-
taining a Vigor that will suit you,
and an ugly one will have less
Opportunity to WaSte his Sub-
StanCe With riotous Living apart
紐om you.
7 Lastly, tO make explicit and
to emphasize the point underly-
mg much of the previous: They
are so grateful!
But still in these times I advise
you to marry lmmediately; being
Sincerely, Ybur a鮒光tionate
Friend.
Deborah Reed Franklin
軋籠甫躍躍醗頚髄舗
CAN T鉱量NS A押ECT
ⅦUR CH皿RENり
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ast OctobeI㌧ Johnson Con-
troIs, the natiods largest
maker of automobile bat-
teries, forced several female
empleyees to relinquish theirjobs
in order to protect their fetuses
from risk of lead exposure. The
CatCh was that these fetuses had
yet to be conceived. And in many
CaSeS the women, SOme in their
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m d-50s, had long ago decided to
Put their reproductive days
behind them. Yet, the Virmont
manufacturer persisted: all fer-
t le women risked damagmg
future fetuses by working with
lead. The women were made to
accept “safer’’jobs at lower
WageS.
Th  media reported this story
SO matt r-Of-factly that few
asked the obvious: Why not pro-
tect all workers, male and female,
fr m the dangers of lead poison-
ing? After a11, ifa woman’s expo-
Sure tO le d before pregnancy
might later ffect a fetus, might
not a man si ilarly exposed also
Put his progeny at risk?
The notion that a fa,ther
exposed to chemicals as com-
mon as alco oI or as deadly as
lead might also risk compro-
mlSmg his child’s development
has Iong been lgnOred in the
media. But in the laboratories,
researchers such as D重¥ Gladys
Friedler; SSOCiate professor of
PSyChiatr  and pharmacoIogy at
the Boston University SchooI of
Medicine, have been publishing
findings to that e範)Ct for years.
Friedlerもconclusions, uSmg
laboratory imals, are Startling.
Twenty-five years ago she
treated female rats with mor-
Phine and later mated them with
mal never xposed to the drug.
Wh  she fou d surprised her・
O能xpr ng hat were retarded in
their growth. At the time, She
exp ains, ``it was counterintuitive
to glVe animals drugs, remOVe
them from the drugs and later
See e餓∋CtS in their young. This
WaS the mid-1960s, Shortly after
We became aware of the thalido-
mide tragedy. So we had just
begrm to acknowledge that drugs
CroSSed the hunan placenta. But
the idea that something happen-
mg Prior to mating might alter
O範pring was sort of up in the
St tO SPh ere :’
She persisted, finding similar
results not only in another spe-
Cies mice but in the second
generation, the “grandchildren”
Of the females exposed to mor-
Phine before pregnancy. But
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What of patemal exposure to
rugs b fore the conception of
their of鰹pring? “I saw altera-
tions in the development, behav-
ior and reproduction of progeny
Whose fathers were treated with
morphine and whose mothers
Were nOt. I then saw eifects in
four subsequent generations
SuggeSting a long・ term imprint;’
Friedler says.
But why, after all, Should the
SOCial drinker or the fa.ctory
WOrker exposed to toxins- COn-
Cem himself with the delayed
development of newbom mice?
Between three and seven per-
Cent Of a11 human children are
born with birth defects, and of
these, about two-thirds are of
unknown orlgln. According to
Dr Friedler, “a Variety of envi-
ronmental influences can result
in birth defects and among these
in組uences may we11 figure the
exposure of the father as well as
the exposure of the mother to
Certain substances. VIねmust be
COnCemed about both parents :’
Since the late 1970s, SeVeral
Studies have concurred. A 1986
report in the N壱砂E脇gh脇d
Jbuγ砂αb QfMed;c沈e cited a cor-
relati n between a father’s alco-
hoI consumption and infant low
birth weight, Other research
Showed n uroIogical alterations
in the sons of alcoholic fathers
and mothers who abstain from
lcohol. For nearly 30 years, m
fact, low sperm count and sperm
bnormalities have been linked
to higher risk of miscarrlage.
Research extends to the
WO kplac  where according to a
joint study ty the Massachusetts
Department of Public Health and
the U.Mass Medical Cente重〕 an
estim ted 14 million U S. woIkers
are exposed to known or sus-
PeCted reproductive hazards each
year A 1977 report in the British
medical jo mal Lα筋Cet linked
St rili y and infertility among
ma e workers in the California
PeSticide industry. And several
years.ago, me JbumαZ Q?e
Ameγ曾Cα砂　Deγ汚αb Assocわあo脇
noted a correlation between male
dentists ove exposed to nitrous
OXide th ough their work and an
increased risk of miscarrlage
among their wives.
Findings such as these- and
their possible implications for
Other s bstances-Seem tO have
escaped notice dy the general
PreSS. Meanwhile companies
SuCh as t e vermont battery
ma ufacturer make headlines
Wi h misguided measures aimed
at protecting fetuses.
Charles Leve stein, Professor
Ofwork envirorment policy at the
Uhiversity of Lowell, SayS “The
answer at Johnson ControIs
Should be o make the workplace
Safe for ll. ’rhis is an ill-conCeiⅥrd
POlicy thatもbeen presented as
an occupational health problem,
Which it s not. It is, in fact, a
legal strategy, an attemPt tO
帥Oid Hab班げ
As a result, nO One Wins: men
are blithely exposed to toxius;
WOmen muSt aCCePt “Safe" work
at a l wer salary. And most dis置
turbingly, the lives of future
C皿dren, for whom such policies
are conceived, may remain
Silently and decisively at risk.
重職の常彊酸のの臨
MEDELLIN’S
OⅢER CAR間L
0ur orrespondent in Med-
ellin,  tOWn muCh in the
news-Who’d heard ofit a
decade ago? reports that
in that city disequilibrium flour-
ishes. more than orchids or
industry. This disequilibrium
began at least 40 years ago. Vio-
lence in the streets. Undeclared
Civil V砺ar Everyone taking ref-
uge in the city Something awful,
he conclude , WaS bound to
emerg  and it did: the mafia. A
COnSequenCe Of decomposition,
not its cause.
In coIonial days, Medellin was
a village. Mining and smuggling
brought it out of oblivion. And
in this century, CO倣うe and the
Cap tal that co節ee brings. So
Mede11in became an industrial,
a bourg ois tovm CoIombia?s
Barcelona) nearly as important
as Bogcta. But centralism pre-
Vailed. Medellin went through
P riodic c ises and bankruptcy;
as f  development, Mede11in was
a dead end.
In the 1960s, howeveI〕 a few
Iocal businessmen-eXPert in the
marHuana trade and other forms
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Of smuggling- became aware of
the commercial possibilities of
COCaine, Which otherwise played
no part in its culture. But Col-
Ombia, yOu See, is a bridge
between the growers to the
South and the great snorters to
the North. Their calling not being
POetry, Our enterPrlSlng mer-
Chants leaped to this new com-
mercial possibility The art of the
PaSt, Smuggling, COmbined with
the merchandise of the day made
Medellin a di挽)rent SOrt Of town.
Wb remained spartan and
Patient. Those early merchants
may suifer from remorse, but
Since their day, many Of their
empIoyees have grown indepen-
dent: OVemight they made for-
tunes worthy of血aglC realism.
The get-rich-quick formula
appealed. even to high society,
With more than one patrician
dancing the dance ofthe millions.
Let’s not even mention middle-
Class temptation. But you had to
hurry to make it. It was like the
Old days: quick profit only at
double speed.
One can’t say for sure that
Medellin’s economy depends on
“underground” funds. That sort
Of money prefers plunder to
investment. Construction gave a
lot of work, but that was just a
Phase. The unpedigreed millions
tended to vanish tp safe places.
With the result that we have oli-
garchies (business is business)
alongside a positively Hindu
POVerty. Miami and Calcutta.
Medellin is now the inversion of
the equalization of the world.
three million inhabitants, three
mi11ion survivors and a murder
every hour.
People say it is a lawless city.
Nonsense. Medellin is a city of
many laws. That is its problem.
)撃
There is one law for the mafiosi
With a way out; anOther for those
Without away out. There is a one
law for ex-emPleyees of the mafia
which covers all crimes that aifect
the wallet: for such people have
to maintain the standard ofliving
Set by their bosses. Thereis
another for gangs organized
delinquency. There is a law for
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unorganized delinquency; One for
extreme l ftist groups, anOther
fo  extreme rightists. There is a
law for the secret security ser-
Vices. In short, a minefield.
Ou  Medellin mafia isn’t orga-
nized lik  the Italian. Wfe lack a
Smgle mafia, instead we have
many i dependent mafias. What,
no godfather? The truth is, Med-
ellin is many cities in one. There
is another cartel that co-eXists
with t  cocaine labs: it works
On the alembics of poetry. Mafia
and maglC. One converts an
Ordi ary p ste to diamond dust;
the oth r reduces a less poetical
reality to crazy metaphors. I have
just been told I am peγSOlOα 1t,O偽
gγαto. Ybu can see why.
間醍鏑)曹擬態
WHEN IN ROME
N
either the worldly polyglot
(who has no need ofguide-
books nor the grimly
determined traveler who
PrePareS eaCh trip like a military
OPeration and marches about
Well-armed with Michelin and
Baedeker will understand what
follows No, my remarks are
addressed t  those like me, the
Ordinary tourist who, tired
hungry and poor buys-in Bar-
Celona or Budapest, Lisbon or
kyons whatever wretched
guidebooks are displayed in hud-
dled masses at the comer kiosk,
Which, that buyer fondly hopes,
Will convey to him enough, but
not too much, about what he
thinks he needs to know. the local
COlor oftha  particular locus, its
hou ehold goods and gods, its
SeVen WOnd rs and its deadly
Sins, and what should be done in
its noonday sun, and what may
be its pleasures ofthe night. Yet
these guidebooks often empIoy
an English so bizarre that little
real information can be extracted
from them. A  a kind of I.eCOm-
PenSe, they o飯井a dreamy poetry
Of their own.
I recently retumed from a
VaCation in Rome, Where I hap-
Pened to rescue one such guide-
book floating in the lesser Lethe.
From its pages I have woven a
Sl m narrative, SentenCeS tO be
Shored against my Roman ruins.
And here it is.
ROME,s charm is composite
nd time, like an insuperable
artist, has melted pagan and
Christi n history mediaeval
Obscurantism and papal splen-
our people’s simplicity and
Courts’a well as Govemments,
O範ciality Rome is not a ten-
tacular magniloquent, fatuous
town and this just because the
fusion of ep chs and styles has
also m ant fusion of experiences,
Cultures endurances medita-
tions
The city’s irreverent sarcastic
motto is not directed to a class’
OVerWhelming: it is a subtlety
display’due to wisdom, tO a Prl-
mary satisfaction of self amuse-
ment That i  why in a world
full of choIogical dramas, Of
PrOgreSSive neurosIS, Of a latent
Violence, it is still possible, 1n
Rome, tO gO back for a little
While, tO Simplicity, tO humility
and, Why no , tO PaSt times’pov-
erty
Much of the popular humor of
the old, Simple Rome, is fortu-
nately safe: but that part that is
no Ionger must be revived and
assimilated again to complete the
mosaic wh ch, in our days, 1S
Perhaps missmg a few tesseras
Subm rged by the puff of wind
Of iconoclast frenzy runnmg for
a century all over the world in
he name of a fictitious industrial
Civiliza ion and ofa total negation
Ofthe past
The Mediaeval and papal Rome
WaS PraCtica11y bordered on the
WeSt by the Tiber golng SIowly
owards south Definitely, this
is not a beautiful flow of water
able to compete with nobleness
and scenography of Danube or
Tames. But it can be said that
every Roman and papal history
SaW him master of the scene,
Sleeplng teStimony of such a
great human becomngness
The Tiber at Rome has Iost the
importance and functionality of
landing as well as of city fulcrum.
Goodbye, Rome, The Rome we
loved, COmPletely disappeared or
Simply transformed, therefore
remains in our hearts like a
goodness message and an hymn
to simplicity. We like make ours
SuCh feeling which allows us to
Say that the briefgoodbye to the
diSappeared Rome camot but
live agaln in a deep desire of
renewed exp rlenCe.
Therefore, We’11 see you agam,
Rome.
配飽闘鑑鰯繰擬態
ASL S案GNS IN
A
S five preschoolers settle
down to a breakfast oftoast,
Fruit Loops and milk, they
Carry On animated conver-
Sation. Yet no one admonishes
them for talking with their
mou hs fu l. Here, in Middleboro,
Massachus ts the children
COmmunicate usmg American
Sign Lang age (ASL) and their
hands.
⑧錬
Like most of the students,
teacher Bonnie Nover has been
deaf since birth. In her class the
learmng Of ign language is
informal. Discussion deliberately
CenterS On those suhiects that
mean the most to the children.
Wh n hey t lk with Nover and
her assistant Robin D’Agostino,
for example, D’Agostino men一
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tions that she had visitors the
night before. “How did she know
When to answer the door?,, a child
asks. Just as those who can hear
have doorbells, She explains, the
deaf have lights to signal them.
Educating deaf preschoolers
PreSentS unuSual challenges
While nearly all children who
hear have language well-eStab-
1ished by ageめur deaf children
enter schooI with widely varymg
grasps of sign language. Students
Whose parents are also deafusu-
ally have a command of ASL;
Others may have parents and
Siblings who leam to help. But
not all parents of the deaf have
the motivation or the resources
to learn another language.
Ⅶrse, for the past two cen-
turies, education for the deaf has
been divided into rival camps.
Should lipreading and spoken
English, Or Slgn language be used
in the classroom? The oral
approach attempts to integrate
the deaf into mainstream society
ASL uses slgnS Strung tOgether
just as spoken English uses
WOrds, but their respective syn-
taxes are different.
While critics dismiss ASL as
merely a collection of gestures,
Others recogmZe it as a distinct
language. Robert Ho餓neister
Director of Programs in Deaf
Studies at Boston University, is
a staunch supporter of ASL.
With ASL as a first language, he
SayS, Students will more easily
learn English as a second lan-
guage. With between 50 and 60
PerCent Of deaf youngsters living
in homes where no slgn language
is used, they perforce develop
their own complex gestural sys-
tem. Yet they may feel a profound
SenSe Of isolation in a world
Without what neuroIogist/writer
Oliver Sacks describes as the
“buzz of conversation that is the
background of ordinary life:’
The situation became more
COmPlicated in the 1970s when a
third option emerged signed
English. Like ASL, Slgned
English uses hand shapes to
designate each English word,
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OCCaSionally borrowmg ASL
SlgnS. Marie Philip, Bilingual/
Bicultural Coordinator at the
Learnmg Center for Deaf Chil-
dren in Framingham, Calls ASL
a “natural’’language for the deaf
in that it d aws upon the brain’s
Visua  processmg CaPaCity.
Signe  E glish, On the other
hand, b sides being harder to
l rn, requlreS tranSlation.
The ultimate hurdle is written
English.Deaf high school grad-
uates still average only a fourth-
grade reading level. Yet observ-
1ng Children in Nover’s class
debate whether it would be more
exciting to be old enough to drive
Or tO ride a bucking bronco in a
rodeo, ll in ASL, One has to
admit that the animating, intox-
ic ting power of language is def
initely resent.
醇の憩諒闇麗轄鶏
TO MY CONSTITUENTS
“園Share the shame and grief
and o trage and commit-
ment ofall Americans, and
that is why I have pro一
POSed legisl tion for a compre-
hensive program to redouble our
e範)rtS tO do something about it,
about the struggle for justice,
democracy, and human rights,
StrOnger and more unified sup-
POrt for restructuring the econ-
Omy, Clamplng down on drug
lords at a small fraction of the
COSt Of traditional programs, tO
Send a clear message through
effective education and a com-
Prehensive escalation of a
hei htening of our concern to
redouble our 範)rtS and develop
a unified response. Furthermore,
we need to devote more attention
to the continulng Crisis which
threatens progress over the long
term and to develop new initia-
tives which can see firsthand that
We Can nO Ionger a徹)rd to delay
effective action until our concerns
80!丁O=iA
are far from alleviated. It is up
to us to deliver on that promise.
A d, Ofcourse,the Uhited States
must make clear its abhorrence
Of the brutal oppression of
una med words."
欝麗鑑弼鎚の融の態常
THE POST-ORWELLIAN
ERA
I  the American post-Orwell-
ian world, it is not politics
but business that empIoys
SPaC -age teChnoIogleS. Con一
Sider a little-nOticed capability
developed by AT&T that notifies
COrPOrate CuStOmerS Of a ca11er’s
Phone number
American Express was one of
the first to use the futuristic
Automatic Number Identifica-
tion (ANI) designed to bring
telemarketing into the 21st cen-
tury. But for American Express
CuStOmerS the f11ture Came tOO
As a ca11 would conle into the
American Express center an
empIoyee would use the phone
number ANI provided to bring
the caller’s account創e on line;
both the call and the caller’s
account file were then forwarded
to who else?　αthe next avail-
able rep esentative.’’The aston-
ished customer would be greeted
by name!
Business’s purpose in uslng
SuCh te hnoIogy lS nOt the same
as Big Brothe ’s. Business just
WantS tO make money. So why
WOr y about technoIogical Big
Brotherism?
Cons der Winston, Orwe11,s
main c ara ter in 1984. His job
WaS tO reVise historical docu-
men s and extbooks, remOVmg
the fa.ces and names of those who
had fallen o t of political fa,VOI¥
Poor Winston had to manlPulate
his ph tographic data manua11y.
NoW how ver, the dazzling com-
Puter teChnoIogy produced by
Scitex, an Israeli-based firm with
a US. h adquarters in Massa-
Chusetts, Will do the same job
quicker and more subtly.
Scitex digita11y digests any
Photograph or pleCe Of artwork.
It can th n alter change, SPlice
Or Shade images. These machines
h ve moved the pyramids for
N短ion′αl Geog7.αph壷　and
removed a gun from a Rou毎g
Sto鵬cove  Wbmen’s magazmeS
frequently use Scitex technoIogy
to slim, de-mOle and otherwise
beautify models and movie stars.
One industry iusider says that a
maJOr WOmen’s magazine had
even gotten Barbara Bush’s per-
mission to do a total Scitex
makeover. chop off 20 pounds,
Perform a facel班, remOVe blem-
ishes, etC. (The resulting image
WaS, aPParently, a Nancy Reagan
lo k置al址e.)
While fun and useful, teChnol-
OgleS like Scitex and ANI can be
Sinister. Had Stalin had Scitex,
getting Trotsky out of the picture
once and for a11 would have been
a SnaP.
博鱒の醜態簿
善幸ぎ
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T
he followmg definitions have
b en taken from Buc短sh
Slα仰g,脇宅のeγ8宅切脇らα偽d
Pic鳥poc応e‡別oque偽ce by
Francis Grose (London, 1811):
Bow。WOW-Th  childish name for
a dog; a so aJeerlng name for a
man born in Boston in America.
to Gouge-Tb squeeze out a man’s
eye with the thumb, a Cruel
PraCtice used by the Bostonians
in America.
Pompkin A man or woman of
Boston in America, from the
n mber of pompkins raised and
eaten by the people ofthat coun-
try. Pompkinshire: Boston and its
dependencies.
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OmmOnWealth Avenue wel-
COmeS COntributions from
Skilled riters. They may
be on any subject, but
Should be brief, Pungent and
Sharp. They wi11 be published
anonymously and are su助ect to
editing.
Among the contributors to this
VerSion of Commonwealth Ave-
nue are Kathleen Cahill and
Peter Lubin, joint editors ofthe
SeCtion, the Editor-in-Chief,
Larry T itten, Harvey SoIomon,
Lewis Ybung, Margot Holtzman
and Mark Feinberg.
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〇位Karl Knaths: A Provincetown
Modernist Reconsidered,, Over-
view of the career of this cubist-
inspired painter, 1891-1971, Who
lived on the tip ofCape Cod. From
New England collections, Curated
by Charles Giuliano. Mon.一Fri.
10-4, Sat-Sun l-5; Free. 855
Comm. Ave. Boston. 353-3345.
CoMPUTER Mus則M
" Ongomg display of computers,
robots and technoIogy.
S “SIGGRAPH Animation Festival”
」/20」珍1 The 90-minute 1989 pre-
miere selection of the latest com-
puter graphics and animation, from
Snippets to short features. Shows
l」4 each day. free with admission.
" “Kids Computer Fair’’2/%-名優5
Desktop publishing for kids stories,
COmPuter gameS and leaming tooIs,
robot oper.ation and so on, a11
designed expressly for kids. Free
With admission. Tues-Sun lO-5,
Fri unti1 9; $5 adults, $4 seniors
and students. Children under 5
free. 300 Congress St. Museum
Wharf, Boston. 423-6758.
D州FORTH MusEUM OF ÅRT
s uLouis Sullivan: Unison With
Nature’’JH?」4H
s `America VIbrked: the 1950s Pho-
tography of Dan Weiner’’2/9-4/22
〃For the Armchair Traveler?
Ongolng. Three centuries ofBritish
WOrks on pape強
“Masks: Making Faces’’O卿omg A display
relating ancient and ethnic masks to modern
WOrks portraying faces. Wed-Fri 12-4:30, Sat
and Sun l-4:30; $3 adults, $2 seniors, Stu置
dents, free for children under 12. 123 Union
Ave. Framingham. (508) 620-0050.
DECoRDOYA MusEIJM. rhγOugh g?
m ``Photographs by Bradford VAshbum from
the Permanent Collectioh? Landscape photos
by the former Director of the Museum of Sci-
ence, Boston.
" ``Ellen Sebring: Videos’’Four works shown
hourly. Tues-Fri lO-5, Sat and Sun 12-5; $3
adults, $2 seniors and youths. Sandy Hmd Road,
Lincoln. 259-8355.
1NSTITuTE OF CoNTEMPORARY ART
" “Sophie Calle: A Survey’’J/Z9-8/Z」 The Parisian
artists first museum display in the u S. includes
SeVen reCent COnCePtual works.
“ ``Currents’’招9-班」 The latest works dy rising
artists or unseen works by known artists, TBA.
Wed and Sun l」5, Thurs-Sat ll一箪蝕general,
$3 students, and $1.50 seniors and children
under地. 955 Boyls n St. Boston. 266-5151.
Mus各UM ○○漢1軸とAR丁S
“ `Agnes Martin/Donald Judd’’rhγOugh 2/25.
The first pairing of these two American Mini-
malist artists in an exhibit of recent works.
“ “Photographs by Bemard and Ama Blume,,
鞠γOugh 2傍5. Photos examinmg
the harried lives of the petit-bour-
geois in the 1950s from the Blumes,
late 1960s work.
" uFaces of Asia,, ThγOugh e〃8
Portraits from East Asia, South
Asia and the Islamic world in the
MFAもpermanent collection, many
never before on public display.
〃New American Furniture,,
Thγ0宅岬h招」 Leading contempo-
rary furniture makers display
WOrks inspired or derived from
historical pieces in the Museum’s
Permanent COllection.
“ ``Ⅵねston,s V林estons: Portraits and
Nudes’’T勅のugh 3/4. More than lOO
Photos from Edward Wdstods own
COllection, nOW Part Ofthe Wi11iam
Lane collection.
〃 αMonet in the ’90s. The Series
Paintings’’This exhibit celebrates
the centennial of the 1890s series
Paintings of Monet, from the
famous Rouen Cathedral to the less
known cli鯖s at Varengeville.
Tues-Sun lO-5, Wed lO-10, and the
Gund Gallery Thurs and Fri 5-10
as well, $6 adults, $5 seniors, free
for those under 16 and some stu-
dents. 465　Huntington Ave.,
Boston. 267-9300.
Mus則M O書Sci各軸C各
" `Animal Art’’ThγOu′gh J/」6
Paintings and sculptures of animals
SPOnSOred by the Society of Animal
Artists.
“ “How Things Work’’J/9-2/28 A
thinking and working exhibit of
mechanical devices and their
OPeration.
``Space Spin of聴’’ev8-4/豹. More
than lOO items developed for use in space and
transferred to commercial use on display, from
Satellite communications to foam rubber
Tues-Sun 9-5, Fri unti1 9; $6 adults,錐Children
ages 4-14 and seniors. Science Park, Boston.
723-2500.
NEW ENGLAND QuIしT Mus則M
" “Humorous Patchwork’’8仏i班8. Quilt pattems
done with humorous twists and interpretations.
Tues-Sat lO-4, Sun 12-4, $2 adults, $1 seniors
and students. 256 Market Street, Lowell. 452-
4207
PHOTOGRAPHI⊂ RESOuRCE C剛丁駅, rhγOugh 2/25
“ ``Locomo ion’’The development of movement
Photography as expIored by important artists
B O!丁O請iA∴∴A=リム照Yl「[8京U A京Y i990　i5
SuCh as Edward Muybridge, Lois Green-
field and Harold Edgerton, amOng Others.
Tues-Sun 12-5, Thurs 12-8; $2 adults, $1 seniors
and students. 602 Commonwealth Ave. Boston.
353-0700.
SpRINGFIEしD MusEUMS
" “Dinosaurs Alive!’’2/8一雄9 Moving, Chomp-
1ng, tail-Waggmg rObotic replicas of a herd of
Mesozoic monsters. A national traveling
exhibit. Springfield Science Museum.
“ ``VAlley Childhoods’’ThγOugh H/90. A histor-
ica1 1ook at growlng uP in the Comecticut VA11ey.
Connecticut Valley Historical Museum.
“Epic Heroes and Fair Damsels’’mγOugh at8
And `Art Scene: Michael Tillyer’’J/均-2〃8. The
first is a show of drawmgS, Prints and sculpture
Of romantic themes, many from the Museum,s
OWn CO11ection. The second, a display of the
Massachusetts-based folk sculptor’s work.
Springfield Museum of Fine Arts.
看`Art Scene: Linda Mahoney’’J/均-2〃8. George
Ⅷlter Vincent Smith Art Museum. Thurs-Sun
12-4, Free. At the Quadrangle, COmer Of State
and Chestnut Streets, Springfield. 413) 739-
3871.
GALLERIES
ÅしPHA GÅしし駅Y
“ 〃Works on Paper,, ThγOugh Z/8 Thrks by Mil-
ton Avery, Aaron Fink, Arnulf Rainer Henri
de Tbulouse-Lautrec and others. Tues-Sat
TH圏　ARTS PAGES
10-5:30. 121 Newbury Street, Boston. 536-4465.
BosTON C剛丁駅FOR THE ARTS
" ``40th Annual Scholastic Art Exhibit,, ]/Z6_2珍
Greater Boston,s finest student artists on dis-
Play Mon-Fri 12-5, Sat lO-5; Free. 539 Tremont
St. Boston. 426-5000.
BosTON SocIETY OF ARTS AND CRÅFTS, Z肋ug桁沈0
〃 `American Studio Furniture: The New
England Contingent’’Fifty artists from the
reglOn feature their newest and best work,
COmPlementing the Museum of Fine Art,s “New
American Fumiture,, show Mon-Fri lO-5,
175 Newb ry S . Boston. 266-1810.
GAし」とRY与7
“ uJonathan Moller,, z/⊥」規　Photographs of
the British Virgin Islands.
" αLucretia Rhodes,, Recent pastel drawmgS.
Mon-Fri 9-5, 8 p.m. through the side door.
57 Inman Street, Cambridge. 498-9033.
GoしDSMiTHIs GAしLERY
" `Arts of Adornment’’rhγOugh J/6. The Fine
Art Jewelry Invitational of 1989 features Neal
Rosenblum, Rebecca Kruger, Precious I,耽mi
Dean and Krupp & Bryan. Mon-Fri lO-6, Sat
lO-4. 287 Park Ave. Worceste意(508) 755-4244.
CしÅR馴CE K馴NEDY GÅしLERY, ThγOu′gh 2/8
" “Focus on Infinity. American Astronaut Pho-
tography 1962-1972’’Images taken by US.
astronauts from space, SOme Which have become
his oric symboIs of man’s thrust into space.
i6 」州U掴Y月各は照り人出i"O BOi丁O‖=
Tues-Sat l」5; Free  At Polaroid, 770 Main
St. Cambridge. 577-5177
Ro帳R丁KしE N GÅしし軸Y, 1傭-名月0
“ “Lucien Aigner・ Pioneering Photqjoumalist,,
Vintage work f o  a renowned trailblazer of
early phot(小oumalism, 1929-1937 Tues-Fri
lO葛5:30, Sat 12-5. 207 South St. Boston. 482-
8188.
田A鵬AM KMKOW GAししたRY
" “Cameron Shaw’’T 7.Ough班0. Recent works
by Shavy including wall “box,, installations and
b ttle pleCeS.
“ “Donald Judd’’J傭-2/7 In conJunCtion with
the Thomas Segal Gallery and complementing
the Museum of Fine Arts shoW the Krakow
Gallery pre ents fumiture by Judd. Opening
」侮3-5 p.m. Tues-Sat lO-5:30. 10 Newbury
St. 5th FIoo , Boston. 262-4490.
し幡G鼻音」と京Y
■ “Nineteenth and Twentieth Century Vintage
Photographs’’]/5」働Mon-Sat lL6, Sun L5.
119 Charles St. Lower Level, Boston. 729-4967
ÅNDREA MARQUIT FINE ÅRTS, J/5-2/28
" “The Reductive I age’’Minimalist works by
David Diao, Fanny Sanin, Jim Jacobs, James
Rosati, Michael Bisbee, John Bo11es and Wifredo
Chiesa. Part of the series, “Contemporary
Masters and Emerging Artists.’’Mon-Fri by
appointment, Sat ll-5. 207 Newbury St.
Boston. 859-0190.
THE MoRGAN GÅししERY, ThγO砂h招8
" Obsidian sculpture ty Roger Dane. AIso works
dy Wなrhol, Dine, Hockney, Lichtenstein, Stella
and others. Tues-Sat lO-6. 222 Newbury
St. Boston. 536-2686.
B恥TÅ BIKE’s DÅNCE ART CoMPANY, J/20
" “Double Take’’Dance Art’s unlque PrOgram
Of a performance, discussion with the audience
and then a repeat ofone ofthe pieces. Featuring
I切cussわ偽Su窃e and Bu沈s. 7:30 p.m. Free,
SPOnSOred by the Boston Arts Lottery. At
Jamaica Plain’s Firehouse Arts Center, 659
Centre Street, Jamaica Plain.
" “Double Thke Two,, l郁ces & Rec諒α寂ol∂S
Bu沈s and 58 Vshαped Seagull8. 12:30 p.m.
Free. In the auditorium of the Ftderal Reserve
Bank ofBoston, 600 Atlantic Ave. Boston. 899-
9348.
BosTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRÅ All Jo砂uαγひα1∂d
Fさbγ親αγひpelわγmαn′C eS)
" 1/8」/9 Klaus耽mstedt, COnducton Bruckner;
Symphony No. 8.
"上月+上月8 ]社aus町emstedt, COnductor. Radu
Lupu, PlanO. All葛Beethoven program.
" 」H7Ll/28 Demis Russe11 Davies, COnductor.
Ljuba Kazarnovskaya, SOPranO, and Thomas
Paul, bass. Mozart and Shostokovich.
“ 」/25」/27 Guiseppe Sinopoli, COnductor, With
the Philharmonia Orchestra. Strauss and
Brahms.
g/L2伯Se翫Ozawa, COnducton With Malcolm
Lowe, Violin, and Jules Eskin, Cello. Mozart,
Mahler and Brahms.
" 2〃6-2〃0. Se翫Ozawa, COnductor Yo-Ⅵ) Ma,
Ce11o. Haydn, Shostokovich, Rossini.
"祝4-2/20. Claus Peter FIor, COnductor. With
Ida Haendel and vocal soIoists from the
助nglewood F6stival Chorus, John Oliver con-
ducting Brahms and Mendelssohn’s Dde EγSte
Wなlpuγg篤nαC就.
“ 2/%-2/%　Guiseppe Sinopoli conductor
WagneI) Strauss and Schumam.
" 2/28-8/6　Roger Norrington, COnductor
Haydn, Tippett and Mendelssohn. Times vary
With day. $9 to $45, Single ticket prices. Sym-
Phony Hall, Boston. 266-CONCERT
BosTON CHAMBER MusIC SocIETY
" 」偽α7∂d J偽. A program of Ravel, McKinley
and Brahms.
" 2珍α72’d 2〃. A piece each by Messiaen and
Schubert. Friday evemngS at Jordan Hall,
Boston, and Sunday evenlng at Sanders Thea-
tre, Cambridge. All shows 8p.m. $20, $13 and
$8, With $2 discount for seniors and students.
536-6868.
BosTONしYRIC Op輸Å,招2伽もd J侮
“ The Flひing D沈chmα脇by Wagner, ln COnCert
VerSion・ Roger RoIoff and Cynthia Springsteen
StaI〕 With a chorus ofmore than 200, including
the Boston Gay Men’s Chorus. 8 p.m. J偽, 3
P.m. J/均, $28, $23, $18 and $9. Emerson
Majestic Theatre, 219 Tremont St. Boston.
267-1512.
HÅNDEL & HÅYDN SociETY
〃 “Chamber Series Concert No. 2,, J初. Fea-
turing the Consort of Musicke Trio (sopranos
Emma Kirkby and Evelyn Tubb, and lutenist
Anthony Rooley performmg 17th century
Italian and English songs, by Monteverdi,
Frescobaldi, Blow and Purcell. 8 p.m. $18, $15,
軌2.50. Jordan Hall, 33 Gainsborough St
Boston.
" “Chamber Series Concert No. 3,, g/28　Music
Of the Old and New Worlds, the polyphonic
music of Spain and Mexico, Sung α Cαppellα. 8
P.m. $12.50 general. Church of the Advent,
Boston.
Symphony Hall Series:
“Bach and Sons, Brubeck and Sons’’J/26 α72,d
」/28 J.S. Bach’s Bγαγ話e偽bulg Col∂Ceγto Nb. 3
れG BrubeckもBγα偽denbuツワGαte, and other
WOrks by each’s sons, featuring Dave Brubeck
and members of the Dave Brubeck Quartet and
family Christopher Hogwood, COnducto東8 p.m.
」/26 3 and8p.m. J/28; $35, $28, $21, $14. Sym-
Phony Hall, Boston. (Another performance J/25
Will be at Mechanics Hall, 321 Main St.
W)rCeSter, aS Part Ofthe International Artists
Series. 752-4796.)
" “Concert No. 4’’er8 α砂d 2〃」 Works by Bee-
thoven and Rossini, featuring Melvyn Tan,
fortepiano. Christopher Hogwood, COnductor.
8p.m. 2/8 3p.m. a伍$35, $28, $21, $14. Sym-
Phony Hall, Boston. 266-3605.
BosTON PHiしHÅRMONiC ORCHESTRÅ AND CHORUS PRO
MusICÅ, 1侮
○ “Gala Benefit Concert’’Featuring Sひmpho砂
NO・ 9 by Beethoven. Be両amin Zander con-
ductor presents again his celebrated and con-
troversial interpretation of this great work・
THE ARTS PAGES
7:30 p.m・ $100, $50, $35 and $20. Symphony
Hall, Boston. 536-4001.
PRO ÅRTE CHÅMBER ORCHESTRÅ
" “」/28. Britain’s Bramwell Tbvey, gueSt COn-
ductor; With John Williams, Violin. Program
COnSisting of Sir Amold Bax, Beethoven, Men-
delssohn and a Boston premiere by Linda Bou-
Chard, dedicated to AIDS victims.
"幼」 Craig Smith, gueSt COnducto東Program
Of Stravinsky’s “IJhistoire du soldat’’and VI硯-
ton-Facade. Both shows 8 p.m. $20, $14, $7,
With $2 discount for students and seniors. J/28
at Jordan Hall, New England Conservatory,
Boston. 2況」 at Sanders Theatre, Cambridge.
66岬O67
NucしASSIX, 」/29
“ Works by Dana Brayton, Amelia Rogers,
Augusta Thomas, Andy Vbres and guest com-
POSer Jeff Stadelman. 8 p.m. $7 general, $5
Students. First and Second Church, 66 Marl-
borough St. Boston. 421-9870.
THE Io11N OLIVER Cl10R肌E, 2係
“ ``Le Vin Herbe’’by Frank Martin. John Oliver,
COnductor. 8 p.m. $18, $14 and $7, Plus $2 dis-
COunt tO Seniors and students Old South
Church, Boston. 965-0906.
M置けY軸丁州, 2/9
" Part ofthe Intemational Early Music Series,
a program of Schubert and Beethoven, With
Tan on fortepian . 8 p.m. $20, $17 and $13.
Paine Hall, Harvard University, Cambridge.
262-0650.
lEW-SH THEATE叩F NEW ENGLAND, 2月7
" “New AmerlCanS in Concert’’Featuring the
musical talent of everal Russian emlgreS tO
the Boston ar a, focuslng On Classical Russian
and Jewish composers. 8 p.m. $12 general, $10
seniors and students.　333 NahantonSt.
Newton Centre. 965-7410.
DINOS仙R MusIC ENSEMBLE, e〃8
Jayne Wdst, gueSt SOPranO. V恥rks by David
Lang, Richard Busch, Scott Lindroth, George
Crumb and Ralph Shapey 7:30 Prelude, 8 p.m.
COnCert; $8 general, $6 students and seniors.
First and Second Church, 66 Marlborough St.
Boston. 282-9736.
Tl]E BosTON MusICA VIVA, 2珍8
看Wbrks by Christopher Rouse, Seymour Shif
rin, Kathryn Alexander, and Kamran Ince.
8 p.m. $10, $5 stu ents and seniors. Pick-
man Hall, Longy School of Music, Cambridge.
353-0556.
HÅNDEし& HÅDYN Socl要TY, 2珍4
“ “Music ofthe Old and New Wbrld’’Polyphonic
music of Spain and Mexico, α Cαppellα, With
Je紐・ey Rink, COnductor First in a series of
COnCertS at the Peabody Museum in Salem,
begimmg With a brief lecture on the architec-
ture and history of the North Shore. 8 p.m.
$15 general. East India Marine Hall, Peabody
Museum, Salem. 266-3605.
NEWTON SYMPHONY ORCHESTRÅ, 1初
Ray DeVbll, tenOr, and Charles Kavalovski,
french horn. Ronald Knudsen, COnductorL Pro-
gram ofBritten and Elgan 8 p.m. $12. Aquinas
Junior College, Newton. 965-2555.
WINT駅SÅUCE CHORALE, Z偽
“Red, White and Wintersauce,, American
music, from folk to jazz to patriotic. 3 p.m.
$25, $18 and $12, halfprice for seniors and chil-
dren under 12. J hn Hancock Hall, Boston. 423-
4634.
CAMBRIDGE SocIETY OF EARLY MusIC
" “Music at the Court ofFrancis I,, IJEnsemble
Clande-Gervaise with Gilles Plante, COnductor
All performances 8 p.m. $10 general, $7 stu-
dents・ Boston招6 at The Goethe Institute,
170 Beacon St. Carlisle J〃8 at the First Reli_
glOuS Society, On the Common; Wdston招9 at
the Josiah Smith Tavem, Boston Post Road;
Cambridge J/22　at Swedenborg Chapel, 50
Quincy St. 864-5530.
WBUR
Wishes to
血a血270,000
Plus N w Englanders
めr血e wee嶋y
Pl asure of血eir
eOmpa皿y
Rndio○ ○ It can be a lonely Business- -
if Nobody Listens
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胸囲伽叩eS恥部七七en A巾
Åmidst the Controversy; the Beauty of the Photographs has been Lost
Iu Sきαγきsome急Oheγe,砂he偽りou′γ
函iec‡ hαS証ed. I72’脇s cαSe?u
れγ自脇α mOdes年かαme home m鴇loγα Pbγ短偽Queel)S N訪%γ亙his isきhe house tn砂励ch Bobeγき
MαppleきholPe gγe祝,?. I信s the house? !(雄
α寝8わmα鳥e h乞s.允γ海砂e.
Mαppleきholpe’s.輝heγ Hα77ひ声S α γeねγed
elecきγ?Cαl eγ桝72‘eeγ祝,hose techluCαl oγ彬紅
海宅on′ αnd j7cteγeS信砂photogγαph裾ed hm
to dαbble αS α u,eeke72’d phoさogγαpheγ?αγS
αgO. He ts α toZl?Sh, hα偽dsome mα72,, u初
脇e仇)αγm Smile α偽d s擁lαughわr Qf qouγ
7?eα五dooγ 1∂e宅ghboγ H舌s to7te ;s、朽e砂dlg, h宅s
mα1meγj汚e偽dlieγ Hebのrduγed the 7AeCe初
めα視ずhis祝,みげ砂hom he speαhs lo硯nglひ
his oldesきson肋chαγd, α mαγt7Z/e m/g脇eeγ
砂んo dted Q/、cαmeγ’α1}d軌e deα脇-bq-AIDS
ザh舌s solち脇e lα‡e, CO海γOのeγStαl αγ函ho-
きogγαpheγ BobeγきMαpple脇0γ申e.
I sα2d I u)αS γeluc‡α短めcαll
hうm becαuSeザ脇e γeCe庇deα脇
Qfhうs?狙“I sensed thαきwhe偽
砂e宛偽ed oγZ/∴ he phol彬了’he
γeSpOnded. ``I’m.7uS‡ glαd to hαUe
脇e oppoγ寂n秘め初桁o people.’’
Hαγrひめ0んme o性αきouγ qf’h宅s
home. I手os αjbm砂hOme. Theγe
αγe j予αmed.佃m宅lひp宅c沈γeS沈
eαCh γ00m. Theγe αγe mdわid-
uα物j沌′med phoま的性やhs qf’eαCh
Qf his ch急ldγe偽α脇d gγα1edchtl-
dγe偽　O偽　hあ　bedγ00m祝)αll. A
lαγge COloγ phoきogγαph qfα γOSe,
α u〉0γk bg Bobeγらhα偽gS pγOm手
性e海砂o宅)eγ脇e heαdboαγd Qf●his
bed.
I偽沈e rれ脇g room, Wheγe?e
Speα亙砂e αγe $epαγαわd on切bu
α blαC亙lαm急偽αきed cq解e-弛ble.
C舌γCulαγ αき01∂e e脇d, Sきl擁g履αき
the oまheγ The tαble hαS α1亀子n,Seき
αγ∂d suspellded諦αngulαγ glαSS
めp α偽d α.1紡ed dγαu)eγ α星he c舌γ-
Culαγ el諦.丑のαS de釣gl彬d bu
Robeγさα1諦Hαγr2/ γe旬sedわhaue
涼αuC寂med q筋偽証h脇e γeS年f●
脇e脇筋gs.fわm I30beγ捉s海d曾0.
As HαγrひS福海his chα急γ αCγOSS
しfナom me, α偽O沈eγ視)0γ居Q/’Rob-
eγ彊α blαC居αnd祝)h穣.海γαl s捌l擁pho-
わgγαph, hα偽gS O偽脇e u)αll beht偽d him.
Whα初αS Bobeγ‡ l庇αS α boひ?当Ⅵ) d許
.杉γel鮎hαγZ/ α砂Oきheγ短d on脇e bloc亙?
pl物ed s(雄bαll, he hαd α COllecめ偽りf’α hαぴ
do之eγ∂ Sn′α居es, α pOgO S妨h. He u)αS切p招αl
Qfe?γひO脇e7.短d履αge he脇eueγ gOき
海0 α砂か℃uble, heめoh sααOphoγ∂e lesso偽s
α砂d n′eUeγ mαde mu′Ch qf宛.,,
Bobeγきhαd αn eαγ1彬SらCα脇oltcひo沈h.
Who高雄u 乙Ced him? A pαγ舌sh pγ宅es仁`He
lo 庇d upきo励m α loき. He祝)αS gγeα信海o
脇e αγお　α1)d he loα7彬d Bobe石boo厄:S On
ChαrCh α召αnd海砂gs Qf●脇s soγき. Aγ乙d he
Spe庇α loきqf●訪me祝)勅Bobeγき.,,
The γebe雄o偽cαme lαteγ “He J雄Aome
砂hen he?αS J8 He stoγied school?he偽he
砂αS O偽lひJ6?hen he s地γきed αt PγαきまIlt,S紅
海e・ He u)αS α所謝り?mg tO gO to COllege:’
Theγr 7“elα寂mshap, /deheγ αn/d so偽, WαS
んγ2/O祝m 7Z/0? be掘eαl. Hαγr2/砂αS α d撚capl手
7Z/αγ舌α7t. He?α庇ed脇e bes擁γ his ch高dγe72,.
“丁彬dうd祝hαのe muCh conれcさ(雄eγ he.力作
tshed college, SO αll mひγeCOllec‡宅o偽s αγe αS
α短gh- Chool htd α7∂dqomgeγ　Theγe u)αS
α γeαl sさγaん偽mg Q笹he γe研Z,S be初ee偽B0be石
αnd脇e.佃mt′2/ Theγe 2/0αS α γeαl dγ雄所g
αpαγt・　He u)αS mOγe qfα S寂bboγ偽切pe.
He hαd h舌s ou)偽m沈d, he脇e初砂heγe he
砂α祝e祝o go・I γemembeγ htm sα2/mg?hel乙
he u)αS Sさαγ擁gめ71狐んe α 1狐me.ゆγ hcmse好
きhαt he?αS gOmg to be脇e best photogγapheγ
沈Nをの%擁」 Iguess he eγbded? be読g宛:’
Something happened when I宜rst stood
in front of Robert Mapplethorpe’s triptych
POrtrait ofthe artist, Brice Marden. Looking
at BγtCe Mαγden, N訪%γ亙something def
initely happened. It was unof
Thrs fable?n fIaγ7y M(砂Iethoゆe’s home?aS des2gned dy h2S SOn, Robeγt.
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fensive, nOt terribly complex,
almost too conformmg. A depth
Shot of a near-emPty rOOm With
Marden seated in a chair his legs
CrOSSed, OCCuPied the first panel.
A dose-uP, body shot ofthe same
Seated artist appeared in the
SeCOnd panel. The third panel was
a detail from a Marden painting.
Almost a void, it made me think
Ofa mirror I had become photo-
graphic information.
Some Mapplethorpe works
SuCh as Bγ宅ce Mα1de偽, Nわt; %擁,
invite participation. But another
kind of Mapplethorpe has been
highly publicized. Much of that
is his own doing. He set out to be
a highly visible artist in the
highly visible demi monde of
New tt)rk. He created images of
elegant celebrity. he made social
POrtraiture a high art, he created
delicate and exotic floral still lifes
as we11 as revealing studies of the
human body. But also graphic,
disturbing and often repellent
WOrk.And the Jeky11 and Hyde-
ism is what has captured the
Public eye and mind.
PHOTOGRAPH: D川TRI KA!TERINE
FROM THE STUD看0
For the artist-Photographer however
Subject matter is whatever he chooses.
Before his death, Robert Mapplethorpe was
asked about “transcending subject,’’and he
Said. “Go beyond the suhiect somehow, SO
that the composition, the lighting, all around
reaches a certain point of perfection.’’
Whatever he looked at, he said, he looked
at “in the same way. Just in my own way,
With my own eyes.’’
For Mapplethorpe, tranSCending su切ects
WaS the essence of his career. He came up
as a student and as an artist in New Ybrk in
the late 1960s and early ’70s. What was in
the air then among photographers of that
generation people like Garry Winogrand
and Lee Friedlander. others who had come
a generation after the European photofour-
nalists of the 1940s, ’50s and ’60s, the post-
WaI〕 SO-Called Magnum photographers (the
likes of Robert Capa, Jean Gaumy, Gilles
Peress, David Seymour was the idea that
you had a camera, yOu Were Out On the street,
you were this eye with sensitivity to react
to something and respond to it, tO eXPerience
What Henri Ca克ier-Bresson coined, “the
decisive moment.’’All ofa sudden with your
35-millimeter camera, yOu take a picture,
and there’s this fleeting gesture and it’s all
Very Subjective and intuitive and has to do
With emotion and feelings.
“Robert’s idea was completely counter to
that;’asserts Howard Reed of the Robert
Miller Gallery ``I think he was bored by that.
He was sickened by it. He hated it. Robert’s
idea was more in keepmg With the new gen-
eration of artists, eVen the pop artists or
the conceptual artists, Or the minimal artists
Ofthe 1960s and ’70s, in that Robert wanted
to view an idea and conceive it in his mind
and then go about creating that and setting
up in front of the camera and then photo-
graphingit. Whatwas unusual to Robert
WaS tO Walk down the street and just sort of
react and respond to something and say, `oh,
I’m goma make a picture of this moment,
this fleeting gesture. He wouldn,t do that.
He never did do that. Everything was con-
trolled. He always talked about this kind of
perfection. He didn’t feel he could achieve it
PHOTOGRAPHi: ◎ T‖E E!TATE Of ROBERT MAPPしETHORPE
A田OV各:
The walls of Harry Mapplethorpe’s
home are lined with family photo-r
graphs. A portrait of Robert is
third from the left.
田たしOW:
F涼t Flou)erS- T裡er L砂, J977
Tivo umque gelatin silver prints
with mat and frame
RたしOW:
Calla L砂1988
Dye TTansfer’print
A80V各:
Ba脇ng Suit, j985
Courtesy Robert Miller Gallery
A80V各:
Sandm Beγnhaγd
from Some脇men
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unless he was in the studio and unless all the
elements that come together to make the
statement, the picture, Were there.,,
In the early 1970s, 1ooking to experiment
beyond painting drawmg and sculpture, 1n
an art mood exhausted by Minimalism and
Conceptualism, Mapplethorpe followed the
lead of Andy W証hol, Cindy Sherman, Marie
Cosindas and David Hockney and latched
onto the popularity ofthe Polaroid. His ear-
1iest artist-Celebrity portrait is a photograph
of a photograph of Andy Warhol, tOm and
spray-Painted・ Thereafter in the early years,
he altered and exploited photographic
images. He experimented with diiferent
printing materials, With unconventional
frammg, SOmetimes usmg SCulptural frames
and di餓3rent kinds of glass.
Mapplethorpe’s other subject, his process
was obsessively concemed with beauty and
presentation the beauty of the photo-
graphic elements (images, materials, fram-
ing) that comprise the object. Beauty, he
said, has uto do with the way it sits on the
page, the way the shadows fall, and hopefully,
a little maglC COmeS through it transcends
whatever it is, it,s something you can,t quite
Put into words.’’
Mapplethorpe,s eye for form and his briト
1iant use of space; his use ofsubtle colors, Of
lavender, mauVe and Etruscan red, his mas-
terful command of black and white tonalities;
his skilled use of light and printing tech-
mqueS are all part of a classical aesthetic-
a quiet, COnSCious formalism seemlngly
unpreoccupied with su切ect matter. Whether
photographing the exotic or the erotic; POr-
traits ofartists, aCtOrS, Celebrities, an OrChid,
a rose, a tiger lily, a WaVe, a body, eaCh
became a clinical image, COmPOSed self-COn-
fidently and discemmgly. It is Mapple-
thorpe,s eye for the intrinsic beauty of each
that counts.
Somehow appreciation of this beauty has
been lost within the seams ofthe controversy
surounding V鳴shingto正s Corcoran Gallery
of Art’s cancellation of Mapplethorpe’s con-
troversial, traveling show A select sampling
of Mapplethorpe,s graphic and sexually
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Å田0Vた:
Bnce Maγden, NZm Ibr居j976
Three umque gelatin silver prints
with mat and frame
22沈Ⅹ 57沈’′
R看G軸丁:
0γChid 」986
Dye ′Hansfer Print
24 Ⅹ 20’′
ロとしOW:
A少かes nd拐m 1987
Dye TYansfe  Print
24Ⅹ 20′′
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A寄OV各:
Holb′ Solomon 19符
Three unlque gelatin silver prlntS
with mat and frame
22% Ⅹ 50%′′
し各書丁:
Thomas, 」986
Gelatin silver print, edition lO
24Ⅹ 20′′
田としOW;
Calla Lilies J988
Dye Transfer Print
24Ⅹ 20′′
explicit su助ect matter continues to generate
a similar exaggerated media recognition
OnCe glVen tO Andy W癌hol,s soup cans. And
as a result of this inverted, media boomer-
ang, Mapplethorpe’s celebrity has quickly
inflated to Warholian heights.
In death Robert Mapplethorpe has
become an “example’’held up to a suhiected,
Pendular society. Yct, it is time to take a
look at Mapplethorpe’s work as art, aS art
Whose su切ects are diverse and sometimes
COntrOVerSial, but whose ultimate su聯ect is
beauty and art itself.
Whαきdoes Hα1γひMαpple脇o叩e脇偽Qf
きhe co海γOUe確り8u′仰un′d痢his so偽の0諦s?
`現もsuch α m沈oγ pOγ訪o仰げh舌s祝,0γん.
Theかγe mα初雁g mou祝α高もS Ou‡げα
moleh硯.,,
And u)hαきdid Hαγγひ脇偽証脇ose se乱
uα物e笹)l融phoめgγαph詔``脇ら,, he sαひS
砂he偽we “)e硝o the Wh初eひγeきγOSpeCきれe,
`1 sαu) α j海OtyeC寂mαble加duγeS α7,)d I
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becαu′Se?e “’eγe gO佃Co be heγe, mひW薙
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As I sαうd,坊oeγe Weγe αj海かcきuγeS 2/Ou
砂ould祝be pγOud Qf the oきheγ though信s
きhのきmαひbe the裾oo信hem do祝,偽,脇ft,‡
Sα舌d `αbso初elひ偽oき! ,,
Hou, uOuld Hαγγひれ鳥e B0beγ吊o be
γemembeγed? He hes宅をαきes α偽d脇e偽sα2/S
“l彬Il, I脇励めγ h宅s αCCOmpl宅shme海s αS
布γ αS Phoきogγαphy [s co72,Ceγ偽ed. I,d nhe to
hα彬きhemjb叩e弛Il αbou拐his CoγCOγαn Sみ
初庇うon, α10d αuきhose o脇eγ phoきogγαph8 I
jusきowondeγ祝)heきheγ he?0初d hαUe gO海砂
脇e 7.OtOγie切oγpubnc砂裾vゆγ砂eγe初めγ
きhose o切ecfro砂αble, SO-Cαued o切ecわolbαble
picきuγe8 ’’
Bichaγd S二分やale宅s α砂r宛e〃ed舌をoγ祝)ho
砂oγhed /訪α砂umbeγ Qf 2/eαγS αきBuγきoγZ,-
S居宅γα αn′d Bi名名0衿αγ拐00h publ乞sheγS He
hαS COγなまγ舌buきedわめoのolumes qf Bobeγき
Mαpple脇γOpeもの0γh
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In Pursuit of帥e Grea七American Nbvel
」an Novak’s柵e M均rs’Dr∽m鮪tComes Aw山一y Ciose
n the old days when American literature
ⅥγaS interesting it was the secret ambi-
tion of everyone who made a living by
SCribbling to write the Great American
Novel. As a boy, living in the world of
indiscriminately devoured American fiction
(which, miraculously, SurVived the abomi-
nable translations of those unsophisticated
times), I even read a book entitled Thβ G7Oeαt
Ameγわα?∂ N訪el. It concerned an American
JOumalist who, for years, Suffers the daily
drudgery of the newsroom only to save
enough money so that he might take a year
Off, find his great theme and shape it into
the Great Book of every pen pusher’s
dreams. The journalist never achieves any-
thing ofthe sort; he dies during an operation,
Stil=ooking forward to his sabbatical. The
anthor’s idea was transparent: the poor hack
never wγ0きe the Great American Novel, he
nt,ed it; he led the characteristi-
Cally American life as it was then:
a life ofhard work, nOble dreams
and of experience as wide and
Varied as the great society itself.
In retrospect, I wonder how
the author avoided the final
impression of a letdown which
Often results from such an ambi-
tious idea. Perhaps I was too
young to notice, Perhaps I was
too obsessed with American
novels so that almost every smgle
One Seemed to be the Great
American Novel. Perhaps it
really?as gOOd. These were the
Old times, and even second-rate
novels were at least interesting.
The dream abdrt the Great
Novel, Ofcourse, WaS a Variation
Of the American Dream, a COn-
CePt StrOngly attached to Amer-
ica ever since the Pilgrim Fathers
SOught refuge on its shores
Though a餌uent children of later
generations m軸γ SCOm the dream
as empty it still exists,With una-
bated intensity, in new variations
and with new twists, in the minds
Of contemporary pilgrlmS. The
IししU!TRATIO町AME! !T帥BERG
W初2/S’D7. αm K毎written by a Czech
immlgrant from Chicago, Jan Novak, is one
SuCh v riat on. Published ty Harcourt Brace
and Jovanovich in 1985, it was nominated for
the Pulitzer Prize, and although it didn’t get
it, and never made it into paperback, it has
all th  makings ofwhat, aCCOrding to the old
dream, American fiction should be.
The dream is ev n in the title: an Old, dis-
Carded US. Army JeeP, Painted virglnal
White and lovmgly restored to pristine
beauty by the novel’s Czech hero, a Victim of
the multiple European persecutions of our
unbles ed cen ury. At the beginnmg Of the
StOry, however this American machine does
ot symbolize America as a land to which
the hero wants to escape, but America as
the ide l opposite of the systems that
d s royed the hero’s motherland. Nazi con-
C ntrati n camps had reduced the jeep一
OWner’s father from a muscular butcher to a
Sickly survivor and soon afterwards, the
Communists stole the man,s business. The
herds father-in-lawもfarm was expropriated
by the state, and the son-in-laW marked by
his doubly bad origin葛bourgeois and kulak
鵜SeemS des ined for a life ofdrudgery with
no prospect of ever doing anything
meaningful.
SomehoW however he secures a part-time
job as he sole clerk in a State Bank branch
t at is open once a week for the convenience
Of workers in the large factory where, for
the rest ofthe week, the man ofbad origin
hauls barrels into railway cars. There he
decides to take his revenge on the unjust
SOCiety that killed his ambition to become a
great Czech poet, and starts to dream his
first dream. It’s the dream ofall embezzlers,
based on a complex method of playing betting
games with the idea that, OnCe
the gambler hits the jackpot, he
Will retum all the money “bor-
rowed,, from the bank and still
end up a millionaire. For several
years he manages to fool the old
COntrOller who appears in the
minibank once a year, but his luck
runs out, the trusting oldster
retires and a new man is expected
any day. Disaster looms over the
dreamer. Then a strange deus eα,
mαChi脇α SaVeS him.
The l第倍)OuSき乞γed初)h拐e co偽-
j涼sedfdces　脇e cγeu, Cuお　きhe
hα筋ds c短さch沈g mαCh雄e gmS
脇e bγO祝,偽jαChboots dα偽g協g to
脇e γ0αγ沈g γhひ脇m qf脇e脇α短
地励s脇cαmO雄的ejも的ue?-
αll脇α雄γOugh雄αCA; m/emO7.彬S
Q声he GeγmαyZ‘S he hαd祝)αtehed
αS α　わe偽αgeγ祝庇h拐e sαme
ul脇mbめuous j壱en7妙S αS e〃eγひ-
On′e else, g偽αSh沈g h乞s teeきh in
宅mpoさe初α偽ge7. I信砂αS the sαme
乞mαding偏角お, O偽1写生he沈s2g海α
砂eγe Chα偽ged. But 7Z,O祝)脇e
bα1沈eγ Sきαγed α信的em α1∂d αbl
hej裾のαS γeb材　The scαγed,
dum的ul諦ed Bu′SS諦脇ひou偽g-
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SteγS, α7med to脇e tee脇, mSl狐γed沈the宅γ
0璃e篤, bγα宅榊αShed αγめcol色毎sed,砂eγe h宅s
bo色IS, h宅s αγmひ,脇e iγOn′わαgel煽げh宅s
des訪砂
Thus we are o節ered the first twist ofthe
Old story of persecution and flight. National
tragedy becomes the salvation of the cor-
nered embezzler The snow-White jeep that
used to symbolize the dream ofunattainable
OPPOrtunities in a land free of the perversions
Of race and class justice, Suddenly becomes
a symboI of an attainable America. For a
brief time, the border crossmgS are OPen
and with his family, the banker pursues his
SeCOnd dream.
Like the hero of The Gγeαt Ameγわα7,Z,
N)t;eZ, he achieves nothing. He only lives
another American novel which, Of course, 1S
not what his dream was about. The generic
SObriquets the author glVeS his hero indicate
the progress of his fortunes. He is in turn
dreamer poet, Mephisto, banker American
Capitalist, Philanthropist, PyrOmaniac and
eventually the author of Om初um, a Great
American Philosophy Treatise, Of which he
tums out hundreds if not thousands of pages
in his final American home, a loony bin.
Oml涼um is not a book about America but
about the profound unfairness of the world,
the testament ofa man with a metaphysical
grudge :
I‡ $α乞d脇α自沈e people?初αduα初αgeS
go吊0穣ep脇em αnd脇ose u,初hα7楊cαpS
got to keep theiγ hαγ楊caps　α77‘d # Uou
dec掘edめdo α偽り脇ng αbou楊,ひOu becαme
α Cγ舌m沈αl. Whわh祝)αS gOOd, becαuSe bγeαか
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Published in 1985 and
nominated for the Puiitzer
Prize,柵e Wmys’Dre∂m Ki‡
has aII the makings of what,
according to the oid d「eam,
American fiction should be.
宅ng lα狐S COuldきα応e 2/Ou SOαγi偽g on u,′ilびび
αdγel諏訪e, αγ擁he ol物伽旅γenCe be初ee7?
α筋embe為るleγ 0γ α偽αγSO偽るsき0γ α1∂ αSSαSS沈
α1∂d α pOe‡ 0γ α演on偽視0γ α1? Opeγα飢ngeγ
砂αS脇α拐he αγ訪8れhα7ged αdm舌ssうo筋.
At first sight, rhe W初2/S’Dγeαm K拐thus
COnfirms the fashionable view. the American
Dream was Iong ago exposed for what it is,
and probably always has been. a sham. Yet
the case is not so simple. The dreamer came
to America w th handicaps incurred in the
Old country. too much ofhis life had already
been stolen by systems ofutter oppression.
Unlike the Kore n corner-StOre OWner he is
impatient. He, tOO, 1oves his ch珊ren, but
Wan S tOO muCh for them too soon. His
Am rican JOumey Started in the traditional
Way. for several years he worked in a linoleum
factory and saved money. But then the old
dream overlaps the new one and with the
money eamed he触es to Las Vegas. There,
finally, the first dream comes true: he hits
the jackpot. The sum is too meager to make
him a millionaire, but he can at least make
the first step: he becomes a capitalist, buys
a cleanlng Shop and goes bust in no time. A
SeCOnd trip to Las Vegas yields only empty
POCkets and eventually leads him to petty
dishonesty, tO fantasy, tO Crime, tO lunacy.
His is, however; nOt a Simplistic American
tragedy. His lunacy has roots that reach to
the other side ofthe Atlantic. Ifthe orlgmal
SymboI of the beautiful jeep had been realized
in the old country. there would have been
n  Om海um  The W初2/8’Dγeαm Kれis,
therefore, Only seemmgly a story about the
empty American dream. Deep down it is a
StOry about Europe and its aftermath.
And yet it contains an American happy
endi g. The dreamer has two children and
the children become what he has never been:
American. It’s only here that the real Amer-
ican story lS indicated. By the paradoxical
magic of ar , he ray of this future shines
even through the desperate last pages of
The W初ひs’D7. αm K私The lunatic author
Of Oml諦um loves his children with a love
that s requited. By the paradoxical maglC
O  art it is incamated in the novel which,
though so wonderfu量ly lmaginative, 1S SO
Obviously anything but a figment of imagl-
nation. It  author has stepped out ofits pages
to write them. His father the fa,ther in the
novel, O Ce hoped to become a poet; One Of
his many hopes that never came true. His
son in the novel who became the author of
the novel is a po t. A poet in prose, that is,
Of the Am rican language. “The W海12/S’
Dγeαm K諦practically poured out of me;’he
tellingly wI.Ote in an essay printed in The
??????????
????????
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NをのIbγ応rimes Boo鳥Be涼eu). αIt came so
easily that I had clearly been ready to trade
languages　”
Almost a century ago, Joseph Conrad did
a similar swap. “I often wake up with the
distant echo of Czech rhymes in my ears;’
Writes the author of rhe W紹2/S’Dγeαm K私
Wasn’t it the distant echo of Polish rhythms
that created some of the strangest but also
most beautiful poetic slashes of words in
books written in an acquired language?
Perhaps」 and I very much hope, and
StrOngly believe this unusua11y talented
author will grow to become someone not
unworthy ofthe great Pole’s tradition. Over
the pages of The W掘りs’D7.eαm K諦I had
the pleasant d4佃? feeling of reading the
Great American Novel, the same feeling I
used to have when I read so many ofthem.
And some were not just the products of a
teen-ager’s intellectual virginity. They?eγe
great American novels, that rare and
increasmgly rare commodity. There were,
among them, books by Lewis, Hemingway,
Steinbeck and Faulkner.
心8ef S加0γeCkg宅s co鵬諦eγed bu mαγなり
Czechs α8 the pαtrO筋Sα乞海Qf Czech nteγα-
海γe,砂hich he α偽d h高砂締hαひe pγαC海α物
S沈gle-庇γ話ed切pγe$eγUed加m des‡γ紘兜io偽
α"he hα脇ds Qf脇e αu脇0γ綴es A b7硯諦海
砂o宅,ensらhe u)αSゆγCed沈めeα部e擁eγ 」968
His Tbγ0海0-bαSed pubnsh ng house pub-
nshes mαγもりdねs舌de海砂γ窃eγS方om Hαひeb
to Knmα,砂ho αγe S桝emed諒がoeわou)筋
COuγ沈γわs
Alexsander Wat: Mg Ce初u7.g (University
Of Califomia, 1988; $35). A protracted, bril-
1iant, eXCOriating dialogue between one of
Poland’s leading poets and Nobel Prize win-
ner Czeslaw Milosz. VAt lived through
more lives than most of us could bear, 1n a
fashion few of us, fortunately, have had to
bear. T is abrid劉ment Ofthe 1977 original,
in a fine tr nslation by Richard Lourle, 1S
matter-Of-fact a d thereby doubly deadly.
Saul Be○○ow: The BebLαγOSα　Col∂偽eCho12,
(Penguin, $8.95). Be11ow is in fine form in a
novella about a man with too much memory,
too clear sight and various other victims of
the Ze蕪ye寂. Full of wit and devastating
PhysioIogical observation.
Erik Ors nna: L’Expos紹on′ Colo7涼αle
(Seu l, Paris; $29.95). The tale of a love affair
with a father ’two sisters and rubbeI¥ The
richest French novel in decades. In style,
luxuriant; in sensibility, fu1l of wormwood,
in genre, eXOtic and fantastic. A translation
must be, Or Should be, On the way.
iohn le Carre: Bu$Stα House (Random
House; $14.95) Le Carre’s novels gain in
richness as they diminish in complexity.
Here, Only the English unwilling spy’s Rus-
sian beloved is a ielative fallure: eVeryOne
else, aS Well as the intrigue of Russian dis-
sident and conformist inte11ectuals, lS SPOt
Nicho看as Freeiing: Nbt αS jdγ αS Vなbmα
(Mysterious Press, $17 95). Freeling’s
detective, if that,s what we have to call a
character of considerable human riches,
Henri Castaing works through the quirks of
Freeling,s s yle and the mysteries ofterror-
ists who aren’t in that fine fettle.
Naguib Mahfouz: M掘αO ALLeひThe Th材
αnd脇Dogs. Mf料棚γ (Quality Paperbacks;
$9). The 1988 Nobel Prize wimer is a touch-
mg quOtidian realist‥ his peopleタmainly
denizens f Cairob lower life, are real, Vibrant
and generous with their hearts. Three sat-
isfying novels in one.
iohn Cheever: Le批碓(Tbuchstone; $10.95).
Cheever was among the most solid and sat-
isfying of our writers. His correspondence,
lovmgly edited by his son, glVeS One letters
One WO山d have dearly loved to receive. They
have style, Wit, feeling and reveal a wonder-
fully imocent and mischievous eye.
Heda KovaIy:【勅deγ α Cγuel S地7. (Penguin;
$8.95). Mme Kovaly has suffered more
disasters than most: the camps, the party,
the executio  f her husband. She remains
On the side of life. Despite the horrendous
appearance of this Penguin, the must read
Of must reads. She is compelling, truthful,
d tached and inte11igent.
議.田.
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T血e Language of Date Rape
On leievision) Something 8s Lost in the巾anslation
円arly this yeap a Boston television
Station screened a segment about
date rape. Incorporated into a Sat-
urday evemng magaZine show主t was
a program any netw rk affiliate in
the United States might have attempted; a
Suhiect well calculated to attract viewers,
but also one of increasmg Public concem.
While we tend to view such local e餓)rtS aS
lightweight craft bobbing along in the wake
Of the flagship programs produced by the
networks, it behooves us to examine them.
For in their use of formal techniques they
all empIoy what constitutes a new aesthetic
Style of communication. We need to know
What this new language is saying to its audi-
ence if we are to criticize it properly.
The format of this particular date rape
Segment followed a style common in news
features: reCOrded interviews are cut up into
Short sections interspersed with
Other program material. T助e-
Vision producers call these short
SegmentS “SOund bites’’and
“talking heads.’’ The terms
describe an audio-Visual phe-
nomenon unlque tO television.
For contrary to what contribu-
tors are led to believe, the prl-
mary value of the sound
bite/talking head is not the intel-
lectual content of what is said but
the audio-Visual impact of how it
is said. And so the length oftime
a1lowed for a talking head
depends on aesthetic, nOt intel-
lectual considerations.
Unlike reading, the act of
Viewing does not give us controI
OVer the pace of ingesting infor-
mation. We cannot pause to
return to an earlier sentence
whenever we want to reflect. Wb
Can prOPerly judge the value of a
SOund bite, therefore, Only by
experiencmg it in its audio-Visual
COnteXt. It loses much ofits point
When transcribed into print.
How then should we evaluate the
Way PrOducers handle this new
iししU鍋肌0=: DÅV王」OしY
audio -V i sua=anguage?
The substantive part of the “Date Rape’’
PI.Ogram ran for approximately 13 minutes.
I  addition to a hostess, nine di範)rent indi-
Viduals appeared in 21 separate sound bites.
Their combined verbal contributions
amoun ed o about six and one-haIf minutes,
Or half of the program. On average the sound
bites lasted no more than 20 seconds each;
none, in fac , WaS mOre than 30 seconds.
The appearance on the screen ofthese 21
SOund bites was broken up by an assortment
Of visual elemen s. Ofthese, the most strik-
1ng COnSisted of ex erpts from創ms depicting
acts of violence by men against women, the
Prelude supposedly to the women being
raped. These創m clips were inserted at
regular intervals, their purpose being to
PrOVide visual arousal as a counterpoint to
WOrds spoken by he hostess, by experts
and by the victims. Like the sound bites,
the創m clips w re never on the screen long
enough for us to get a firm picture of what
was gomg On・ On f ve occasions we can hear
the orlgmal sound track on the創m,but these
SegmentS are SO fleeting-the longest runs
for only 12 second -all we register are cries
offear paln, anguish. In other words, these
segments have¥ been chosen solely for their
shock value.
The 餓s t ofthis program structure is to
convey the impr ssion that the violence
depic ed in he創m clips is symbolic of acts
of date rape. Thus we are not tempted to
m ke a rational connection between what is
said at various points in the program・ Our
attent on inste d is diverted at regular
ntervals by cuts in the picture and changes
in the sound track, With neither sound
nor picture being allowed to remainbefore
Our SenSeS Iong enough for us to
interpret the logic behind them.
In the 13 minutes or so under
revieW there are some lOO pic-
ture cuts and changes in sound-
an average of one “audio-Visual
Slgnal’’every eight seconds.
This procedure or language is
Clearly unsuited to rational anal-
ysis ofany suhiect, let alone one
as emotionally charged as date
rape. Apparently aware of this,
PrOducers often approach their
Viewers with little respect for
their powers of reasomng. Date
rape was indeed a prlnCIPal
theme ofthe Boston program and
WaS discussed by experts. But
the three women who appeared
in the role of victims were not
Victims of date rape. They had
Su餓∋red from di撒∋rent forms of
SeXual trauma, but their expe-
riences were not relevant to what
the experts were asked to talk
about. What the three victims,
therefore, PrOVided was a sen-
Sational context that gave a false
legitimacy to the program, a
PrOduction tactic that was
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apparent right from the begimmg.
“Date Rape’’opened with a 30-SeCOnd
uteaser,, in which we hear brief, Shocking
WOrds from three women whose forms dis-
SOIve in and out ofwhat appear to be scenes
Of romance, fo11owed by violence. These
SCeneS are SO Short, however, that all we
have time for is to register a mood-a yOung
man and woman kissing on a couch, a yOung
WOman Crymg Out and a young man hitting
he意Sexual violence, terrO車he words “gang
rape’’establish a tone for all that follows.
And what follows takes the same form of
Shocking words, abrupt cuts and arousmg
Visuals, all emotionally loaded procedures
that deny the possibility of any rational
analysis that might have been provided by
the exper s. Tbgether with these production
devices goes the frequent use of arousmg
WOrds that strike our senses like flashing
neon slgnS, their value lying not in their
Verbal content, but as a dramatic cue for
these picture cuts. Here is how the hostess
leads us into the program proper soon after
the openlng ``teaserタ,・ αBut for many women,
What began as an e叩eyable evenmg Can SOOn
tum into a nightmare’’
With these words’the picture cuts to a
Victim, Jan Brown・ Jan Brown, it tums out,
WaS attaCked by a man who broke into her
apartment one evenlng With a knife. Imme-
diately the word nightmare has captured our
attention and diverted us from expecting a
logical analysis of a date rape.
Jan Brown was not in fact raped, although
She suffered a11 the trauma ofrape. She had
met her attacker two months before at a
Party, but by no means could her experience
be ca11ed a date rape. In the program, how-
ever she is followed by a psychiatrist who
explains how date rapists deliberately set
Out tO Win the confidence of women in order
to rape them. This was not what happened
to Jan Brown. Nevertheless by juxtaposlng
her appearance with that of the psychiatrist,
the program has suggested such a comec-
tion. “The fa,Ct is;’the psychiatrist concludes,
αrape is not an act of sexual seduction, it,s
an act of violence.,,
The sound bite cuts on the word “violence;,
the word and the cut thus together formmg
an audio-Visual cue to the next segment, a
Clip from a training創m used, SayS the host-
ess, in high schooIs and colleges. In the clip
We See a grOuP Ofhigh-SChool boys entice a
girl they meet at a cafe into a car-αan easy
targe ,, says the hostess, Who,s uhoping for
romance.’’The car pulls up m an isolated
SPOt, Where the boys, We aSSume from her
SCreamS, raPe he東
None of our three victims’experiences, it
must be reca11ed, Were Similar to what we’ve
Seen in this創m clip. But now there’s a cut
to another victim, a SOund bite that was
included in the teaser because of its sensa-
tional appeal and is inserted at this point for
the same reason・ It seems to fo11ow Iogically
from the scream ofthe girl in the創m clip-
not the logic of rational analysis but the logic
Of audio-Visual cues: “When I was 13 years
Old;’ elated the victim, “I was gang raped
by a group of boys whom I had grown up
With, I knew them my entire life:,
This cut is again typical of television,s lin-
guistic procedure. The shock of the picture
Cut followed immediately by the words “gang
rape’’persuades us that there must be sense
in the information we’re being glVen・ Read-
mg it we realize her experience has nothing
to d  with d e r pe, but in viewmg it our
Critical faculties are overwhelmed by the
andio-Visua=anguage of the medium.
A complaint ften made by professional
PeOPle after they’ve been interviewed for
televisi n s at only a fraction of what
they’ve said was used. The sound bite pro-
Cedure, they think, rendered their contri-
butions meanlngless; the meat of what they
Wanted to say was left out and what remained
WaS Played out of context. The date rape
PrOgram WaS indeed incomprehensible if
read with he expectation of literate com-
munica ion. Yc  the professionals who
appeared reported that it was widely viewed
by the Boston community. Many women
Called in to say that the program had meant
a great d al to them; these women, articulate
but shy and withdrawn from their own
experiences of being raped, Said that after
Seeing the program they were ready to come
f rward and testify against their attackers.
In other words, the program did succeed
in communicating a particular kind of emo-
tional info ma ion about rape. It produced
SOme POSitive response from a special section
Ofthe audience and in this at least, Vindicated
its orlgmal claim to be “a story about how
SOme WOmen are fighting back.’’
But at what co ? What ofthe e批)Ct On
th  remainder of the audience? Tblevision
PrOducers will no doubt argue that they must
follow industry practice to compete in the
marketplace. But it is also possible that these
PrOducers do not understand how ethical
COntent is related to artistic form, how their
OWn mOral and i ellectual integrity is mea-
Sured b  the aesthetic choices they make. I
WatCh d this program because my wife was
One Of the xperts interviewed・ How many
Other viewers, I wonder felt victimized, aS
I did, by its audio-Visual sensationalism? In
the end we could justifiably say, We had a
date with a television program and we were
raped by it.
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Boston University’s鴫ai Center Uses the Latest le`hniques
工n the late 1890s, When o飴cials at Har-
Vard University got fed up with the ter-
rible acoustics in one of their lecture
ha11s, they ca11ed on VAllace Sabine to
SOlve the problem. Sabine, a yOung
assistant professor of physics, WaS initially
ba鍋ed. Yet, in a memorable display of per-
SeVeranCe, he began removlng Seat CuShions
from a nearby theater lugging them across
the street and placing them in the hall to see
how they affected sound. He did this repeat-
edly; Carrying the cushions over at night and
retuming them the next mommg. Eventu-
a11y his e範)rtS became something of a canpus
joke.
But Sabine,s humiliation was not in vain.
By insta11ing di紐erent numbers of seat
CuShions in different-Sized halls, and meas-
urmg how they a節ected reverberation time
the time sound takes to decay to inaudibil-
ity he developed the first sci-
entific formula for measurlng
acoustics. And within a few
years, Sabine was glVen the
Chance to apply his formula to a
new building under construction
in Boston Symphony Ha11,
which is now considered acous-
tically the second-best concert
hall in the world.
Despite Sabine’s inroads, SCi-
ence has yet to devise a reliable
formula for creating acoustically
Perfect concert halls. The failure
Of such halls as New Yt)rk,s Phil-
harmonic (whose sound was so
bad the building had to be rebuilt)
and the recent renovation of
Camegie Hall (whose acoustic
reviews have been less than
resounding) demonstrate that
Creating good acoustics invoIves
more than movlng Seat CuShions.
Nevertheless, many gOOd con-
Cert halls短we been built, thanks
to advances in the field. One of
the most interesting develop-
ments has been the invention
Of　存electronic architecture.,,
Insta11ed in ha11s that refuse lis-
teners the courtesy ofproviding good sound
On their own, electronic systems can now
artificially erect walls and expand ceilings
to create desirable acoustics. It was one of
these sy tems, reCently insta11ed at the Tsai
PerfbrmanCe Center at Boston University,
that helped convert a former lecture hall into
a first-Cl ss recital ha11.
How does a first-Class concert hall sound?
Tb a swer that question invoIves first inter-
Preting the vague terminoIogy associated
With acoustics. Music∴Can be “wet’’(the
echoey sound you hear in a large, emPty
room), “dry’’(the mu縦ed, absorbent sound
you hear inside a coat doset), tranSParent,
brillia t, full, bronze, rOund or fibrous.
Fortunately, d fining the science behind
fuzzy descriptions has been an important
Part Of the recent advances in understanding
how concert ha ls work. As most of us
emember from high-SChooI science, SOund
travel  through the air in waves; these waves
reach our ear n a variety of lengths depend-
1ng On he instruments and notes being
Played. Almost a  mportant is the way the
r om in wh ch they’re played 7.eβects waves.
And the most imp rtant measure of how
concert halls affect sound waves is
reverber tion.
In fact, muSic Iovers have long known that
the more reverberant a hall is, the more it
glVeS listeners the sense of being lmmerSed
in sound. But to understand the more subtle
qualiti s of good acoustics, SCientists have
had to an lyze reverberation more cIosely.
For example, While reverberation宛me is
COnSid red the most important aspect of
rev rberation, Leo Beranek, a renOWned
acoustician and now trustee emeritus ofthe
Boston Symphony Orchestra, figured out in
the 1960s that a longer reverber-
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ation time in the low notes glVeS
music its “warmth:, Beranek was
also the first to suggest that the
SenSe Of ``intimacy’’a person feels
in a good concert ha11 is not
determined by the sound commg
directly from the performers, but
by the reflections of sound that
reach the listener after the direct
SOund. A ha11’s unlque Shape and
materials determine when these
reflections arrive and from what
direction. In fact, aCOuSticians
now know that in the best concert
halls, “early re岨ections’’arrive
at the listener’s ear within 20
thousandths of a second after the
direct sound (any longeI; and the
listener may hear it as an echo).
Moreover, the more these early
reflections arrive from the side,
the more listeners feel
αimmersed.,,
Acousticians also know that a
hall’s geometric shape plays a
maJOr rOle in whether or not it
creates these reflections. For
example, although traditional
fan-Shaped halls allow large
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audiences to have a good view ofthe stage,
their geometry causes early reflections of
SOund to curve away from listeners
decreasmg the sense of immersion. Shoe-
box shaped ha11s, like Symphony Hall, SOund
better because their sound reflects off the
Walls and¥reaChes the audience directly from
the sides. Best of all, however言s the reverse-
fan shape, Which envelops listeners with
reflected sound from the side. Although the
reverse茸n hall holds fewer people and
therefore presents economlC PrOblems, it has
been used successfully in the Tampa Bay
Performmg Arts Center and other halls.
Even with basic prmCiples defined, there
are other determinants of good acoustics
SOme mOre a matter Ofopinion than science.
For example, the ambitions of architects and
acousticians can often be at odds. visions of
grand spaces and lines have been known to
COnflict with the structural prmCiples of good
acoustics. Nevertheless, tOday,s architects
and acousticians are making an e餓〕rt tO WOrk
together as was seen in the recent comple-
tion of the Meyerson Symphony Center in
Dallas. Although during its design both
architect I.M. Pei and acoustician Russell
Johnson threatened to quit over di鮒erences
Of opinion, they stuck it out and created a
ha11 that is considered an architectural
and acoustical success.
And there are other factors, SuCh as what
the hall is used for. Ifit is prlmarily used for
Symphony musIC, longer reverberation times
are desirable. However, SuCh halls may not
be good for lectures or theater since the
reverberation may result in the chaotic
OVerlap of spoken words. And in between
the long reverberation time preferred for
SymPhony and the short time needed for
Speaking, is the reverberation time used for
OPera, Since it combines both music and voice.
Thus, the intended use of the ha11 is an
important factor. while some halls, SuCh as
Symphony Hall, are designed for one type
Of performance, Others ca11ed multi-uSe
ha11s-muSt be made adaptable for a variety
Of music styles.
This adaptability is usually achieved
through the physical efforts of architects and
builders: the hall is built with a long rever-
beration time and then movable acoustic
Walls and ceiling panels are used when the
SOund needs to be adapted for other events.
However㌧ reCent developments in electronics
are allowlng aCOuSticians to build up sound
Without building walls.
Electronic “architecture;’a technoIogy
that electronica11y simulates the acoustics
found in the best concert ha11s, has been
PIOneered and refined by Christopher Jaffe,
Of Ja餓∋ Acoustics, Inc. in Norwalk, Con-
necticut, OVer the past lO to 15 years. The
COnCePt is fairly simple: microphones dis-
Creetly located over the stage pick up live
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The conくept is simpIe:
mi⊂rOPhones over the stage
piくk up音ive music; the sound is
Sent through e音ectroniくCirouits
that d 音ay it by fractions of a
S COnd, reSulting音n Sound that
O erwise could only be
くreated by physica=y alte「ing
the haIi.
music from the performer・ the sound is sent
through various electronic circuits that創ter
and delay it by fractions of a second. The
refurbished sound is then broadcast through
SPeak rs hroughout the ha11, reSulting ln
new reverberation times and reflection pat-
te s that oth wise could only be created
dy phy ically altering the hall’s architecture.
Although udienc s cannot hear sound dir
ectly from th  speakers, the live music is
enhanced in the same way that it would be
by the architecture of a top-nOtCh concert
hall.
Jalfe’s system, Called ERES (for electronic
reflection energy systems), Can be used in
S V al ways. to improve the acoustics of an
existing hall, Or tO increase the versatility
inn wha11 . So farthe EREShas beenused
SuCCeSSfully ln a number of locations
including th  Laurie Auditorium (used by
San Antonio Symphony) the Hult Center
in Orego  (Eugene Symphony) and the Circle
Theatre (Indianapolis Symphony).
Jaffe’s ultimate vision is that ERES will
enable conductors to use more than a baton
to direct their music; he contends that they
will be able to tailor the hall acoustics to the
Style of individ11al composers, tyPeS Of music
and ven movements within a pleCe. Despite
the appeal ofthis futuristic vision, however
Jaffe admits that for now言`Most clients don’t
Want infinite adjustability In fact, they don’t
Want any adjustability at a11. They prefer
that we tune the system at the outset and
PrOVide a simpl  on/off switch.’’
Boston Univ rsi y’s goal in hiring Jaife
Acoustics was to convert a common lecture
hall into one of concert-quality. In its orlgmal
State, Hayden Ha11, located in the Univer-
Sity’s S ooI ofManagement, lacked the vol-
ume, reV rberation time and visual appeal
needed for conc rt performances. When
Jaffe, WOrking with the architectural firm
Hardy Ho tzmann Pfei節er completed the
new Tsai C nter last February, the stage
had been cut away, an OrChestra pit had been
Created, the false ceiling had been removed
to increase the hall’s volume, aCOuStic drapes,
a movable orchestra shell and ceiling panels
installed and the seating had been gradually
raked to the back balcony. Yct, although
acoustics in the new ha11 were vastly superior
to the old version, they sti11 weren’t good
enough. In fact, aCCOrding to Gregory
Kacherovich, Senior consultant from Ja鮒e,
reverberation time in the new Tsai Center
WaS Still only O.9 seconds. (Symphony Ha11
With a full house is l.8 seconds.) Even with
the acoustic drapes along the sides raised,
the reverberation time remained an unde-
Sirable l.2 seconds.
Enter ERES, With its two microphones
OVer the stage, CuStOmized electronic equlP-
ment and 48 speakers strung overhead. The
Tsai Center’s ERES was designed to
incr a e the rev rberation time in the lower
notes, adding greater “warmth;’and increase
the overall reverberation time to about l.6
SeCOnds. And all ofthis at the flick ofa switch.
But does it work? “It’s noticeable, yeS,’’
S yS Kach rovich. ``The direct sound of the
live musIC PreVails, but all ofthose speakers
l班the sound. Y)  Can Only hear the differ-
ence ifthe system s on or off:’
Accord ng to Robert Sirota, director of
Bos on University’s SchooI of Music, reViews
Of the Tsai Center so fa,r have genera11y been
good. “Everyone who has performed there
SayS it sounds absolutely wonderful from the
Stage;’he note , although he admits, ``There
are v rymg OPmlOnS about how it sounds in
the ha11. Some say it’s perfect, Others would
like a little more resonance:’Mark Beaulieu,
a violinist with ALEA IⅡ　an in-reSidence
ensemble at Boston University, eChoes the
View of some critics who have complained
that the hall is too dry. `As a stringplayer I
don’t have the sense that what I’m sending
Out is being amp睡ed enough, SO I have to
force my playmg a little bit.’’Yet Beaulieu
adds hat the sound is a distinct improvement
OVer the old Hayden Hall and says that as a
member ofthe audience he has heard cham-
ber music in the hall that sounded fine. David
Pelletier director of the Tsai, agreeS that
there’s still room for improvement and says
he is hoping to “tweak’’things a bit to get
even more reve beration.
As reviews of he Tsai Center continue to
COme ln, fine-tuning will be restricted to
adjust ng acoustic draperies and elements
Ofthe rchestra sh ll. For noW the ERES’s
POtential to give conductors the same control
that other art sts have over their master_
PleCeS-a dash of New Yt)rk Carnegie here,
a touch of Symphony Hall there and a shading
Of Viema Mu ikvereinsaal throughout- Wi11
be limited to a somewhat more pedestrian
Palette: a Simple on/off switch.
Jbn Q?iio誌α力aee-lα筋Ce?γ窃eγ 0αSed沈
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PROPHETS ARE GENERALLY CAUTIOUS
about their prophecies in order to guard
against failure. This is a great mistake,
as it makes all prophecy dull, and in any
CaSe nObody ever checks back to see if
you were right or wrong. So I have no
hesitation in making my forecast for the 1990s as
detailed as possible.
?
1990・ President George Bush takes to opening his
SPeeChes with the words 〃My fe11ow Americans
and illegal immlgrantS:’An enormous quantity of
disused, ruSty garden tooIs is found in Alaska. This
IS Put down to the greenhouse e範sot. Mrs. Thatcher
SayS She has no intention of reslgnmg・ A maJOr
earthquake occurs in Beirut, and nobody notices.
There is a considerable influx of Poles into East
Germany which, for all its poverty, is much better
Off than Poland. Frank Sinatra makes a comeback.
USA fails to win soccer,s Ⅷrld Cup,but emerges
as the top baseba11 nation in the world.
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1991・ A national crisis occurs in American cooking
For years it has been the custom to go crazy over
One national cuisine after another- Mexican, Jap-
anese, French, yOu name it. Now it is discovered
that they have run out ofnational cuisines to import.
Except Canadian・ Mrs. Thatcher says she wi11 not
reslgn・ M東Bush starts making his speeches twice,
OnCe in English, OnCe in Spanish. The first signs
are seen ofan in岨ux into Poland ofRussian citizens
Poland may be bad, they say, but you should
See Russia! It is discovered that the Japanese
have bought m砧ority rights to Frank Sinatra,s
COmebacks.
?
鮒2・ An Americ n citizen wins the US. Open Tbmis
title! No, Only kidding A European wins the title
and b comes an American citizen. At the latest
COunt, SeVen rePublics have left the USSR and
become ind pendent of Russia, Mr Gorbachev is
repo ed to be secre ly fr.antic, aS they a11 have
their own independent nuclear strike force, and he
doesn,t know if th y are pointed at Moscow or
Wdshington・ East Germany does badly at the
IしLUiTR仙ON: DAVE 〔JTLER
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OlympICS, aS all the good rumers have left the
COuntry already; Somebody in Iceland discovers
lO,000,000 packets of parsley seed, all well past
the sell-by date this is thought to be part ofthe
greenhouse effect. Mrs. Thatcher refuses to reslgn.
?
1鵬, The President opens what he calls the new
national debate: tO find a new enemy Now that
America and Russia are friends, China is busy at
home and Europe otherwise occupied, Who should
the American national enemy be? An opm10n POll
PutS Japan in the lead at 23 percent. An amazlng
development in Eastem Europe; nOW that the
Ukraine, Lithuama, etC. have all gone independent,
Poland is no Ionger next door to Russia they are
SeParated by new neighbors This makes it harder
for the Russians who are flooding into Poland.
Spanish becomes the o縦cial language of Califomia.
The Pope visits the only country in the world he
has never visited and gets free air travel for life.
The Japanese develop the world,s first thinking
COmPuter.
?
書994. Scandal in Tbkyo; the world,s first thinking
COmPuter is sacked for taking bribes. It self
destructs and becomes the first computer to commit
hari-kari. Mrs. Thatcher declares she will stay in
Offroe. As Western Russia becomes emptier with
the exodus to Poland, many Siberians start movlng
WeSt tO創1 the vacuum. People in Alaska start feel-
1ng edgy they don’t want to move to Siberia, for
Godもsake. Sylvester Stallone makes the last Ranbo
film, m Which Russia and America team up to beat
the hell out of the title character
?
1995・ Phew! Luckily, the world捕rst thinking com-
Puter had an identical twin・ The first question it is
asked, in an e餓)rt tO trick it, is the old unanswer-
able: “How come if the Japanese make a11 the cam-
eras in the world, there is no Japanese photographer
that anyone has heard ofy, The computer thinks
for a while’then answers. `And there are no Japa-
nese motorcyclists either声Ome tO think ofit. W玩rd,
isn,t it?,, Spanish becomes the o範cial cooking of
California.
?
1996・ Siberia now empty The national debate on who
Should be the next enemy ofthe USA comes under
the ownership of the Japanese, Who immediately
disappear as a possible enemy. New front rumer
is Noriega (formerly known as Panama). The
invention ofthe age is launched, Videospecs, a Palr
Of spectacles on which you get TV with all the
impact of a wide-SCreen mOVie. Trouble is, yOu keep
getting run over when you wear them. Mrs.Thatcher
decline to reslgn・ Wbrldもbrightest computer is
asked another question. “Is there a God?,,
?
1997 Computer answers. `Absolutely! I know what
you mean・ Scar坊isn’t it? Could you pass me another
One Of those delicious salmon canap6s?,, It is realized
tha the first socially evasive computer has evoIved,
thus slgnaling the openmg Of the decadent period
Of computing Russia goes bankrupt, but nobody
n tices. Hong Kong goes back to the Chinese-20
illion i habita ts of Hong Kong leave the place
in boats. Mrs. Th tcher considers reslgnmg, but
decid s against it. Japan tums out to be the new
OWner Of S beria, With an option for the rest of
Russia.
?
1998・ Wbrldwide hunt begins for people who were
bom before 1900 and are thus candidates for living
in three separate centuries. Last man is found in
Britain who can remember Queen Victoria. ``I didn,t
like her much;’he says. “She was old, grlm and
WOuldn’t clear off. Not unlike Mrs. Thatche弓, he
adds. America finally decides to choose illegal
immgrants a  the national enemy of America. New
SuPer-intelligent computer is asked “Is there a
God?’’It replies, umerVmgly. “Yるs, I am:,
?
1999. Mrs. Th tcher amounces she will not resign.
Britain is highly embarrassed. She was ousted as
Party leader eight years ago and still thinks she is
in charge. Illegal immlgrantS declare war on United
States. US. has all the firepower, but illegal immi-
grants have a stranglehold on fruit-Picking, Shoe-
Shining and ’dish-WaShing industries. Stalemate.
Graham Greene tums down Nobel Prize. Legal
history lS made in America when a man sues his
defense lawyer for failing to get him o埠and wins.
Many organizatio  ask writers to forecast shape
Of 21st century Gore Vidal accepts 300 such invi-
tations and sees only gloom ahead. Gigantic world-
Wide party on Dec. 31 t, 1999, during which Mr.
Malcolm Forb s flies around the world in an e範)rt
to keep ahead ofthe date change. Party only slightly
dampened by revelation that the Japanese have
bought up a11 rights to the 21st century.
?
2000. Monumental feeling of anti-Climax.
Miles HjngtoJ高s to Bγ寂sh 7.eαdeγS m脇e Inde-
Pendent Qf Lol∂do乃) whαきA庇Bucんu)αld ts to
Ameγねα砂S A〆)γmeγjα之之muS脇脇αγ∂d co初γ祖
u疑野鳥0 γeひueS, he is αγguαblひ偽oきmeγelひα u庇buき
α nαき舌onαれγeαSuγe.
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I usually leave mi11emial thoughts to
PrOPhets and poets. Joel speaks of a
COmlng time when the old men shall
dream dreams, and the young men have
Visions. Virgil and Dante, Shelley and
Yeats are great at the vision thing
Moreover; it has been my experience as a JOumey-
man JOumalist that it is almost always the self
PrOClaimmg Utopians who are the first to set up
the gui11otine in the middle of the public square.
OI㌧ tO take over banana republics and promptly
PrOduce a shortage of bananas.
The Second Commg! In westem civilization the
Phenomenon our scholarly glossators call chiliasmus
is linked with the Christian calendar and the earlier
messianic Jewish scriptures- Isaiah and his savmg
remnant. I find it di飴cult to read the earlier gospels
存Go’take what thou hast and give to the poor,,
Without a vivid sense ofhow immediately the apos-
tles expected the return of Their Lord, before the
bloommg Of next year,s roses of Sharon. veronica
WOuld surely be there with another veil. Time
PaSSed, aS it always does. The last gospel, Revela-
tion, already seems outside the Palestinian time-
WarP, a book with seven seals.
By the time of St. Augustine of Hippo and the
3`∴ÅN UAR YI「[8照りA議Y　),O B O~丁O NIA
OnruShing collapse of The Roman Emplre, the
Christian mind h d retreated into the marvelous
City of God・ We Christians were now being told
that our ki gdom was not of this world, a lesson
We have been r.elearmng eVer Since.
It was around Christmas time, 1955. My then
Senior editors at rhe Sα海rdαひEt/e偽mg fts白n
Philadelphia, Whol some meat-and-POtatOeS Mid-
W S emerS all, Sen an urgent Cable that caught
up wi  me in Paris.
PLEASE OFFTAKE PRO MUERZZUSCHLAG COMMA
TOWNSHIP SOMEWHERE SOUTH VIENNA STOP BEEN
TOLD ITINERANT PREACHER DOWNCOME FROM
HILLS PROCLAIMING DOOMSbAY STOP REPORTS GOOD
BURGHERS ALL HEADING EITHER CHURCH
CONFESSIONALS LOCAL BROTHELS OR NEAREST
BEERGARDENS STOP OUTCHECK.
Mu rzzuschlag! The end of the world at world,s
nd. Muerzzuschlag-On-the-Muerz is to the Vien-
nese about what Saugus, Massachusetts, is to a
Bostonian・ I o範ook・ By the time I reached Salzburg
(in a b inding snowstorm), SeCOnd and third
thoughts dictated that I do another check on this
yarn. I telephoned an old editor fr.iend in Viema.
IししU!丁議川O=: 808 〔0鵬各
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Since the days of the satirist Karl Kraus, Viema
has been the secret world capital of dubious JOur-
nalism. His response: “Mensche砂s短脇d! Is that
Canard flying the rounds again? It first surfaced in
the 1890s. On a really dull weekend here in Vienna,
SOme lazy editor always tries to peddle it yet once
again・ Nothing ever happens in Muerzzuschlag?
A second reportorial experience, a decade later
A gifted young German JOumalist named Ulrike
Meinhof had seemmgly gone round the bend. She
WaS nOW making world headlines as co-leader of
the Baader-Meinhof Gang・ They robbed banks,
kidnapped businessmen, threw homemade bombs
into publishing houses. I had known Ulrike in one
Of her nicer incamations. Once, On the magic North
Sea and North Frisian island of Sylt, We tOOk a
long beach promenade on the T揚脇eγ溺γαγ乙d the
Only beach where wearing a bathing suit is allowed).
We Chatted about Roman Catholicism and whether
the Pope believed blue chickadees (Blαumeise偽
have souls.
Sex, religion, the Kingdom of God, they were
all jumbled up in Ulrike Meinhof,s active mind. I
told her that we Roman Catholics did not rea11y
believe that birds or animals have souls. But I went
On tO Say, I truly believed that God let blue chicka-
dees fly all around Paradise anyway Hadn,t he
PrOmised St. Francis and all birdwatchers etemal
bliss?,,存Ulγ漁che偽, His Eye is up on the Blαumeあe:,
It was then that she told me hoW as the Protestant
daughter of an anti-Nazi fa・mily in Thuringla, She
With her family had fled in 1945 to Osnabruck in
North Germany One of her first teachers was a
nun, Sister Maria Theresa, Who was charged with
Carmg for refugee children. After Ulrike left the
COnVent SChool, the women corresponded for years.
This correspondence only ceased after La Meinhofも
disastrous marrlage, Which included dri11-SeSSions
in a millionairds villa on how to toss hand grenades.
When the Beαde壷Ddyesねsslgned me to pro創e
Ulrike Meinhof and the terrorist mi11emium, I
remembered the story ofthe elderly nun and sought
her out in the chapel ofthe convent. (She was pray-
mg for her Ulrike. I was spooked a bit when the
next mommg, I read ofthe capture of Meinhof in
nearby HamoverLIt had been 6:00p.m. the hour of
the evening Angelus, and the hour that had brought
Sister Maria Theresa to the chapel and me to her.)
She told me: 〃Before the devils ofthis world brain_
WaShed her弓think that Ulrike was a secular saint,
a natural do-gOOder In the Middle Ages, Holy
Mother Church would have rushed her offto a nun_
nerげ(Probably to a WbSSeγSChloss, a mOated castle
With the drawbridge up.)
I thought the Beαdeγb D匂est would be delighted
With my report. Not at all. They covered my three
monthもexpenses, but wrote me an apoIogetic letter.
“So sorry we simply cannot print this. It seems to
be the shocking story of a young German woman
Who goes around h乞uing people!?he Pleasantville
idea of a terrorist is Anne of Green Gables.
Sister Maria Theresa was right. In the decade
leading up to the end of the lOth century, the
Christian Church, nOW Very muCh the establish-
men , had to handle all sorts of exalted zealots
Suddenly comlng down from the remote hills and
their hermit caves. The medieval woodwork was
teemmg With liberated human termites. The Book
Of R velations became a kind of monastery sαmiz-
d融. Much talk of the F班h and Final Monarchy,
Armageddon to be fo11owed by the Kingdom ofGod
On earth.
Perhaps the most terrible of these apocalyptic
Outbreaks-religion as politics-tOOk place in the
German city of Muenster deep in Wdstphalia, in
the predawn light of the Reformation, the early
1500s. A ch rismatic, bam-bummg OratOr named
Jan B ckelson, SOmetimes called John of Leyden
(Holla d) arrived in Muenster to preach his own
brand of iberation theoIogy. salvation by excess.
Through the art of fornication and other forms of
SPiritual ec t sy声nCluding the beheading of aris-
tocrats, the bugg rmg Ofbishops and the communal
dividing up of all property, Bockelson encouraged
the priests and nuns (now liberated, Of course to
get roarlng drunk on altar wine, dance naked in
the ve tiary and copulate on the altars. These
madmen an madwomen called themselves Ana-
baptist , WaShed in the blood ofthe lamb. A similar
SCene WaS rePeated in 1793 during the French Rev-
Olutio . The most notorious actress of Paris was
escorted o the Church of the Madeleine by the
Jacobins and enthroned on the high altar as the
Goddes of Reason. After some 18 months ofrevo-
lutionary reve s t  doughty Bishop of Bruemen
marched in a d with fire and sword put an end to
th s chiliastic evelry.
I stress this link be ween politics and religion,
SeX and mi11enarianism, for the same reason that
Englishmen climbed Mt. Everest becαuSe海も
th γe・ Last fall Boston University held a two-day
Co72/UeγSαZ乞oγ彬Seeking “a metaphor for our time. ”
None ofthe guests came up with a convincmg One,
but I rather lik d Bemard Levin,s (London TJmes
COlumnist ment on of his favorite gγq筋to
“Nietzsche is dead. Signed, God:, Alas that it were
true. God is alive ag in, but so is Old Friedrich,
Wh  signed himseIf Zarathustra-Christ-Caesar and
then went bonkers.
Whenever men and women abandon traditional
religion and morality声 e faiths ofour fathers, that
SPiritual void is soon創Ied by the rush of Utopian-
sm, the evangelical urge to establish the Fifth
Monarchy of Chris  the King as the Kingdom of
God here on earth. There comes that old yearning
for a t is-WOrldly paradise, the city on a hilL
Professor Hegel was a chiliastic type at the high
academic eα; Cαきhedγα level. He once wrote that
the owI of Minerva, the goddess of wisdom, first
takes wmg at dusk・ There we are movmg tOWard
the evemn  hours, the Abeγ∂ddαmmeγmg Of the
20th century I speak as a country boy from Mary-
l nd, born down on the Chesapeake Bay in 1917 I
have thus lived long enough to be able to report on
the d mise or disintegration ofthe two great sub-
St tute, eγSα e religions of our time. AdoIph Hitlerも
COnt3nued onp優e 71.
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態鱗弼軸輔弼鯖輔 POPE BONIHICE VIII b. 1235 r. 1294-1313RAYMUNDO LULL 1232-1315
ROME 1295. A ROOM IN THE VATI
can. Front. two chairs. Back of them a
screen hiding two persons excePt for
their black shoes. From behind this
screen throughout come approI正ate
whispers, hisses, 1aughte意
popE BONIFACE My son, Raymundo.
RAYMUNDO. Kissing ring. Ybur Holiness. At last・ It
lS gOOd ofyou to see me.
p %ur fame put me off, Raymundo・ That is why
we are alone. Lul=ooks at screen. Even in Death
we will not be alone. Sit. Note, my Chair is not a
throne nor is yours・ But I am now an Apostle,
Vicar of Christ and you are still just a genius.
So they say in Barcelona. What language can we
SPeak?
R∴four vemacular will do.
%ung cleric comes from screen) gives the Pope a folde一・,
backs o鯖.
p Now Raymundo, about visions・ Reads in folder I
have the stone. You have visions. IfI make a face
it will not be an Angel floating in the air but a
stone in the gut.
R. I have had mystical visions.
p Yes, the name ofone is a matter ofrecord・ Reads.
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Mallorca. A member of the Court of your King
Jamie. %u chased her through the Church of
Sa  Francisco on a horse. Reads on. %u caught
her in the sanctuary but did not o節end her.
This beautiful vision!
R. She bared her breast to me and it was cancerous.
God knows that was not a vision・ They came
later when I was 40.
p Yes. After your marrlage. Children・ Books.
B。Oks. Books. Here,s one: Beatific: Christ on
the Cross. Five times?
R. He first appeared high in the sky. Each time he
got lower In th 批h vision He was on ground
level and stil1 1iving・ He said my name.
Snorts of la ghter from screen.
R. I was at my desk・ Happy with my Muse. Happy
founding, if I may say so, the literature of Cata-
lonia. Laughter from screen. Great though my
inspiration was it was nothing to the exaltation
of that divine sacrifice. %u rebuke my genius
but those books led me to those Eyes from the
Cross which looked into my soul・ Then I took up
my OWn CrOSS.
p This Art of Lu11, this system which combines
Iogic and piety in a machine. Did it come to you
皿U汀議A丁IO=: W.8. PÅ博
as a vision? A11 complete?
R. As a ship is finished before it is launched. Out of
a luminous doud. The circles spmmng. The
Logos.
P Alberto! Bring in the A篤Magl狐Of Ramon Lull.
Much business behind screen.
P Alberto and Dino are Dominicans. Not Lu11ists.
R. SchooI Tbachers. Librarians.
P They are my cousins.
An easel is set up by the two clerics. A large chart is put
upon it with the impressive Lullian figures.
P WhatdoIsee?
R.They brought in the wrong AγS This is AγS
Bγe涼s not Mαgl脇.
P Lovely. An Abstract astrologlCal chart? A sun
dial with coIors.
R. A in the center stands for the triune God. The
letters about the circle represent his attributes.
See B for Bonitas Goodness. K for Glory and
SO On. Not numbers but universals. What the
Greeks ca11 ideas. The inner circles can move
and the universals combine with su助ects. It is
a combinatory engme, yOu See.
AIberto comes in and whispers to the Pope, retumS. The
Pope has heard bad news. Shaken, he rises from his chair
P lめu want our missionaries and crusading knights
to use your Art to convert the Saracens. It is a
thought worthy of your great soul but I must
decline your petition.
R. Y)ur Holiness, the Moslems Iove truth. They
Seek it, and God willing, Will find it through my
devices. Through my Art the good Moslems will
COme tO Iove the Church.
Mutterings from screen.
P We have had your Art studied for years in our
Universities, hoping to see there a guiding light.
It did not persuade our Doctors from Germany
nor our TheoIoglanS aCrOSS the street. Our law-
yers are still the same, I’m sorry to say, and my
OWn Physician read your tract on medicine with-
Out finding a cure for my stone.
R. Perhaps I can show him where he went wrong.
P And there is evidence that your Art Magnus did
not come to you complete. That parts of it
appeared to you on leaves of the hibiscus plant
and that the Art shows some demonic urge for
general truth rather than the salvation of souls.
R. My soul was saved.
P Go in peace, my SOn. My troubles now are not
With you and not with the Moslems nor the Jews
nor the MongoIs. The armies raised by my ene-
mies are ade up of Catholics with crosses on
their shields and they obey a King I,ve just
excommunicated.
R. Now you need my Art more than ever The mys-
tical body of our Lord, the Church, needs its
head and mind, Which is my work.
Hissing from behind screen.
P That book on Chivalry you wrote.
R. My first.
P Is there perhaps a tractatus on the Art ofWar?
R. No. Go to the devil for that one, yOur Holiness.
From screen, the stamplng Of feet.
R. The sword is not your way
P Go in peace, my SOn. Y)ur glory is best made
Plain outside our walls.
Lull and Boniface VIII meet in the afterlife as Monads.
POPE. R袖mundo
RAYMUNDO. Ybur Holiness!
P What language sha11 we speak?
R. The vernacular
P How goes the afterlife?
R. I liked it better when the world was flat. And
t e ladies were round.
P Cheer up. I leam that millions ofmen, WOmen
and children are usmg Symbolical and logical
m chines on our old planet.
R. So many! Ah, then those lands must be very
happy and virtuous∴めu say “logical” machines.
Like mine? Based on the etemal realities, the
universal . Goodness. Magnanimity. Wisdom.
Stick-tO-it-iveness.
P Andsoon.
R. In any case, the Logos.
P Ah, my glorified friend, in every one of those
englneS is a bit, if I may use the expression, Of
Ramon Lull. But they are much changed. They
run by electricity. They have a past or memory.
They do any su助ect so Iong as it can be put in
mathematical terms.
R. Of course. Hmm. Risky. X stands not for God
but the Unknown. The devil knows math. AIso
PharmacoIogy Tbwn plammg. Hmm. Are any
Ofthem named after me?
P No.
R.After the German Leibniz. Or Boole. Or von
Neumann.
P Turing. I’ve heard of Turing machines. An
Englishman. He just died but he’s not ready to
talk.
R. How did he die? Proudly I was stoned to death.
Yるs, martyrized in North Africa. Stoned. But
Whether I was martyrized for my faith, Or my
long books, Or my Symbolical loglC maChines I
do not know
Theep Dinker
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pγOduced沈Nをの陶枕, Loγ海砂αγ)d Sαl名b偽l切
れclude αT乞c祝うsh Acγりbαt?ｿ1話`Assαu捉o脇ChaγLes
Sumneγ ,,
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騨鞘軸開聞鱒醍踊
物e αA
α12d the Demdse
げ脇e
α1新宅SS f)γ C短脇初刊b
用佗edom
BY LEONARD BUSHKOFF
I FIRST CAME UPONENCOUNTER AND THE CoNGRESS FOR
Cultural Freedom in 1954, m the browsmg rOOm Of the
Conwell Library at地mple Universlty in Philadelphia・
Just bom m London, E偽comきeγWaS a SParklmg mixture
Of fa′mOuS mtemational names, VlgOrOuS antl-Communism
and mSide stufffrom BIoomsbury, the Left Bank and West
Berlm. I was enchanted here was the great world, far from
Shabby Philadelphia and the impersonal subway schooI I
WaS attendlng
It wasn’t until I transferred to the UnlVerSity ofChlCagO,
however, that I found the embodlment Ofthe publlCatlOn ln
One Edward Shils, a PrOfessor who was reputed to have
read every maJOr book ln eVery maJOr Westem language,
to know every maJOr mtellectual everywhere and to under-
Stand every maJOr POlltlCal and soclal movement. Shils was
hlghly vISible, Vaguely EngllSh ln SPeeCh and dress (he
actually came from Philadelphla), an aCCeSSible, yet guarded
figure・ He was adept at cultlVating students we all craved
recognltlOn and were awed by hlS eaSy Way With great ldeas
and language.
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Shils also was a luminary of the Con-
gress of Cultural Freedom which enro11ed
SOme impressive names. WH. Auden and
Stephen SpendeI㌧ Raymond Aron and
Denis de Rougemont, Nicola Chiaromonte
and Ignazio Silone, J. Robert Oppenhei-
mer and George Kennan. His elegant
essays on modemity, On Civility, On the
responsibility of inte11ectuals and their
relationship to politics and power appeared
regularly in E偽co偽海e7; the flagship of the
Congress. So did his name in amounce-
ments of intellectual gatherings at Paris
Or Geneva, venice or Rhodes and other
glamorous places. Rumor had it that he
WaS immersed in a great book on intellec-
tuals that would raise both su助ect and
author to the very top.
Here was a vision of intellectuals as a
breed apart, a SeCular priesthood, bound
by tacit vows of integrity, honesty and
COurage and ofhard sIoggmg in the library
StaCks. Yct, the vision was under attack
and had been since the 1930s. Nazism had,
to be sure, been vanquished. But various
brethren had betrayed the faith by
embraclng Marxism, With its a11urmg
POrtrayal of a betteI; egalitarian world
and its terrible reality And there was the
McCarthyite danger〕 Which Shils count-
ered in a small book, The Tbγme励Qf
SecγeC2/, and which he equated with those
baying hordes who Ioved The Ch乞cαgO
野ibu偽e while hating the University.
The vision must be defended. the Con-
gress for Cultural Freedom would lead
the charge. And Shils’frequent absences
from campus were part ofthe process. he
WaS Off to some distant land to rally the
troops. All this was heady stuff indeed
for graduate students searching for guid-
ance in a confusing world.
Ro○○ cal看@彬2’eOuS 4錐やCloc居u′eSe Sわγte循
/わm /ou)eγ nghj/ Dems de知略emO妨/he
Su)2SS philosdyher and cγ2tbC, Si勿hen f砂endeγ
脇e EnglbSh 40et; Minoo Masam,初ee Indban
ur2teγ and pol2tbC2an, NbCOlas Nzbo居o2/, Zhe
CO〃ゆOSeγ and secγetaり, geneml Qf Jhe Con-
g彬ss Iγt/eタgBroun qfthe Amer2Can Fをdeγ-
atbOn QfLaboγ・ OlqfSt勿Iedon,脇e Engl∂Sh
uγbteγ・ Plの刑γ悠ht Aγthur Milleγ・?uel∂St
N)γman Mailer・ HmnfO2S Bonくれa Su)eSS
urrわγ・ hbStOr2an Geolge Keman seated)
j Robeγt (砂enhe∂meγ Stand雄砂“脇e力脇eγ
Q/脇e A-bomb’’IγCmgKr∂StOl (bottom) co-
力underqfEncounter Mac Goodman嬢)
no2,el2StMa7y McCaγt勅and a double弓mage
Q/ M2Chael力sselson, admbmStmtOγ Qf脇e
Congress jbr Cultuml Fわedom.
AN音NTERN軸“10NAL
!NTEしLECTUAしORG▲NIZ伸一ON
These memories flooded back as I recently
read Peter C leman,s The Libe7.αl Co偽-
SpわαC2/. rhe Co gγeSS〆)γ Cul飯γα=坤.ee-
dom αγbd脇e S加uggle〆)γ脇e Mi偽d qf
Iわs初αγEuγりpe (The Free Press: $22. 95).
Aside from Pierre Gremiods Le Co7妙γe3
pouγ lαLibeγき6 de Zα Cul海γe (1950」967 ,
Which focuses more on texts and organi-
Zation than on policy and decision-making,
Coleman is o塙ering the first account of
the Congress, Which was the largest, mOSt
elaborate intellectual organization the
WOrld has ev r seen. At its height, the
Congres  had o範ces in some 35 countries,
about 280 employees (including some 80
n its headquarters at lO4 Boulevard
Haussmann in Paris), and two dozen or
SO magaZines plus imumerable books
and reports-On itb Publications list.
鞘鱈艶稽輔弼鰯統轄鶉
繍轡鰯鮨馨鸞鑑曙鴨居野鑑の輔弼鰯礪繕繚鰯鰐鱒
韻の鰯の繚鰭弼鵡禦鱒親鱒鷹鰯蟻酸鵜蟻覇鱗籠婚
崖態観驚鮨緋瞬醒織拶轡鯛臓鸞輔弼轡態
鰭の鑑識轡輔鰭鵡麿強鸞轡鰯繊勝輔継続
轢轡繊縄鰯の鱒鰯醗㌍鮨鱒幣の擬藍鱒翰
縮緬轡繊鯵弼緒輔態鯛態弼
統轄鸞鰯鎚謂鱒鍛練
Coleman breaks n w ground by oifering
Plenty of dates, nameS and short biogra-
Phies ofthe participants. But there is little
insight or true understanding ofthe Con輸
gress’slgnificance in American and
European life which Coleman-a barrister;
editor and politician in Australia
address s as an outsider; Stumbling over
the nuances and complexities of both the
Cold Wir era and the very di節erent late
1960s  When the Vietnam WAr dominated
Ⅵfestern c nsciousness.
The Congress came into being in June
1950 s the result of a mass meeting m
Ⅵねst B rlin , attended by Arthur KoestleI;
James M. Bumham, Sidney Hook, Arthur
SchlesingeI㌧ Jr ahd a cluster of other
PrOminent intellectuals. The Korean War
had just erupted. There was widespread
fear ofa Soviet attack in Europe, POSSibly
On Berlin itself. The Congress, Whose
intellectual orlgmS PrObably lie in the
Creation of De7. Mo脇αt, funded by General
Lucius Clay edited by Melvin J. Lasky
and Helmut Jaesrich and designed to
COunter the flow of Soviet-inspired intel-
1LしU!TR川ON同順EN WATiON
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lectual propaganda in Berthold Brecht’s
S沈l初筋d Fbγm, WaS Visualized as a fight-
1ng force on the inte11ectual front. Its pur-
POSe WaS tO mObilize anti-Communists,
attract neutralists and fence-Sitters and
demonstrate to a11 that 1950 was not 1938,
that appeasement was dead, that everyone
Should stand up and be counted and that
Communism no Ionger had a clear field
among Western intellectuals.
Within months of its birth, howeveI;
the Congress began receivmg funds from
the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA),
Whose continued financial backing ulti-
mately led to the Congress’downfa11. The
relationship was carefully concealed by
the handful of Congress administrators
Who explicitly knew of it, a SOmeWhat
wider circle of Executive Committee
members may have heard rumors, but did
not make any further inqulrleS, and a still
Wider circle took matters at face value.
Funding was obviously the vulnerability
Which lay at the heart of the Congress
and this was recognized by the CIA. In a
WOrld of realpolitik, Of course, the CIA
invoIvement could be seen as a corollary
Of the American-1ed drive to repel Com-
munism. If Europeans accepted NATO,
the Marsha11 Plan and American troops
On their soil, Why hold back on CIA
invoIvement in cultural and intellectua1
1i士も?
Of course, rumOrS Circulated regarding
American govemment money and the
Congress. The grand scale on which the
Congress operated at a time when Europe
WaS dirt poor virtually ensured the
rumors. But these could be plausibly
denied until the sprmg Of 1967 when, after
The Nをの%γA; Times and especially Bαm-
pαγts began digging deepeI〕 The Sα海凋αひ
Ht/eγ∂t7孤助s‡ published an undeniably
authoritative account by Tbm Braden, a
former senior CIA o範cer who had been
directly responsible for the Congress
COmeCtion during 1950喜54.
The result was a maJOr uPrOar in Britain
and the United States. accusations, deni-
als, PrOteStations of imocence and much
寧　　gloating on the Left (Andrew Kopkind
WrOte Of“spleS Who came in for the gold;,
While Norman Mailer denounced these
“cockroaches in a slum sink.,,) The Con-
や　　greSS COntinued with a new name, neW
POlicies and new personality, but fina11y
VOted itself out ofexistence in 1979.
In his book, Coleman writes of the
Congress as a true believer. As editor of
Q初αdγα1帝the Congress’Australian off
SPrlng, 1iberal anti-Communism has been
his life, the Soviet system his unquestioned
enemy and the Congress his nominee as
脇e single force which tumed the intellec-
tual tide in Europe. That politics is
dynamlC, nOt Static; that the Congress,
accomplishments鵜let alone its influence
are di範cult to measure; that the Viet-
nam Wir which Coleman simply ignores)
tumed the Westem world upside down,
that e Cong ess was too strongly iden-
tified with the early Cold VAr to change
its public image, despite all its work during
the 1960s in trying to create an inter-
national intell ctual community. to a11 this
Coleman is oblivious.
And h  ignores the question ofwhy Tbm
Br den ould, in a spirited defense ofCIA
COVert funding (“I’m Glad the CIA is
`Immoral’”), tuCk into The Sα飯7.dαひEひe一
個mg fbsきarticle a 130-WOrd expose that
Simply destroyed the Congress. Why did
he do it? And above a11 whywasthe
Congress so fragile, SO Vulnerable to his
wo ds?
THE BRADEN RÅ丁IONAしE
Even noW nearly 23 years later, Braden
SeemS nO mOre forthcomlng about his
r asons. A ta , gaunt man Of 71, Braden
is blunt, mOOdy and rambunctious. Like
all the early CIA elite, Braden came out
OfThrld VAr II, Which he was so keen to
enter that he joined the British Army well
before Pear  Harbor and saw much combat
before transferring to the American O飴ce
Of S rategic Services. There he fought
With the French and Italian resistance
and leamed something of European poli-
tics. “You didn’t find guys from the Bourse
in the Maquis;’he growled. “They were
Clippmg COuPOnS in Paris, nOt Out there
risking their lives:’
Braden likes risks and brawIs and has
had his share as a JOumalist, COlumnist
and politician, and as the house liberal
against Pat Buchanan on cable television
in recent years. His wife, Joan, a V砺ash-
ington hostess and occasional joumalist,
whose recent kiss-and tell memoir is
ralSlng Washi gton eyebrows, also
delights i  the unconventional.
Why did you do it? I asked Braden.
“God, I don’t know7’he drawled, a Huck
Finn caught in a scrape, “I guess I
just got sore. Here was Victor Reuther,
talking about how awful it was to take
money from the CIA. Hell, he got money
from us for anti-Communist unions in
Germany So I was grlPmg about Reuther
to Stewart AIsop (Wbshington editor of
The Sα海γdαq E?γn7叩Zわst) and he said,
`Why don’t you write about it?’So I did.,,
What ofyour written pledge to the CIA
Of secrecy, I asked. “Ⅵ)u knoW" Braden
replied, Straight- faced,“I forgot all about
it! The Agency was sore, POinted to me
as  bad example. But I’d just forgotten
abou  that damned statement:, This is
disingenuous. In actuality Braden did try
for ,a kind of circuitous clearance, by
informmg a highly placed CIA friend that
he was writing an article that would
COunter the bad press the Agency was
recel mg by recalling its glory days in
the 1950s. And this was broached at the
directors’daily staff conference. Some of
those present were hesitant: after a11, nO
One knew what Tbm would actually?fγ宛e.
But others, mindful that good publicity
always had been vital to the CIA, Were in
favor Cl arl坊no one expected that Braden
WOuld go so far, eXPIode so many lightly
CamOuflaged operations.
His words, for example, 1mPlied that
the Congress was little more than a CIA
front. “W hadplacedoneagentin the
Congress for Cultural Freedom.” “Money
for E偽co偽海e葎publication came from
the CIA, and few outside the CIA knew
about it.’’Why such damnmg detail, I
sked. “I mean that they were rea11y part
Of the Cold Wbr, Weren’t they?’’Braden
replied.“Times had changed. And you
know how hard it is to cut a program. you
appoint a ommittee and everybody ends
up saymg, Uim is doing good work there;
let’s fund them for another year and then
We’1l see: And so it keeps gomg.’’
How did your CIA friends react to the
article, I asked. Braden was quiet. “Well,
I did get word that A11en was hurt. Not
angry; just hurt. And that was worse.
Like when you do something and your
mother is upset:’
`Allen’’was of course Allen Dulles, the
Mr Chips, Grand Old Man and Great
White Case O範cer ofthe CIA, Which he
headed during 1953-61. Neither he nor
Braden were nte11ectuals. But Dulles,
unlike Braden, had long experience in the
intellectual struggle for hearts and minds,
first in mobi zing Americans against the
Axis befor  Pearl HarboI巨hen in the OSS,
trying to strengthen the German opposi-
tion to HitleI; and finally in the CIA’s
O範)nSive ag inst Communism.
Dulles had also been one ofthe Wbsh-
ington patrons of the Congress. He had,
in fact, VlgOrOuSly supported Braden’s
Plans in 1950 for an Internationa1 0rga-
nization Divisi n within the CIA that could
handle the administration and support for
groups s ch as  Congress. Later; Dulles
WaS decisive in protecting the Congress’
intellectual/cultural orientation against
those CIA factions that focused on intel-
1igence gathering and hoped to use the
Congress. Tbm Braden had been one of
Dulles’bright young men, after 1967,
Du11es no Ionger spoke to him.
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If A11en Dulles felt betrayed, SO did the
Congress, eSPeCially its staff on the third
floor of the building at lO4 Boulevard
Haussmaml. Here was the Executive Sec-
retariat under Michael Josselson, Which
Organized the wide-rangmg, intemational
Seminars, helped publish the magazines
and books and administered the grants
and other programs that made the Con-
gress a global enterprlSe.
As Executive Director from 1950 until
his reslgnation after Braden’s revelations
in 1967, Josselson was the key administra-
tive o飴cer An Estonian Jew by birth and
later an American citizen, he combined
the experienced businessman’s concem
With details and financmg With the intel-
lectual’s commitment to ideas.
Josselson has been described by Daniel
Bell, the Harvard socioIogist, aS “a Prus-
Sian by day7’in his precision and organi-
Zational skill, and “a Russian by night;’in
his zest for ideas and argument. “Mike
did raise his voice a lot, nO doubt about
that;’says John Hunt, the classicist and
novelist who shared in administering the
Congress and who reslgned with Josselson
after Braden’s revelations, “but he was
Strict about everything, had high stan-
dards about people and how money was
SPent. Some people couldn’t understand
Gandhi’s remark that `an organization’s
integrity begins in the treasurer’s o範ce.’
But Mike could:,
Josselson enJOyed the confidence ofthe
CIA, he acted as the link between the
Agency and the Congress, aS did Hunt
after the late 1950s. It was predictable,
Perhaps inevitable, that the Congress, aS
an anti輸Communist intellectual organi-
Zation, and the CIA, Whose purpose was
COmbatting Communism, Should have
COme tOgether. It was fa.cilitated by the
rise to influence in Wbshington and New
lfork after 1945 of a Wbrld War II gener-
ation of media, PrOPaganda and psycho-
logical warfare specialists, Who ascribed
Hitler,s victories as much to words as to
tanks. Old-timers at the State Depart-
ment, fearlng Congressional opposition
and the danger ofembarrasslng incidents
in free-Wheeling operations, drew back
The CIA, eager tO make its mark with
new ideas, felt differently The Soviets
already were staging conferences of
inte11ectuals in various countries, at One
in East Berlin during 1947, a yOung
American joumalist, Melvin Lasky (the
editor of E7t,COu7沈eγ Since 1958), CauSed a
SenSation by ralSlng the names of Soviet
Writers whom Stalin had destroyed
Arthur Koestler, the aggressive ex-Com-
munist whose best-Selling novel, Dα崩mess
αt Nbol∂, had cast a terrifying light on
Stalin’s purges, WaS PuShing the idea of
an American-SPOnSOred anti-Communist
intellectual organization in talks with
G neral W 11iam O. Donovan, the influ-
ential founder of the OSS, and with others
in the corridors ofpower.
Clearly, the Congress was an idea whose
time had come. I  extended into the cul-
tural and intellectual sphere, the Ameri-
Can POWer being felt in Europe in the mil-
ita y realm, With NATO and the American
troop in Germa y and elsewhere; in the
econom , With he Marshall Plan, and in
inte11igence, With a broad CIA build-uP.
Here was a strat gy ofpγeSeγ∂Ce On a
grand scale, a  attemPt tO deter any Soviet
adven ures by underscormg the American
readines  to fight it out on every front.
Josselson had won his spurs as a “Ber-
1ineI; i.e. , One Ofthose Americans whose
CareerS in cultural politics originated in
their de-Nazification and cultural recon-
struction work in VIねst Berlin after 1945.
The Cold War was aking shape; Germany,
most powerful country in Europe,( WaS
its ultimate prlZe and Berlin remained its
k y point. The Americans were hurrymg
to show Europe that they had more to
Offer than cars and a victorious army
Josselson was mong those who could
do it. He was widely read in four lan-
guages, his cultural roots lay in the Ger-
manized culture of the Baltic states, he
had the businessman’s fixation with get-
ting things d ne on time; he was resolutely
anti-Communis , and he had a strong
advocate in Melvin Lasky.
`After the Congress was formed in 1950;’
SayS Tbm Braden ``the Agency was Iooking
for someone who could make this compli-
Cated thing work, keep these Europeans
and Americans pulling together; Josselson
W S the guy’’Brad n tells how contact
aS maintained in the early 1950s. “Jos-
Selson couldn’t come to Washington. too
risky The Fren  bureaucracy was Ioaded
With Communists and someone might see
him at the alrPOrt. But I traveled a lot
and I’d me t him in Paris, Often at bicycle
races. We’d go in separately get adjoining
Se tS, talk business and leave with the
CrOWd:’Another retired CIA o範cer, for
years a ember ofthe Paris station at the
American embassy, SPeaks of meeting
Josselson “after dark, at an apartment Or
a safe house. We never met publicly no
dining outor anything and of course I
n ver went near Boulevard Haussmann.,,
Despite thes  occasional exchanges, it
is dead wrong to label the Congress as
Simply a CIA puppet, tightly controlled
in every action. There was no need for
that: the liberal internationalist wing of
lLしJ!TRATiON: KAREN WÅ丁iON
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the CIA and much ofthe Congress were
in complete accord, Josselson would not
and could not have stayed for 17 years oth-
erwise. Only such hard, bellicose anti-
Communists in the soon-tO-be-disbanded
American Committee as James M. Bum_
ham, Who sneered at bridge-building to
Eastem Europe as more le鮎st pap, and
Who later became neo-COnSerVative,
brawled with the Paris headquarters; and
he ultimately left the Congress.
The CIA, in fact, Shrewdly confined
itselfto support, nOt tO uSing the Congress
in any more direct mamer Tbm Braden
and Cord Meyer, his successor after 1954
as the head ofthe Intemational Operations
Division of the CIA, also defeIlded the
Congress against strategic intelligence
and other segments ofthe CIA who wished
to use the Congress’exce11ent contacts
With Eastem Europe and the Third Thrld
as cover for penetration and intelligence
gath eri ng.
純絹の繊繊鯛聴鷲㊥純辟撼鰐の購灘弗
電縫鰐繊鱒輔鱒繊縄輔細航韓観締
結轡鵡熊の緋鵜艶糟輔弼穫贈
緬熊弼蟹蕾灘の弼欝轡焼結焼謹鵜馳統
轄鞘締錨居篤鸞膵鵡続願観鷲幣の弼縞
盈鶉観鱒縦悪態鱒鮨鰯翫粥繭鰯
端緒鵡醐鑑続馨鰭輔鱒の折
鶴購鎌塊薪輔轡轟篤観
Such proposals were occasionally
advanced, Meyer indicated, but he-fully
SuPPOrted by Allen Dulles and later
directors- Shot them down・ The reasonmg
WaS that trying to build an intelligence
network would split the Congress wide
OPen, and that the Congress should con-
Centrate On Cultural politics instead of
entering intelligence work, for which its
administrators, Josselson and Hunt, Were
neither experienced, nOr enthusiastic.
But all this is not to say that the Con-
gress for Cultural Freedom was free of
CIA directives, that it received its subsi-
dies like a MacArthur grant, With no
Strings attached. The CIA d諦pay most
Of the bi11s, it d諦expect a retum on its
investment, and no amount ofex post facto
rationalization can explain away the fact
that a fevy but nonetheless prominent
Ⅵbstem intellectuals, Whose anthority as
moral exemplars rested on their reputa-
tion as upright men, Chose to go along・
The counter-argument is that the likes
OfRaymond Aron and Ignazio Silone, Who
may well have suspected but did not nec葛
e arily know; Were nOt in any case likely
to be influenced ty CIA money. they would
have fought Communism with or without
CIA backing. True enough, but their
influence was greatly intensified by CIA
SuPPOrt. Withou  the CIA, there would
hav  been no Co gress for Cultural Free-
dom, fewer magazines in which to write,
1ecture halls in which to speak, COnferences
t  attend. Aron and Silone would have
COntinued as publicists but with a much
Sma11er audie ce.
No one raked in any CIA “gold;, as
Andrew Kopkind suggested. Congress
Salaries w e ge erally modest, but the
benefits wer  slgnificant. Congress rep-
r sentatives i  the Third Thrld or in
Europe and the United States were taken
Seriously. by magazines, Publishers and
by the White House. They were part of
the strugg e for hearts and minds. The
Congress did not oifer gold, but it might
OPen doors.
The Congress’record is heavy with
ambiguities, from which we have to reach
a conclusion: for or against The Congress
Published books, magaZines, rePOrtS that
Otherwise would not have appeared, Surely
a good thing. But it did so with secret
CIA money串r believers in the open soci-
ety, nOt SuCh a good thing. The Congress
raised a beacon of freedom in Eastem
Europe and elsewhere, anOther good
thing・ But, agam, With CIA funding. The
Congress worked hard-With Shils in the
forefront- tO bring Third-Wbrld inte11ec葛
tuals out of isolation and into the great
WOrld: a gOOd thing・ But did this also tempt
them into the Westem orbit? Nasser and
Nehru thought so, and were deeply sus-
PICIOuS. Of such “neo-COIonialism:,
Concealment a d intellectual activity
are essentially incompatible, aS Shils
argued convincmgly in scores of articles.
Hence the controversies about universities
doing cIosed work for govemment or prl-
Vate businesses. The Congress did invoIve
COnCealment. And, Since intellectuals hold
themselves to a higher standard, the rev-
el tions of 1967 helped damage public
COnfidence in both the intellectual and the
intelligence communities. With the Viet-
nam W r in fu11 swmg, the public was in
no moo  to di範∋rentiate between those
few in he Congress who kneW and the
many who simply surmised or didn,t know
at all. So public confidence in the anti-
Communist intellectual community was
badly hurt, damagmg the vital center
PreCisely when it aheady was under attack
from the left and the counter-Culture. The
CIA’already weakened by the Bay of Pigs
and by revelations that touted it as a vir-
tual “invisible govemment;’was weakened
Sti11 furth r Th  conclusion is clear. in
the name ofthe Cold VAr, the CIA and a
handful of top leaders of the Congress
had taken ac ions which, though fully
acc pted in 1950, eVen in 1956, COllided
head-On With the changmg tOne Of 1960s
America and Britain.
Why? The true and basic reasons reach
far b ck, Well before the Berlin rally in
June 1950, back to Hitler’s victory in Jan-
uary 1933; tO the amihilation¥Of Austrian
SOCialism in February 1934, tO the crushing
Of Spanish republicanism in 1936-39; tO
the mass butchery of Stalids purges, tO
the betrayul tha  was the Nazi-Soviet Pact
i  August 1939; and to the Hitlerもvicto-
ries , the HoIocanst and finally, the eruption
Of Soviet power i to Eastem and Central
Europe, With the destruction of demo-
Cratic hopes that followed.
The men of the Congress had faced
nearly 20 years of defeat and persona=oss
(Josselson and many others Iost family to
the HoIocaust) plus of course the destruc-
tion of the great, humanistic dream of
European social democracy Ifthose bright
a d enthusiastic young men from the far
Side ofth  Atlantic were prepared to help
them figh  back, Why say no? And ifthere
WaS a hope ofrepe11ing Stalin at the cost
Of a “nec ssary lie,’’why hesitate because
Of some abstr ctions called “the respon-
Sibility of intellectuals?,’
There is’a postscript on deceit and rev-
elations. Some y ars after Tbm Braden
Created a publi  scandal that destroyed
the Congress, he wrote a little book,
“Eight is Enough;’about the delights,
Perils and tribulations of ralSmg eight
Children. It did we11 at the bookstores and
even better as a television series, rummg
for several seasons and elaborating on the
myth ofthe great, happy American family
its children tumbling into scrapes and
di飴c lties, bu  mergmg intact, thanks
to their s r ng and loving parents.
Now Joan Braden has written a book,
九st動じO卿h Bape. An I7寂棚をe Memocγ,
in which she has created a junior-league
SCan l by hinting at her long, OPenly
romantic rel tionships, during 40 years
Of marrlage, With the great and near-great
Of American pol tics. Robert Kennedy
H nry Kissmg r Certainly Robert
McNamara. A so on. In so doing, She
has f course destroyed the myth of the
SOlid, rePutable family of “Eight is
Enough:’Curious people, the Bradens.
Leomrd B鵬hhoげあα海de砂pubnshed
j汚elαγ∂Ce jouγγ初is初ho qppeαγ$ γegubαγ勿
れがae Times (Lol∂do砂Higher Education
Supplement αnd Sydney Mormng Herald.
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BosTON TH圏AT圏R FANS DAT圏THE RIS田AND IIALL OF THE CITY.S
StageS in two parts: “Ben Hur’’and “Ben Sacked:’
“Ben Hur’’sprawled across the stage of what one historian
Called Bost,On’s “Rialto:’In the g10ry days of t,he early centuI`yWhen
incandescent lights beamed from more than a dozen marquees,
a chario=‘aCe With horses on a treadmilI galloped across the
Stage Of the CoIonial Theatre on open皿g night. Behind the Renais-
SanCe Revival facade of the theateI「直he cos-
7協e Cumnt Oクem House aboc,e and q帥0S∂砂洲as
builれn J926」犯and called脇e B.F Kの脇A勿mo-
nal Theatrt"n honor Qf脇e `宅mnd佃脇eγ’’Q/c,aude一
房Ile. Later雄mamed脇e Sac,鋤fodの彼is home to
Samh Caldu,ell’s Oクem Co〃ゆa役y QfBoston.
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tumed splendor of ancient Ro皿e was paral-
1eled in the work of architect, Clarence H.
Blackall who drew his inspiration from St.
Peter’s and the Vatican.
Then there WaS Ben Sack, a man Whose
Size mat,Ched his ego and whose name
described his vandalism. Boston’s version of
a movie-era mOgul gathered the last theaters
Of皿e city into his cinematic empire. He gu調ed
and pi=aged them, SOld their ornament,,
Stripped their facades and. as Larry Murray
Chairman of the Midt,OWn Cultural District
PutS it, became the ``Ben Sacked’’ofthe city’s
theaterland.
Sack was not the only Visigoth. Most of the
tum-OILthe-Century City封egitimate皿eaters
had vanished by the mid-20th. Some, like t,he
Opera House on Huntington Avenue were
Obliterated by t,he wrecking ball; tIle I‘eSt
declined, t,hanks to diminishing audiences. A
generation that saw “Pa看eface’’at the Meト
ropolitan and ``Cinerama’’at, the Modern
SPraWled out to the suburbs.
In the theaters that remained, the roofS
leaked, the wa1萱s came tumbIing down and
the plaster peeled. There were plans to turn
One theater into a parking garage, anOther
int,O a reStaurant; Others 10Oked dest,ined for
the bu看ldozen At tIle Metropolitan, nOW the
Wang, the pipes from a dentist’s o臆ce in the
building above made the sound of rumlng
Wat,er an aCCOmpanimen=o the declamations of the actors. The
Old stage was so small, One arChitect reca量量s, that i=ook unti1 2
a.m. to get ``Aida’’and its entourage on and oHi
That is not the scene that greeted A. Samuel Laundon when he
Went On his p血otographic safari with large fomat camera and
PHOTOGRAPH!: A. !AMU乱し川NI)ON
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tripod in hand in Boston’s streets recent看y Surveymg the theater
distric=he I)hotograI)her could see slgnS Of stab曲y. pausmg in
the center of the Combat Zone, he could look beyond the tawdry
“adu量t’’entertainment and “Rooms for rent by皿e hour・・ s臆gnS. In
Spirit・ the curtain is not quite up on Boston’s theaters, bu=heir
fate・ ObserveI‘S fee量・ is less I)reCarious. “People are definite量ygoIng
to theateI:’says comie Brown, eXeCutive diI`eCtOr Of the Boston
Theater District Association.白The Wing has been rumIng・ The
Wilbur is repaired. The Shubert is re餌bished. The Majestic has
COme back・ The Co10nial sustains it’Self. The Opera House has
deteriorated a l皿e, bu=he Paramo皿t is abou=o be refurbished
and come back;’Murray adds.
The theaters captured by Laundon for these pages sti= bear the
“di巾and grime’’of皿e past. The crumbling plaster ofthe maiden
OVerlooking the Majestic Theatre’s elegant int,erior the smirched
facade of the Pilgrim, the bIank marquee of the Shubert match the
languor of the hushed hour the photographer chose. No nighttime
glamour here. Bu=he approach Laundon brings t,O these buildings,
Shooting dead-On tO CatCh “t,he elusive light;’illuminates their
architecture. The mommg light paraIIeIs the spotIight brough=o
bear on t’hese historic buildings.
The Lazarus of the Iot,the Majestic, has risen from the dead.
Architect John Galen Howard’s 1903 gem has been bought and is
Currently being repaired by Emerson CoIlege. The handsome theater
Wit,h its fa雌marble Iobby and its “flamboyant Bea雌Arts inter-
Pretation of the Baroque:’in the WOrds of the Boston Landmark
Commission, has emerged・ Relieved of the sch10Ck marquees, the
acoustical tiIe and plyuのOd of Sack§ Saxon movie house, the Majestic
has been open since last faIl.
Some two mi量lion doIIars went to make the theater workab量e.
The repairs were “more operationa獲than cosmetic:, says manager
Brook  Russ ll・ WaIking rough the sti冊agged but elegant 825-
Seat interior ‘`All new lighting, fire alarms, dresslng rOOmS, neW
Se tS:’he says. A smalI s gment of the 10bby was polished to a
pristine state by the architects, the fim of Stopfel, Mi=er Inc. They
restOr d some of the columns and ornate pIaster figures in the
lobby Nearby a sign read  “Coming attraction restoration of
Orig naI grandeuIt’encouraging donations toward the four mil賞ion
争Cur′t?n砂bの雄g reStOred砂Emerson Col履当S脇MのeSt3C,s?mbの′antBeau#Ar短nt。γ
華pγetat20n Qfthe Ba′型ue,’’gn脇e uoγds QftheBosfon Landmarh Comm∂SS∂On).
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dollars needed to complete the work.
The sun vibrates on the current Opera House too, in these
photos, enhancing the wedding cake elegance of Thomas Lamb’s
facade. Though the debt incuI‘red by Sarah Caldwe11’s current opera
COmpany mOuntS and the leaking roof and separating ceramics
mar t血e architecture,皿e photograph 10Oks beyond the theateI`’s
Current trials to its i菓菓ustrious pas白ts B.F Keith Memorial facade,
testament to the “grandfather’’of vaudevi=e, is a splendid pre-
Depression memorial buiIt by two equal量y historic figures, Joseph
Kemedy Sr. and Edward Abbey
Many such standbys survive and new ones are being revived.
The clutc血of buildings along Tremont Street’s theater district has
tumed into a min主White Way The most pristine of t血e theaters,
the architectura=y reserved S血ubert, Wil=ight anew. while across
the stI`eet, its architectura漢opposite, the sumptuous V嘱ng, that
“public castle’’ofthe past, has accelerated its fundraising・ The fix-
up of t血e Hotel Bradfdrd and the food-fest a=he Transportation
Building nearby draw crowds and make the empty 10t neX=O the
Shuber=00k inviting to deve10PeI`S.
That real estate lure is both the promise and the threat to the
theater district from the st皿echoing Boston boom. The promise
lies in the plan to transform the adult entertainment Combat Zone
into an entertainment zone for we=, adults. So does the threat.
The renamed Midtown Cultural District a tit,le that would send
B.F Keith to the land ofnod) aims to create ``a center for the arts,
for everything that requires creativity’In theory In fac白ts plan
bulges with super-SCale structures that would dim even the transient
light captured in these photos. The plans ca11ing for a Commonwea皿
C nter and Boston Crossing in this district do away wit,h t,he 10W-
SCale ease of Washington Street as well as demolish SeVeral
theaters.
Revit’a獲iza ion re, aS elsewhere, WearS a tragic-COmic mask.
Happily behind皿e animated facade of the YMCU under the old
basketball hoo , the Ly ic Stage wi= perform near the stage where
Jenny Lind appea d. Le s appi獲y the spic and span design to
restore the Paramount comes with a steep price. Developers will
drop a lofty intruder atop the deco building: a high-rise shaft
moun ed abov  the old movie house will tum the movie palace into
an awkward base for a profiteer看ng COlumn. Likewise, the Opera
House owneI‘S are hoping to extract money from selling t,he so-
Ca=ed air right above eir building. There, tOO, the elegantly
WrOught rooftop and fairytale facade Would become a mere platform
for the latest commerci l shaft.
’`A sad trade-Off:’says preservationist Leslie Larson. “We’re
量oslng the State Theater the old Park Theater and putting in black
b xe ・ I on’=hink we should sacr旺ice what we’ve got. I do fee獲
that a theater is an a ch t cturaI expression as we= as a dramatic
Or muSicaI o e:’And you can ride your chariots on that.
Lぬ朋Hdcz Kdy js aTChitec妬ral c所研dr The Nation and a desjgn
CO/umnis吊れTh  New Ybrk Times. She js鋤肋or of Lost Bos10n
and Prese ving New Eng d.
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THERE is no s鮒1 more critical in this fast-PaCed, dynamic
WOrld than that of writing a resume. Some people assume
it is a trivial task, that all one need do is list the relevant
facts. They apparently agree with Robert Frost that
“Some have relied on what they knew/Others on being
Simply true./What worked for them might work for you.,,
What worked for them 77dy祝work for you, but in these
leaneI) meaner times that may not be good enough. Others
assume that one must inflate, distort, eXaggerate One’s
achievements. They like to quote those bitter, Cynical
lines that Shakespeare wrote about the resumes of his
day. “Truth may seem, but camot be./Beauty brags, but
’tis not she./Truth and Beauty buried be:,
At Resume Art, Inc. we do not agree that Truth and
Beauty buried be. VⅥe think, with John Keats, that “Truth
is Beauty, Beauty Truth that is all ye know on earth,
and a11 ye need to know’’Beauty and Truth αγe a11 ye do
need to have on a resume, but they have to be packaged
in a way that will attract the attention ofa human resource
in a Human Resources o鯖ce.
Ⅵb believe that the truest and most indispensable art
Of our time, Writing a resume, requlreS a kind of divine
inspiration. Who today remembers, Or CareS, about the
muses of Greek mythoIogy Calliope, Clio, Erato,
Euterpe, Melpomene, Polymma, Tさrpsichore, Thalia,
Urania? We had to Iook them up ourselves. At Resume
Art, Inc. we are devoted to the o偽lひmuse that counts
nowadays, the Muse ofthe Resume. That is why we have
PrePared this book, tWO yearS in the making, at a COSt Of
more than $1.2 million. It has not been easy Our staff
COmbed through the great resume literature of the past,
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in a11 cases gomg dire tly to the orlgmal sources. In
translating excerpts from foreign languages, great Care
WaS taken to prese v  the exact tone and flavor of the
Orlgmals, and we believe the results are uncommonly
鯨.ith軸l.
Wるrealize that we have not done justice to the great
resume tradition of th  East, Particularly that which
flourishe during the Ming and Qing dynasties in China,
and during the age of Lady Murasaki in Japan. That is
unfortunate, Particular y glVen the new importance of
Asian empIoyers, but no one on the staff felt confident
enough in those languages to make selections. As to the
Subcontinent, a SeCretary in our o飴ce with a Ph.D. in
Sansk it Studies assures us that there is n0 reSume lit-
erature in Indi . Apparently, there is no need. once an
untouchable, always an untouchable. The same goes for
brahmins. Finall ; We Were SurPrised to discover that
the literature of ncient Israel contains no mention of
resumes, nOt eVen in the Bible. Amazmg, but true.
So here it is. The Aγt Q吊れe Resume: Wるbelieve it
COntains the very best that has been thought and said on
the su切ect. I stead of imposmg any Stultifying order,
ChronoIogical or alphabetical, We have preferred to
rrange the passages in a sequence that brings out the
best in each. Such an arrangement is, after a11, the essence
Of the ucces f11l resume.
And whil we cam t promise results, We are Certain
that you, Our Client, Will discover that the $29.95 you paid
for this handbook is one of the wisest investments you
have ev r m de, and we hope that you wi11 derive not
Only pleasure bu  profi  from the pages that fo11ow
iししU!TRATIONi: KATHERINE BERNE一
The Resum6 must be all things to all men.
NICCOLO MACHIAVELLI
Iばagわ偽αme偽′to SOp7.α le Vbγ脇del Resume
I celebrate myself, and sing myself.
I am larger, better than I thought.
I did not know I held such goodness.
WAI,T WHITMAN
The Besume
Thursday June 7, I dined with him at a Tavem, With
Goldsmith and Langton. JOHNSON. `I have been
reading Macpherson,s Resume・ It is not so good as
Addison,s’despite the languages. The references-if
you except the one from Dean Sw班臆have nothing to
recommend them・’Pope’s resume being mentioned.
JOHNSON. Yるs, his was very fine, better I think than
Dryden’s, though much shorter. He did not credit him-
Selfwith too much learmng, for indeed, he had been
taught at home. A man should not testify to his own
merit but should let his friends do that for him: M場
Langton. `But how should one,s friends write one,s
Resume? That camot be: JOHNSON. `Sir, I did not
Say it was so, I only said it ought to be so. Ifaman
must boast ofhimself, he will make much oftr岨es and
bestow upon them an importance they camot have. No,
Sir, it is a mischievous thing, a fiendish thing, this late
invention ofthe Resume. There may be many a drudge
Who will possess a poetical reputation becanse ofit, and
there wi11 be a man ofgenius who will never come to
POSSeSS happmeSS for want ofit. No, nO, it is a wicked
PraCtice, and must be stopped.
JAMES BoswELL
めhγbSO偽O脇をhe Ⅵm毎男が脇e Besume
As for living, Our reSum6s will do that for us.
VILLIERS DE L,IsLE-ADAM
Le Sαbon des Bゐum6$
Lacking even the smallest vestiges offeudalism in his
SOCial arrangements, and living free ofthe weight of
history that every inhabitant of the Old Wbrld, includ-
mg eVen the Frenchman after ’89, aCCePtS aS Part Ofthe
natural order ofthings and would not rid himself ofif
he could, this American, Crevecoeur,s “new man;, this
Creature half-Atala and half Ren6, Carries his past with
him very lightly, and neither in his heart nor in his head
(from which they could not be erased), but on an ordi-
nary sheet ofpaper, Which he may at any time choose
to rewrite-for the past is remade every dayl in this
や
Strange and volatile country, always ln a State Of岨ux
and reflux, by the trappeI巨he merchant, the lawyer,
even the runaway slave. And ifhe wishes, the American
a11ows himselfto discard his past altogether, and so
etemally begins his life anew
At the great Westem entrep6t of Cincimati, On the
banks ofthe Ohio, a tributary ofthe vast MississIPPl,
from which so many depart to start their lives afresh in
the vlrgin forests and glades ofwhat only yesterday was
French Louisiana, I saw with my own eyes swarms of
those paper pasts swirling about in the wind, aban-
doned by their owners as they gaily boarded a steam
ferry, aS ifit were taking them across not some actual
river but rather across the Lesser Lethe. This pleCe Of
PaPer, Which so many toss aside or throw gleefully to
the winds, the Americans call a Besum6, a mySterious
WOrd, Seemmgly of French origin, that according to
their lexicographer V研ebsteI声raveled up the Missis-
SIPPi along with the steamboats from New Orleans. The
habit of summarlZlng One’s life on a smgle page, SO COm-
mon in the N w World, is a practice sti11 rare in the Old,
for there is little need, We Europeans carry our past
Within ourselves, and are unable, unlike these carefree
SOnS Of Franklin and VAshington, tO alter or abandon
this past as a snake sheds its skin.
ALEXIS DE TocQUEVILLE
B4解祝o偽s suγ le Resum6 m Am6γ宅que Sepわ偽γiol初e
図案
Mr. Mortimer Bumbleby would have no o切ection, m
this Christmas season, When man could a餓〕rd to be a
friend to man, tO letting others partake ofthat edifying
StOry声he Life ofMortimer Bumbleby, M.B.A. For he
WaS Sure that many would derive as much profit and
Pleasure from the tale, aS Mr Bumbleby would from the
telling ofit・ As who would not be inspired by a briefand
true relation ofhow one Mortimer Bumbleby, Ofthe
Lower Chippmg
hearthside risen quietly and steadily, and inexorably,
until this prodigy of nature, this monster of accomplish-
ment, nOW Seemed to bestride like a coIossus not only
the City, but the entire universe of commerce, from
Lands End to John o,Groat?s.
For what a GIorious Life Mr Mortimer Bumbleby
had led, uP tO that very day, December 24th, in the Year
Of Our Lord 1837 and αe妨ts suαe thirty-One. Tb set
down, OnCe and for all, and for all mankind, his Lasting
Achievements. to inform the skeptical multitude, from
Chumblewit and Captain Proddle to Henry Sniggle,
Esq , that Mr Bumblebyhad been Born, nOt inthe
usual mamer, but very Grandly; that he had been Edu-
Cated, ditto; that his Experience was beyond compare,
for he had, in his many and various occupations, COme tO
know the Great World as few nowadays could possibly
know it; that from a tender age he had had vast respon-
Sibilities thrust upon him, that for nearly halfhis life he
had enJOyed the tremendous satisfaction-aS Who could
not find it satisfying-Of ordering about grey and ser-
ried ranks of bent clerks who were twice his age, and
even, When they happened to displease him, discharg-
1ng them and casting them into the outer darkness for-
ever; that he, Mortimer Bumbleby, Master of Business
and its Administration, had been entrusted by the
Highest and Mightiest with tasks fa.r beyond those
glVen tO Other mortals, that he had tested his mettle in
the unforglVlng fire of the marketplace, and emerged
triumphant, that he knew all Forelgn Languages, and
WaS PrePared to depIoy them-if forelgnerS insisted
upon usmg them, aS forelgnerS Often did in the happy
PurSuit of Business, that his career Objective was clear.
to Wbrk, and to Climb, tO Direct, and to Climb, tO Man-
age, and to Climb, until there was no further peak to be
attained, and then to Expire GIoriously
For every line in his Resume, aS eVery line in his
upturned palm (which his proud mother had engaged a
PaSSmg tinker to read when young master Mortimer
WaS SCarCely out of swaddling) foretold this fate for
Mortimer Bumbleby, bachelor of business and Thrld
Conqueror, Of 24 Wiggleforth Mews, Islington.
CHARLES DICKENS
αThe Christmas Resume,,
No ma  is a hero to his Resume.
JoHANN PETER EcKERMANN
Coγ砂eγSαまわ偽s祝庇h Goeきhe αbo祝をhあBesume
Curriculum vitae: Quis? Quid? Quibus Auxiliis? Cur?
Quomodo? Quando?
CICERO, De Aγte Scγ宅be個就Cu7aγ従ulum V祝αe
I’11 co叩ugate the bashaws ofthe Turk,
An clip proud Perse enclitic to my throne,
Desarts adust, and Nova Zembla’s frost
Wi hi  one Resume shall now contend.
CHRISTOPHER MARLOWE
The Re宅,el御eγもBesume
While in exile in Odessa, Pushkin sent three copleS Of
his resume to th  Czar, retum reCeipt requested. All
three were lost in the mail.
VLADIMIR VERESAEV
Zhi名偽’Push厄高α e egO CV
When Francesco I de’Medici, the second Grand Duke of
Tuscany, inherited the dukedom, he used to leave the
cares of o餓ce on his visits to the villas of Trebbio and
CafaggioIo. LateI) When he entangled himselfin the net
Of the notorious Bianca Cappe1lo, his Vchetian mistress
SO COrdially hated by the FIorentines, he would take her
for quiet trysts to PogglO a Caiano. But none ofthese
Pleasure palaces, Created for others before him, quite
gave him the satisfaction he sought, and Francesco
resoIved to build for himselfand his mistress a villa and
gardens more spectacular than any of the Medici villas
then in existence, dedicated to divine o窃um. He bought
PrOPerty On the old road to BoIogna in 1568, fir from
the heat of FIorence, then sent for various architects to
Submit their plans and their R6sum6s.
According to the testimony of many, the prodigy
Buontalenti, Who had already endeared himself many
times over to Francesco, and who had been the Duke’s
boyhood companion and tutor, WaS SO fa,VOred that no
Other Tuscan architect of merit dared enter the compe-
tition. Buontalenti’s plan did not disappoint. It showed a
fine genius and an extraordinary wealth offelicitous fan-
Cies. Unfortunately, SO WrapPed up was Buontalenti in
the details ofhis entry that he forgot to send his R6sum6
along with the charrettes. By the rules, therefore, Which
had been handed down from the great Cosimo himself,
Buontalenti had to be automatically disqualified. Conse-
quently, the villa at Pratolino which Buontalenti had so
WOndrously plamed, the gardens studded with grot-
圏今
toes and fountains and craggy statues, WaS neVer built.
Francesco was very sorry about this, but rules were
rules.
While others oftalent had stayed away; Only a thor-
Ough rustic声he obscure (but nobly named) Pazzo Pazzi,
Who had never before designed on so grand a scale, WaS
intrepid or foolish enough to enterl Unlike Buontalenti,
Pazzo Pazzi had given care餌thought to his R6sum6,
and submitted a most elaborate one. And thus it came
to pass that his j匂une efforts were awarded the palm,
much to the chagrin of Francesco. PazzI PrOmPtly cut
down a11 the cypress trees, COVered most ofthe demesne
With型佃的foγe海砂o, and erected a squat rectangular
StruCture made of cement. It was a11 ofsurpasslng ugli-
ness, FIorence had never seen its like.
After this fiasco, Francesco I ruled that a r6sum6
WOuld no Ionger be necessary, and Buontalenti pro-
Ceeded to win every subsequent competition. Pazzo
Pazzi disappeared・ Soon after Francesco,s death, how-
ever, the requlrement Of a r6sum6 was quickly reintro-
duced. By this time the second- and third-rate artists of
FIorence-Who had more time to leam such things葛
had perfected the art ofthe impressive resume, While
their masters in painting and architecture remained
Simpletons on the su巾ect. From that time forward the
COmmissions ofTuscany went to lesser men・ Some pro-
tested this state of affairs, but to no avail. FIorence was
now a city whose achievements rested on the r6sume
that flimsiest of all foundations. The city never
recovered.
GIORGIO VASARI
V訪e deue P沈Eccelle偽乞Vttαe
Bembo, Bodoni, and Baskervi11e-
Pretty boys fibbing like Maundevi11e.
How can we from false Resumes surmise?
Keep mum, Or eXeleutherostomise.
W H. AuDEN
uThe Truest Resume is the Most Feigmng,,
Southey has left us the story ofhow Dorothy Wbrds-
WOrth, freshly arrived in Nether Stowey, happened
upon a note at the greengrocer,s fr・om a family renting a
Summer COttage On Lake Windermere. They had fめur
WOnder餌children,, and were looking for an αu pαうγ
Who could存fumish a c.v with references.,, As Dorothy
had never worked before and had only two ・0, levels, She
decided to ask her brother and Coleridge to help her
Write her resume. Ofcourse they readily agreed. One
Sunday, after the three had been working on it all mom-
1ng, Coleridge discovered there was no tea to be had.
Wbrdsworth promptly set off for the only shop that was
OPen, in the nearby town of Porlock. When he returned
a few hours later’he found a scene ofutter disarray. the
Wind was rushing through the window which had been
flung open, the Aeolian harp on the sill was emitting a
CaCOPhony ofshri11 sounds, and Coleridge was sitting at
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mgleside’furiously scribbling a poem about the Orien-
tal potentate Kubla Khan, m a Seemmg tranCe. Words-
WOrth dropped his packet oftea, Slammed the window
Shut, and snapped at Coleridge to put the poem aside so
they could get back to work・ Coleridge did as he was
told, and the three applied themselves to the task at
hand・ With their help, Dorothy got the job.
THOMAS HARTLEY
Besumes qfthe Lα庇Iわeさs
1356: that was the year the Tartars began to write their
r6sum6s. All Cathay trembled at the sight.
DINO BuzzATI
IL DeseγtO dei B∂sum6
So that was that: POOr Timofey Pnin would be let
go at the end ofterm・ Who would they find to replace
him? Who would conduct his classes, those inimitable
exercises in matutinal mirth that somehow managed
to blend the atmosphere of the First Duma with Mひ
脇e物Beαdeγ? Who would sit at his library carrel,
Who would place the bright yellow Ticonderoga in his
Satisfying pencil sharpener? Perhaps the chairman
WOuld find another dim wraith’anOther oldr鍋shioned,
gymnasium-trained docent from remote Russla, Who
had escaped from the Reds and made his way, Via tear-
Stained Prague or Harbin, tO the haven of Our New
W)rld and its Pe(坤Ie the unforgettable title ofthe book
loyal Pnin had devoured, index and a11, for his citizen-
Ship exam). But was another Pnin to be found? Or would
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the co11ege settle賞〕r the home-grOWn SPeCies, SOme
native d偽bm,α Or Dumbarton oak who had “maJOred’’in
Russian and now felt ready to teach it? And what did
it matter-for Timofey would be long gone, and once
again he had nothing, 7'擁ng
Pnin knew that he did not know what to do. The
Chairman had helpfully explained that he must scatter
his r6sum6 “everywhere, Timothy, eVeryWhere.’’For
the first time in his life, Russian Pnin walked with his
hands in his pockets, PO-αmeγ沈αγ}S短. For if they had
not been so imprlSOned, those hands would have too
expressively wailed in the Russian mamer Down the
hall, Out the door of Anderson Hall, further and further
away from the Department O飴ce, With its bullies, and
bulletin boards, and its Summer Russian Program in
Glupov or ZIograd.
An operatic sadness overcame him. Tbsca, toShα・ A
SymPathetic squlrrel on the path o塙ned the secret of
the universe, then took back the offer He would have
a last game of chess with his next-door neighbor, the
French-Canadian mailman whose sea-rOVmg father had
Visited Petrograd in the early 20s and managed to see
Lenin in the pre-mauSOleum period of his existence.
Then Timofey would tum in his grades for his final
SemeSter・ A plus for Persian-eyed Miss Goldwasser,
that genius, and C’s for everyone else in the elementary
Class. And then he would have to gather up all the books
that formed little zlgguratS On his desk and night table
and on the floor by his bed and truck them to the col-
lege library one last time. And only then, Pnin silently
resoIved, WOuld he pay a visit to Joan, Wife of Henry
Berkman ofthe History Department, Whom Timothy,
trying out a new American image, had once called a
“pillar’’ofthe History Department (“No, Timothy, I’m a
岨ying-buttress-I support it from the outside’’) and who
WaS Ionely Pnin’s only friend on campus. Joan would
know how to write a r6sum6 Joan knew everything
And Pnin had nowhere else to go.
VLADIMIR NABOKOV
〃Pnin Writes His Resume,,
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One memorable night I met the poet Leopoldo Lugones
at the restaurant known as La Conchita on the South
Side of Buenos Aires. Speaking rapidly in his Iocked
buγ胸γdo he raised a question that was disturbing his
serenity What would it mean, he said, ifa man were
to write out the story ofhis own life on a smgle page,
and the details ofthat page tumed out to correspond
exactly to the story of another man,s life? Everything臆
the date of birth, the education he had received, the
dangers he had passed, eVerything would be the same
down to the same baroque praise offered by the same
references. It had happened before in history, he
asserted. when Almutassim, king of Grenada, and
Albudafar, king of Sevi11e, had met one unforgettable
August evemng ln an Orange grOVe near the Guadal-
quivir, tO decide the fate ofthe Christians they had
captured in battle. And there’the two Arab warriors
discovered that they were not two men, but only a sin-
gle man, Whose r6sum6s, Which they had brought with
them, Were identical in all respects but one: While Albu-
dafar had used the script ofthe caliphate of Baghdad,
Almutassim had empIoyed that ofthe caliphate of
Damascus. It was a tale that became famous through-
out Andalucia and spread through the Arab kingdoms
as far as Alexandria and beyond. It even reached the
Rambam, Maimonides, in Cairo, and he has told the
story in his Gu諦eカ所he Iお印Ze雛d・ Who was real, and
who was false: Albudafar, Or Almutassim? Even the
Rambam could not answer the question.
For Lugones this story had great significance. That
very day he had applied for a post at thejoumal pub-
1ished by the Ocampo sisters. It was for Silvia Ocampo
that Lugones had long ago written the line that had
won him fame from Buenos Aires to Montevideo: “So
cha te she was/ That lilies were her roses.,, While wait-
1ng tO be interviewed Lugones had indiscreetly hap-
pened to glance down at the desk ofSenora Ocampo’
and there he saw another r6sum6, identical to his in
every respect, eXCePt that the name-the ine餓めle
name he would not or could not utter-WaS different
from his by a smgle letter. In the infinity ofchaos’What
did it matter? Everything was real. Tables were real,
and so were phonemes, and so was Iove. Who could say
that one ofthose men-Lugones or his double-WaS
more real that the other? The wise men ofSafed, When
they were asked wh ther the Rambam or the Ramban
was to be followed, Were unable to decide between one
man鵜One letter- and another
In the fire and algebra of his thought, Lugones con-
c iv d that the reverse might also be true: One man, m
the infinite manlPulation ofhis own past, in the care-
fully ch otic enumeration of his own reality, might cre-
ate an infinity of r6sum6s for himself, eaCh as true or as
false as the next. Then one man might become every
man, Almutassim, Or Rabbi Low of Prague, Or Heinz
Mueller fthe We rmacht, Or eVen an anOnymOuS gau-
cho flippmg his knife outside a bar on the South Side
of Buenos Aires, Waiting for two men-Borges and
Lugone -tO emerge after an evemng Ofidle specula-
tion in order to meet the destiny which, all their lives,
had b en waiting for both ofthem.
JoRGE LuIS BoRGES
“EI R6sum6 y el VAiv6n”
In the merry month of May,
Jill would write her resume.
Jack suggested something new
Ji11 did the thingJack wanted to.
Played at pintle-Pull and then
At cock-O,一merkin played agam・
In the hayloft, uP the stair,
Les短句舌γeS SO庇Zes融笹沼eS.
The resume was not gone from view
Jill needs Jack to糾脇αt, tOO.
存References upon request:,
uFair maid, I,ll swear-yOu do it best:,
So Jack has had his Ji11 for May
And Jill now has her resume.
RoBERT HERRICK
The Mα乞d,脇e Mα1∂, α1t,d the Resume
And then he with his tickling and putting it up my leg
andwhereis it he said where is what I said the resume o
here and what’s this no abee orjaydee or l.l. bean but
me with my O levels and my secretarial course wouldn,t
that do it did when I was a girl in Galway and he saymg
times have changed you know what with girls gomg tO
business schooIs so I,11 give you the business I say forse
Che si forse che no and la doma e mobile, Well I’d rather
he says but I’ll need it shorter and will you do it over
agamjust one page this time and I needed the money so
yes I said yes I will Yes
JAMES JoYCE
uThe Resume Scene in Nighttown,,
嗣
And so the quene Guinevere told her damese11 that she
WOuld choose a preved knight, Whether sir Launcelot or
Sir Kay or sir Bors or sir Trystram, Or any Ofall the
knightes within thys Ionde. And no knight should do
battle or go in queste ofthe Sankgreall or do such
deedes as are passynge perilous, but eche knight sha11
bear tydynges ofhis birth, and ofhis tome, and ofhis
aventures in the foreyste and on the stronde, and over
the seas to the lands ofthe paynlm, and whatsoever he
did when he came into that contrey. And that knight
Should write it on parchment, the quenefor to rede.
And sir Bors wrote ofhis aventures, and sir Kay, and
Sir Trystram, and the quene red all ofthem and could
nor chose betwene sir Bors, Or Sir Kay or sir Trystram,
and was sore attristed.
And sir Launcelot at last did com into that caste11.
And he wrote down hys adventures, from the tyme he
first toke hys horse and hys swerde, and foghte three
knights at the pavylon of sir Trystram, and how he had
WOn the swerde from Morgan le Fay;・ and how he had
gone to the realm of Irelonde beyond the seas and seen
SuCh mervayles, and smote downe knights uppon the
ryght honde and uppon the lyffte honde. And then sir
Launcelot wrote down the wordes of alle the battles he
had fought, and all the mervayles of Bretane he had
Seene, SaVe for La Beall Isode, and all he had done togi-
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dir with the fellowship ofthe Table Ronde, and the for-
ayne tonges he spake, and the knights and damselles
Who could speak no ill ofhim and could send goodly let-
tirs to the quene.
A d when the quene asked, the goodly lettirs were
Sent telling quene Guinevere of sir Launcelot, lettirs by
Sir Galahalt, and sir Lamerok, and sir Palomydes, and
the kynge of Irelonde, and eke kynge Arthur did show
him favour And the fellowship ofthe Table Ronde to a
man did tell of his deedes, though sir Trystram and sir
Bors were passynge wroth to do so, but could do no
oth r.
And quene Guinevere could in no wyse imaglne a
resume ofa better knight could ever be found, Whether
in londe or sea, and she did yelde, and did clippeth him
and kisseth him fu11 ofte, and either loved the other
PaSSynge SOre’and their love did not slake, for by his
resume sir Launcelot was renomed the moste nobelyst
knyght ofthe world, and the quene had grete joy ofit.
SIR THOMAS MALORY
“The Quest ofthe Holy Resume,,
Remove this. Take away the sheet.
EIse (my God) I should entreat
Som other servant to be mine.
Unless the Beauty hold some Truth
Must Wee these fictions and false haire
Endure? My Lord (I cried): More wine!
GEORGE HERBERT
uThe Resume,,
Le R6sum6: la passion, la douleur; 1e d6fi du destin.
VICTOR HuGO
6sum6s d,
=二醒====二=二二=====二=二=
A鵬ntion Democratic
Presidentia音的P軸s!
物e形aク杉N)
脇ne鳩bn
MZzssachuse掩
Of the local lick-SPittles-the ones who con-
tinually get their names in the papers
because they’ve somehow convinced report-
ers they have an inside track on national
Democratic politics. %u see, Bob Kerrey
has presidential aspirations.
But if Senator Kerrey lS really serious
about seeking the presidency, the first thing
he should do is stay as far away from Massa-
Chusetts as possible. The same guys Kerrey
met over lunch in the North End worked for
Dukakis or Biden-then-Dukakis) in 1988,
and Mondale/Ferraro in 1984. If you check
back fa′r enOugh you,11 even find them sur-
rounding Tbd Kemedy or Jimmy Carter in
1980 and helping create the party schism
that a11owed Ronald Reagan to win. Like
radioactive particles they possess half-1ives
that bring them into the political inside game
OVer and over agam.
You,d think that after the way Michael
Dukakis ran for the presidency in 1988, the
Only things aspiring politieisns would look
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for when they visited Boston
WOuld be the clam chowder and
lobster But their problem is
COnSistent with failure that
lagues all the insta-books cur-
rently analyzmg the Duke,s
CamPaign failures. They all buy
into the mystique of Massa-
Chusetts politics, but no one
O舘野S insight into the self
destructing politics of a New
England state that three times
in as many decades has pro-
duced a Democratic presiden-
tial candidate.
One ofthe keys to the failure
Of the Democratic party over
the last 30 years lies right here
in the rough and tumble politics
Of Massachusetts. Massachu-
SettS Democrats are, quite
Simply out ofstep with the rank
and創e of the party But this
does not appear to have dimin-
ished their powerful influence
On reCent Democratic political
history. For whatever reasons,
POtential candidates like Bob
Kerrey feel obliged to court the
Massachusetts players even
though their political game has
been continually off center
Just look at recent history.
With but a single hiatus-after
Governor John VoIpe left
Massachusetts to serve in Richard Nixon’s
Cabinet as Secretary of Transportation
Massachusetts Democrats have been firmly
entrenched in power Since 1970 when Boston
Mayor Kevin White was beaten by Repub-
1ican Govemor Fra k Sargent, the state’s
D mocratic politicians have had a free hand
With the spoils of power. The result? Bay
State Democrats have e紐ectively stifled the
two-Party SyStem in the state. unchecked
ty loyal opposition, Massachusetts Demo-
CratS have done dual damage: mismanage-
ment and corrupt on at the state and local
level and pollution of the party national ly
The ore lackluster Massachusetts Dem-
OCratS have used the Bay State,s political
VaCuum tO e rich themselves and their cro-
nies at the publi  trough. Some ofthe more
notorious ave ended up m PrlSOn, many Of
their craftier colleagues, after decades of
POWer are Still lining their deep pockets.
Massachusetts, unfortunately, neVer PrO-
duced a reformer like New Jersey Govemor
Ⅵbodrow Wilson to disavow corruption
and incompetence and begin reform.
Meanwhile t e most ambitious of the
Massachusetts Democrats took their shows
nationwide and managed to prope量them-
Selv s into the national party spotlight. In a
One-industry town like Washington, DC.
With a celebrity-Oriented press, it wasn,t very
di:鯖c lt for bright Boston lights to emerge
as peremial media favorites. Like the fab-
ulous Kem dy boys (and nephew?) or Sen-
ator John Forbes Kerry or a wise-CraCking
Bamey Frank, Whose accomplished one-
1iners made him stand out in an otherwise
Very du11 crowd of congressional pinstripes.
It was all show biz-a little Mr Smith goes
o HoIlywood.
Novy of course, OnCe again the Massachu-
SettS Players have come home to soft political
jobs in state govemment or over at the Ken-
nedy SchooI while they shop for another
Candidate. But maybe it is high time for the
Democrats to wise up to their political game.
These Bay State Democrats have one long
and lou y track record over the last 20 years.
They helped defeat Hubert Humphrey by
Organizing for Eugene McCarthy in his 1968
quest for the presidency even after Hum-
Phrey had the nomination) delivered
Massachus tts to George McGovem in ’72 ,
fragmen ed Jimmy Carterもhold on the
White H u e by prope11ing Tbd Kemedy
into presidential politics in 1980; Crafted
Geraldine Ferraro,s unsuccessfu1 1984 vice-
PreSidential campalgn, and then with the
Flerraro xperience sti11 fresh, OrChestrated
the nomination and then botched the cam-
Palgn Of Michael S. Dukakis, a man Whose
PerSOna WaS largely manufactured in
Massachus tts where these operatives con-
Vinced themselves, if not the nation, With
images of miracles and miracle workers.
T e old operators and their ever-PreSent
OPeratives are still waiting in the wmgS here
in Massachusetts. But to win, Democratic
leaders must find candidates cIoser to the
Center Of the political spectrum- Candidates
Who could win agam in the South and in the
W七st where most old line Democrats
have JumPed ship. The arrogant men and
WOmen Of Massachusetts politics should
be shu組ed aside in national Democratic
POlitics. Permanently.
Wi h the old Democratic存Solid South,,
COmPletely shattered since 1944 and a new
COnServative majority emergmg m a SOlidi-
fi d Republican West, the Democrats enter
every presidential November short of
between 120 and 140 electoral votes. As Jeff
Green i ld has written, “Tb use the kind of
SPOI.tS analogy so favored in politics, it is as
if a football team began every series of
O餓msiv  plays n the 50-yard line.’’Or, aS
Old Harry Truman might have said, it is time
to take the jackass out ofthe donkey.
Mαγtin SJ Go物mαnおα pOl綴cαl初男履eγ booed
沈S偽dbuγ2/, Mα$SαChuse鵠
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や“a cori鳴mporary dassic?
``It lS an honest book and ltS un豊山mg optmsm and resolute
mpatlenCe tO fashlOn a mOre ratlOnal and better llfe make血e
VOlune a contemporary dassIC?’
Sm D物O Uわのn
``as direct as a cavatry charge”
“His style lS aS dlreCt aS a CaValry charge at Gettysburg.
As much at home wlth Plato, SpmOZa, Or Kant as he
lS Wlth Hamilton, MadlSOn, Or hlS beloved Sam Hous-
ton’Silber,s丘nely honed scholarshlP eVldences one for
Whom teachmg lS a VOCatlOn. CrltlCS may nOt like hlS
deductlOnS’but respect hlS analysIS they must. He stands
On COmmOn grOund w血great thmkers and mVlteS read-
ers to step onto血e mtellectual real estate bequeathed by
血ose who have gone before?)
C冴rはあan ScieグクCe胸n勿れr
〔〔most important book...
in recent years〕〕
質St脇物ht鋤00t物lS the most lmPOrtant book thaでhas
been publlShed m thlS COuntry m reCent yearS:,
Norman Vincent Peale
``He is a force.,〕
負Nowhere m the publlC llfe ofthe natlOn are mtd1ectual
and polltlCal talent and leadershlP CaPaClty SO Stunnmgly
COmbmed ThlS eXtraOrdmaryman’s mmd leaps from
血e commonplace to the esoterlC’from lltlgatlOn OVer
Peanut butter a chammg eSSay) to a graceful dlStillatlOn
OfKan亡,s categorlCal lmPeratlVe’tO KIPlmg tO MunlCh to
Nicaragua to Moscow to Wnston Churchlll to Robert
Maynard HutchmS tO Don GIOVannl?’
〔〔血e American suecess story?
“Sllbcr lS血ekmdofAmerlCanWho makesusa
`can-do, soclety　血e kmd ofperson who makes thlS
SuCh an excltmg SOClety m WhlCh to llVe and work?,
Tbe LのAク診elの彫mの
“1ike S揚初茸n吻,,
“Like脇初やr物St脇〆t鋤00tク物IS a PrOfoundly
dlSturbmg book because lt demonstrates so vIVldly
how we are destroymg the future ofour country Yet
lt Shows us JuSt aS dearly how we can redeem oursdves as
a natlOn・揚物ght Shooわ物IS a gulde book that AmerlCa
Can Well use to make ltS Way mtO the 2lst century,,
Nicholas Gage’4励or; Elem and A P揚ejbr肋
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案s The Death Pena案ty Only
a vehic案e for Revenge?
An Anわnt
A bol脇omSt Sああs
HbS Case
and the remaining 20 percent would be will-
1ng tO make an exception if it meant elimi-
nating the Tbd Bundys ofthe world. In fact,
the United States has the dubious distinction
Of being the only remaining Western nation
not to have abolished the death penalty for
civil homicide.
The reason underlying our overwhelming
SuPPOrt Ofexecutions, aCCOrding to a recent
SurVey COnducted for ABC News and The
Ⅵ初sh宅ngto篤郎st, is usually revenge. Amer-
icans believe that the most serious crimes
deserve the most severe punishment. Thus
as the Old Tさstament points out “　thou
Shalt give life for life, eye for eye, tOOth for
tooth　,,
And, I admit, it’s not hard to understand
Why revenge seems sweet. People are fed
up with violent crime, believmg that it is
Out Of control and of epidemic proportions.
They want to do something about it. Many
idolize Bernard Goetz, the so-Called “subway
Vigilante’’because he refused to passively
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accept his victimization. The
Same aPPeal ca  be seen cine-
matically in Charles Bronson’s
Deα脇Wtsh and in Sylvester
Sta11o e’s portrayal of Bαmbo
and B0Cky Whether or not I
agree with the extremity of the
Public reaction, I can under-
Stand why Bundy’s recent exe-
Cution by the State of FIorida
WaS Seen by many as a cause
for celebration. The world lost
One Of its most despicable
killers.
The arguments for the death
Penalty, however, tyPica11y fall
OutSide the realm of empirical
mqulry. Instead they are often
emotionally charged, argumg
that convicted killers deserve
to die or that “getting even” is
Valuable as a measure of psy-
Cho量ogical compensation for
Victims and society. As an abo-
1itionist, however, I rest my
entire case on the weight of
economic and social issues that
Can be demonstrated dy emplr-
ical inqulry These three
important issues invoIve cost,
deterrence and protection.
Many people ask why we
Should spend hard-eamed tax-
Payer mOney tO imprlSOn a
murderer when we could just
as easily execute him at much lower cost.
But the fixed costs of runnmg a maXimum葛
SeCurity prlSOn are little aifected by the
PreSenCe Of a few additional inmates servmg
life sentences for first-degree murder The
Warden still has to be paid and the heat sti11
has to b  kept on. Moreover because ofthe
lengthy appeals process required by the
Supreme Cour  in capital cases, it actually
COStS l $$ tO imprlSOn a killer than to execute
him・ In FIorida, for example, the average
COSt Ofa case that results in execution is $3.2
milli n, W ereas the estimated cost of
imprlSOnment for 40 years is slightly more
than $500,000. And to those who argue, “If
it costs so much to carry out the appeals
PrOCeSS, then tak  him out back and string
him up;’consider the number of errors that
have been made under less stringent
requl ementS. Since 1900, 139 people have
been sent to death who were later proven
imocent. Twenty-three were exonerated,
but only afte  the executions had been car-
ried out. In addit on, the typical length of
imprlSOnment between sentencmg and exe-
Cution is ac ually only three years, nOt the
ll years that Tbd Bundy manlPulated out of
the court system.
Proponents of the death penalty also claim
that it deters violent criminals. They believe
We need to execute murderers to send mes-
SageS tO POtential killers that, if they can’t
COntrOl their murderous behavior, the same
thing wi11 happen to them.
「勧the death p nalty has little ifany e餓3Ct
On killings. In a study of 14 nations in which
th  death penalty was eliminated, Criminol-
Ogists Dane Archer and Rosemary Gantner
report, for example, that abolition was fol-
lowed more often than not by a 7.educ寂m in
national homicide rates. For example, hom-
icide dropped 59 percent in Finland, 30 per-
Cen  in Italy, 63 percent in Sweden and 46
PerCent in Switzerland. In only five ofthese
14 count es did homicide increase at all.
Even more ironically, reSearCh conducted by
CriminoIo ist William Bowers suggests the
murder rat  actually rlSeS for a short period
Of time after the killer has been executed,
PrOducing what they call a “brutalization
effect.’’That is, WOuld-be murderers appar-
ently identify more with the state execu-
tioner than they do with the inmate.
The third argument, Of course, is that
CaPital punishment protects society by
guaranteeing that killers like Charles Man-
SOn Will never be paroled. And certainly,
CaPital punishment would make sure that
particular murderers never ki11 again. But
before I support the death penalty, I want
to know whether an alternative exists fbr
PrOteCting society for making sure that a
ki11er isn’t granted another opportunity
Without taking human life. If the altemative
in response to a brutal, hideous murder is
life imprlSOnment With parole eligibility then
I am indeed in favor ofthe death penalty. If,
how ver the alternative is a life sentence
Without the possibility of ever being paroled,
then capital punishment becomes umeces-
Sary for the protection of society and I am
therefore against it.
In fact, I crmge Whenever I hear that
Charles Manson is being considered for
ParOle, because I know what people will say.
“The criminaljustice system is soft on mur-
derers. We should be executing those who
COmmit heino s crimes.” Actually, Charles
Mans n did receive the death penalty. But
in 1972, the Supreme Court struck down
CaPital punishment because it was being
applied in an un ven, CaPrlCIOuS mamer. At
that point, any murderer on death row was
instead given the next most severe sentence
under state law In Califomia, that sentence
WaS a life s ntence with parole eligibility.
As a result, Charles Manson was then eligible
for parole fter s rvmg Only seven years.
A s ries ofrulings by the Supreme Court
in 1976 paved the way for states to restore
the death penalty, but only when applied
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やunder strict guidelines. In some states (for
example, Califomia), those convicted of
murder continue to become eligible for parole
after serving only severaL years in prison;
but if the court adds the αspecial circum-
StanCeS PrOVision;’the only pessible sen-
tences are either death or life imprlSOnment
Without parole eligibility.
Most states now have special circumstan-
CeS StatuteS for heinous crimes such as mul_
tiple murder or murder with rape. In some
StateS (for example, Massachusetts), all first
degree murderers are ineligible for parole,
SO that no special statute is required. Under
SuCh conditions, the death penalty is unnec-
essary as a means for protecting society from
Vicious killers, because we can instead lock
them up and throw avy the key
Actually; many PrOPOnentS Of the death
Penalty raise the issues of cost, deterrence
and protection of society only to I.ationalize
What essentially is a thirst for revenge. This
Can be seen most clearly in the public
response to heinous crimes.
In December 1987; Ronald Gene Simmons
brutally murdeT.ed 16 people in Russellville,
Arkansas’in the largest family massacre in
American history When the residents of
Russellvi11e leamed that Simmons had suf_
focated the young children in his family and
that he had had an incestuous relationship
With his married daughteI〕 Cries for the death
penalty were heard loud and clear throughout
Arkansas. In 1989, Simmons was convicted
Of multiple murder and sentenced to die dy
means oflethal iI扉ction. Similarly, in Octo-
ber 1989, a yOung Pregnant WOman from
Reading, Massachusetts was shot to death
and her husband critically wounded dy a lone
g脚in the Mission Hill section of Boston.
Public outrage quickly took the form of
demands for Massachusetts legislators to
enact a death penalty statute.
FIorida certainly did get a measure of self
Satisfaction last year dy executing serial
killer Tbd Bundy in the electric chairl Fbr
many Americaus the QPPOrtunity to gct even
With a serial則er is reason enough to apply
the death penalty But for those few who
instead believe that capital punishment can
be jus触ed only to the extent that it protects
SOCietyもmembers or serves as an e範梁tive
deterrent’then execution by the state is
Cruel and umecessary punishment. In a civ-
i量ized society, Our best defense against “wild
animals,, is to lock them in cages so they
can’t get to rest ofus
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凧田N A
NEW YO則【ER
CAN TURN INTO
A BOSTON腰間.
All it takes i§ a healthy appreciation
for the be§t that Bo§tOn ha§ tO O飾er
The Bostonian Hotel. One of the
WOrld’§ great hotels in one of the world,§
great citie§・ Steps away from Faneuil
Hall Marketplace, birthplace of The
Revolution. Minutes from the Financial
Di§trict and Logan International A叶porL
Ånd light years away from hotel§ with
a manufactured identity
If you’ve never had the benefit of
SPending your Iifetime as a Bostonian,
relax. %u can tum into one overnight.
圃
THE BosroNIAN HorEL
År FANEUIL HÅLL MARKETPLACE
RESERVATIONS 800-3430922 IN MÅ 617"523-3600
ADDITIONS葛SUNDECKS - RENOVATiONS
Do you have a Special RemodeIing Project you
WOuId like compIeted professionalIy and on time?
Give us a ca=
Ask for a free copy of　`Ten tips to heip make your
R modeling Project go smoother’as seen in Famtry Circle
壷二三’三二二
Boston. Cambridge. LoweII. Medfield. Medway. Methuen
Sandwich. Wobum ● Worcester
508 - 359-8921
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The Building Blocks
Of Re帥m
An h槽bくわLooh
at肋e So亀)獲t
Econαmu;勧めm
conference.
Boris Fyodorov, an eCOnOmist attached to
the Central Committee, WaS at that confer-
ence. He was subsequently interviewed ty
Bosめ筋iα.
Bo6めJ!iα: Why have there have been so
few tangible changes in the Soviet economy?
Fyodorov. Partly a lack of experience,
not understanding certain things, SuCh as
What a market is. Some argue that change
Will make things worse for ordinary people.
Fbw want capitalism on the American model;
SOme fear that reforms might lead to that.
Bのsめ職iα: Where would you start?
Fyodorov. First, With money, the basic
framework ofa financial system on which to
build an economy. In the past, We Simply
had no r山es concemiIlg taXation or money
Specifically; With a banking law to stop
inflation. Reining in the budget to limit
internal debt. Credit arrangements that
encourage people to produce e縦ciently.
Banks should act like banks; they should
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lend to those who can repay.
That is not the policy now
BosめJIiα: Do you have the
human capital for such banking
reform? It is easier to execute
an order from above than to
decide what loans to grant.
Fyodorov. Many talented
PeOPle are ready to act ration-
ally; until now they haven’t been
allowed to. V研e don,t need to
train people to the level of the
Japanese because we don’t have
industry at the Japanese level.
Bosめ扇α: What about the
SCarCity of capital?
Fyodorov. As for capital, the
main problem is obtaining sta-
bility and at some point, making
Our CurrenCy COnVertible.
Bosめnia: Should there be a
Marsha11 Plan for the Soviet
Union?
Fyodorov. We should not
receive aid unless we learn to
distribute it e鍋ciently, Only if
We Change things, above a11 by
stabilizing the curreney: At the
moment we have a system of
multiple exchange rates. Each
Soviet enterprise, by industry,
has its own exchange-rate.
Banks should be authorized to
Create a free market, tO quOte
daily exchange rates on a daily
basis. The govemment should sell its hard
CurrenCy.
BosめJ!iα: What is the future of COME-
CON, the economic association that links the
Soviet Union and East,em Europe?
Fyodorov・ COMECON will continue to
exist. In the future, however声aCh member
i11 more str gly press its own interests.
The economies of the Soviet Union and
Eastem Europe must be integrated into the
global economy
Bosめれiα: Do y u worry that V林estem
COuntries may simply regard the Soviet
Union and Eastem Europe as sources of
Cheap labor?
Fy dorov. Even if in some situations
ings will ot be to our liking, I would per-
mit th  free movement of labor If someone
WmtS tO WOrk abroad, Say in vest Germany
Why not? T re lS, after all, hidden unem-
PIoym nt in the Soviet Union that simply
does no  show up in the o範cial statistics.
B sめniα: What about Soviet support for
Certain subsidized economies, SuCh as that
Of Cuba?
Fyodorov. We must look more dosely at
how such subsidies are spent. We should
COntinue to help other nations, aCCOrding to
Our meanS, With economic aid. But we will
be more reluctant to send money abroad
When ther  is not enough at home.
Bostoniα: Could you comment on the fail-
ure of state socialism to satisfy consumers?
Fyodorov・ Most Soviet economists
understand that the totally plamed system
We had before was wrong. But we do not
Want a COmPletely free market. We prefer
to retain a large state sector as in some
Wes em countries- Sweden, Austria.
Bosめれia: Should the Soviet state sell off
C rtain properties?
Fyodorov. The present system, Where the
g vemment does what it wants in the econ-
Omy; muSt end. There must be a new, Clear
definition of the relationship between the
S te and companies. A certain percentage
ofshares should be offered first to the work-
s in particular companies, and then to the
gen al population. For a long period the
govemment should retain a majority
Bのstonia: Do you share the opinion that
t e Soviet economy could go to ruin soon?
Fyodorov. No. But it will take drastic
measures in comlng yearS tO aVOid calamity.
And it is up to us to change things. Foreign
assistance is not a crucial element of reform.
Bo toniα: Will the Soviet Union continue
to cut the proportion of its GNP spent on
armamen s?
Fyodorov・ V林e should and wi11 cut military
SPending; it is a terrific waste. But while it
is easy to talk about cutting military spend-
mg, 1 Practice it will be di餓cult. We should
even cut military exports, though they are
a source of hard currency.
Bosめれia. Other than such commodities
s il, timber, furs, Platinum, What can the
Soviet Union offer the VⅥest?
Fyodorov. I am not even sure we have a11
Of th se com odities in such great supply.
Wるmay have to limit our exports ofoil, for
example. We sha11 continue to export raw
ma ri ls to Eas em Europe, and they will
export consrmer goods to us, nOt tO the Wdst.
Bosめniα: Why won’t they export con-
Sume  gOOds to Westem Europe?
Fyodorov. Their quality is not good
enough to compete with consumer goods in
Western Europe, SO they have to export to
the Soviet Union.
Bosめniα: Do you think that if you are
ble to o餓r a good retum on investment,
Wbstern Europe may choose to invest in
Russla, nOt in the United States?
Fyodorov. Yる , Why not? But I do 72,Ot
think that what is needed is to o餓∋r Prefer-
ential tax trea ment. Wbstern businessmen
in the Soviet Union need a reasonable in丑.a-
structure, gOOd o餓ces and communications.
They complain ofthe primitive state of such
th ngs, and who can blame them?
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With Barron’s, yOu get the financlal
news and analyses that can make the dif:
ference between profit and loss for you.
嶋ke 13 weeks, Only $26.
Profit from experience. Get Barron,s.
Take a trlal subscription - 13 weekly
issues for only $26. Complete and mail
the coupon today
How the smart money gets that way
Every week, Barron’s brmgS yOu investment
insight you can use. It,s solid, truSted, financial
and market analysIS based on years of monltOr・
ing the forces that shape every aspect of busi・
ness and the economy
It adds up to experience you,ll value, What・
ever the market climate・ Barron,s helps you
find out what,s really happening in stocks,
bonds・ OPtions’real estate, COmmOditleS, Pre・
cious metals and more.
Ybu,ll benefit from Alan Abelson,s weekly
COlumn, "Up & Down VAll Street一一(must
reading for every investor) lbu’l1 1eam what
goes on in boardrooms and in the corridors of
POWer along the Potomac・ Every week, Barron,s
60・Plus page Market Week Section provides
you with all the specific ref料ence points, data
and direction you need to pIot your moves in・
telllgently Ybu,11 stay up to date on develop・
ments in key industries and selected companies
SO yOu WOn’t be caught short by break・
throughs, buyouts or tumarounds.
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a score or recIPe. And Hogwood, H&Hも
master conductor since 1986, believes that
We muSt truSt this document implicitly even
if it was written centuries ago and for con-
ditions removed from our own.
An early music specialist and founder of
Londo霊場Academy of Ancient Music in 1973,
Hogwood has spent his career interpreting
Original scores. Rather than depend on
modern transcriptions and editions, he
PeruSeS early manuscriptsl and compares
Various versions. ``The music is transfened,,
from the score to the listener “by the instru-
ments;’Hogwood explains. Therefore to
achieve the `(correct,タ17th or 18th century
Style, he uses original period instruments
rather than later ones. Although this is now
an accepted practice with a considerab量e
audience, Only two decades ago it was revo-
lutionary, and Hogwood has been a leader in
the change.
The di餓culty today lies in finding modern
day musicians who can play the original
`4　川口りきれII「[田原U用▼ i))0　櫨0!了0齢Il
instruments. αBachもraucous
Oboe and out-Of-tune bassoon;,
he says facetiously can give the
SWeetneSS Or reediness appro-
priate to Bac耽musical line or
orchestral balance.
Similarly, the foodstu揮i for
an 18th-Century reCIPe Should
approximate the originals as
dosely as possible. Margarine,
Ⅵbnder Bread or Red Delicious
apples will not make a proper
18th-Century apPle pudding any
more than an electric Th蘭itzer
Organ Can COney the original
SOund of a Handd organ con-
CertO. Only rich and fragrant
butteI; teXtured bread from
unbleached鯖our and apples
with the firmness and flavor of
old-fashioned varieties will
balance the sweetness and
acidity of the pudding.
Though modem technoIogy
has transformed most kitchen
appliances and utensils,
authenticity implies cooking ty
the orlgmal methods. While
Hogwood acknowledges that
few ofus are able to cook on an
OPen-hearth fire or in a wood-
fired oven to prepare old reci-
PeS, he believes that occasional
forays into these areas have
much to teach us. Antique
implements, uSed correctly, Can reStOre the
Original qualities ofa dish. The salamandeI〕
for instance, a long-handled iron disc heated
red-hot in the fire, Can Caramelize the top of
acreme br命16e farbetterthan an electric or
gas broiler
Just as a violinis  playing early music on
a viola da gamba uses a di餓nent style of
Vibrato when playing Brahms or MahleII
Stravinsky or Wbbem, the 200h-Century coOk
must resist th  desire to season a historical
dish to modern taste. Trust the score. Those
elusive sho thand directions an 18th-Century
COOk would have grasped at once-“take a
good knob of butter’’or “then cook until
done’’ will with practice become natural.
Hogwood, relaxed yet intense, Charmng
yet cogent, WaS ta雌ng in his o範ce near
Jordan Hall. Educated in music and dassics
a  Cambridg  University and awarded a
C.B.E. last spnng, he still makes his home
in England. Prodigious energy has enabled
him to take on th  musical directorship of
the St. Paul Chamber Orchestra in addition
to his Boston and London groups. At the
Same time, he continues to produce a strean
Ofbooks a d reco din謡as we量l as many guest
COnduc ing en agements. On his peregrl一
nations through Europe and America, his
favorite hannts are libraries and antiquarian
bookstores. In addition to his duties con置
ducting the Handel and Haydn Society, he
has tumed the organizatiods amual fund-
raiser into an historical banquet.
This 175th amiversary ye叫in keeplng
With the October performances of ZⅥe Cγe一
αめ均Whose US. premiere was glⅤen by
the H&H in 1817; he will celebrate the anni-
versary with a Haydn dimer on耽bruary
lOth t the Four Seasons Hotel. The gala is
based on the London ba11 during which
Haydn was honored dy the British royal
family The gala commemorates the 1791
birthday party for Queen Charlotte, George
IIIもconso t.
Ma y Hall, the H&H General Manager;
SayS that they are trying “to recreate an
event thats splashy enOugh for a fundraiseP
W th a menu as authentic as possible.
Si ce Queen Charlotte loved arti-
Chokes, hearts of artichokes in puff pastry
may be an hors d’oeuvre along with “petty
Patties” orlittle pat6s. Soape弟αBe荻e, an
elega t creamy soup with various meats (not
just the chicken used in d Jα γe宅雛dishes
today) will begin the dimen Stu鮪ed roasted
SturgeOn g mished with crab, Shrimp and
ket hup (not our tomato ketchup, but
Chopped preserved mushrooms or walnuts)
Wi11 follow; unless adaptations prove too dif-
ficult. Fresh sturgeon is harder to come ty
thes  days. Lamb or veal olives (stuffed
SCallops) with forcemeat and gamishes will
be the main course. Dessert will be an
authentic App量e Cha血otte
Hall ad s that they must work out the
menu `twithout n血ing the creative feathers
Of the chef.” Once in the past, She said, a
hotel chef wanted to roast a dish over mes-
quite chips, an a achronism equivalent to
SeasOmng an 18thでentury SauCe With Heinzも
tomato ketchup or making Apple Charlotte
With Crisco and kiwi. But this year the
ex cutive chef happens to be her brother;
Mark White of the Four Seasons, SO Pre置
Sumably t ey can resolve such matters
without dissonance.
Hogwood loves to glVe Such historical
Parties. They are another one of his tactics
for removing the mystery from music零past.
“耽ople think thereもsome sort of maglC m
music;’he says. But ``there should be no
mystique:’Music, like food, he believes,
Should b  a part of our everyday existence.
And it seems as if his brigade of followers
S VOr the culinary counterpoint as much as
he does.
E物膝枕B吻あのCu協aγひhぬめ庇偽αnd
α沈hoγ QfThe Ch fもCompanion: A Concise
Dictionary of Cu inary Tbrms.
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If you,re consldemg changes m yOur POrtfollO, We O鮎er you a
Wlde vanety Of mVeStmentS for almost a11 market condltlOnS.
And m an unPredlCtable envlrOnment, yOu need to be flexible.
At Schwab you can swltch between dl鮮erent mVeStmentS
Wlth JuSt Qng Phone call. Choose from.
〆Over 250 mutual funds, including
bond, PreCious metal and tax血ee
血nds ( Prospectuses available).
〆Tieasury Bi11s.
〆Corporate, Municipal and Zero-
Coupon Bonds.
〆Certificates of Deposit from across
the natlOn.
〆Money Market Funds mCludmg a
tax free fund.
〆Save up to 76% on commissions
COmpared to a full- COmmlSSIOn brokerも
rates when you buy stocks at
Charles Schwab.
Charles R. Schwab
Chairm an
Charles Schwab & Co., Inc
Call to11 free today.
1"800"553“9999
24-hours a day or mail
the coupon.
Mail to: Charles Schwab & Co., Inc.
228 E. 45th Street, Suite 1515
New tbrk, NY lOO17
□ YES! please send me free
discount brokerage information.
Please Print Clearly
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inal Haitian paintings, are indeed
unusual, he will also custom pro-
duce any design photographs,
COrPOrate logos, Wedding lnVi-
tations or a child,s first water-
COlor These are puzzles for a
lifetime. JCI Aueγ & CoIタやanU
p〃ZZles,棚de方om quαγめγ高砂ch
Bα脇c bうγCh plひ砂ood, γα1∂ge海
野ふce方om $80ね$500, depe偽d急場
O偽′ StZe, Fbγ α方ee bγOChuγe, W履e
to JC. 4/eγ & Compα偽り　移
Ches軌初Sさ. Sαlem, MA OZ9?0,
508　勿1」522
``Another Dal’’byしynden
Sipma was instalied in
Å1buquerque, New Mexico
Six years ago.
A SERARA丁E
P音容C且
The nearly zen experience of
assembling a JlgSaW PuZZle has
kept families bound, relation-
Ships steady and snowstorms
endured for generations. And
now, thanks to the artistry of
Jim Ayer the art has been raised
to an even higher form. Ayer
designs custom JlgSaW PuZZles-
usmg distinctive artwork and an
unusual technique. No more of
these endlessly slmilar pleCeS, m
a J.C. Ayer puzzle, yOu’ll find
miniature sports cars, ballerinas,
CatS and doIphins that combine
With more abstract shapes to
創1 in the picture. Ayer uses
AutoCAD design software to
Create his intricate puzzles
Which then informs a computer-
COntrOlled water jet shooting
water at 2000 miles an hour-tO
Cut the wood. The result is a puz-
Zle so tightly cut that once
assembled, yOu Can WaVe it like
a carpet and it will stay ln One
PleCe. And while Ayer’s images,
from classic works ofart to orlg-
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ROMANCE
OF THE STONE
In the舟 α; PαS WOrld of design
these days, We long for the but-
tery chill of real marble. That’s
Why the Vermont Marble Exhibit
G班Catalog presents such an
intrigumg COllection of mer-
Chandise. Published by the gentle
PeOPle of the Vermont Marble
Company ofProctor, in the Green
Mountains, the catalog contains
B Oi丁O=iA
more than 70 vases, Candlehold-
ers, tiles, 1amp bases, rOlling plnS
and pastry boards, mOrtarS and
P Stles bowIs and decorative
fruits and ggs in both Vermont
Danby White and V料mont V±)rde
Antique shades・ This is definitely
Shoppmg at the source-vermOnt
Marble sells more than 21 million
POunds of the native stone a yeap
and has been supplying material
for buildings and monuments
worldwide for more than a cen-
tury. And while you can visit an
exhibit there from May through
October this wonderfully simple
Catalog can keep you in marble
year-rOund. Fbγ α f汚e cα硯og
砂γ祝e陀rmont Marble H鴨hibit,
Boom 」O　61 Mα沈Sさ. PγOCねγ
VTO5?67　802)ん59-88」」.
P8ECE MAKER
lynden Sipma was working m
Iowa as a high performance
engme meChanic in the early
1970s when friends from a local
Stained glass studio were looking
for some orlgmal design help.
Sipma, Who had always been an
amateur sketcher walked into
the studio one day. “Something
felt real good;’he says. “I’ve been
at it ever since:’Sipma now works
Out Of his own Providence studio,
Creating commissions for clients
around the country. His style has
been ca11ed pre-Raphaelite he
CreateS large panels that are創Ied
With painstakingly detailed
landscapes and borders that,
While e oing the influences of
Tiffany and LaFarge, have a dis-
tinctly orlgma  feel. “I do a lot of
listening;’he says, before the
intricate process of assembling
a c mmission for a home. Vfork一
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1ng alone, Sipma might spend a
month on a small, three-by茸eur
Panel, While as many as four
months on a larger pleCe. Still,
he manages to squeak in some
time for fixing up automobiles.
Just as Iong as they rumble far
enough・ aWay from the glass
Lgnden S互mα/E事(rqpa St祝
勝0$, 」805 N乙件αgα偽Se揚Bわd.
Cγα1eSわ筋, B.I O2α0,々α) 94」-
方術2 Comm宅ssわ鵬s拐γ‡ αき糾50
peγ Sq偽αγejbo‡.
BR看GH丁LiGHTS,
BIG CITY
A fixture (pun intended) on Mass.
Ave. for nearly 15 years, City
Lights specializes in antique
lighting (although the store
makes a few brand new wall
SCOnCeS from the mid 1800s
through the 1930s. And these
aren’t your basic old lamps-the
StOre PutS eaCh fixture through
The bri11ianくe Of restored
Chandeliers isくaptured bγ
City Lights in Cambridge.
a six-Week restoration, rePlacing
Wlrlng, refinishing and generally
breathing new life into an antique
VeSSel・ And it shows in the prlCe.
A Rococo fixture fetches $3500
and some chandeliers go for as
much as $10,000. Sconces can
range up to $2500. But have you
Priced chandeliers at department
StOreS lately? And think of the
memories twinkling among the
即aments Citu Lig研s, %26
MαSS At’e・, M硝h Cαmbγ宅dye,
MA o名均0, α7釣嬉々90 0pel∂
棚方eSdαひ-Sαきuγdαひ」O-6　ThuγS-
dαUS ul寂1 7 80p.m.
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WEA丁HER容NG
HEIGHTS
No one is argumg that January
and February compete for “the
Cruelest month’’sobriquet, but
While the regular rabble is com-
Plaining about the weather, yOu
Can take pleasure in the mean
SeaSOn・ Who wouldn’t, traCking
the vagaries of Mother Nature
On this exquisite French barom-
eter? Imported by Hermes, the
OStrich-SWathed gauge not only
Shows its pleasmgly machinistic
interior but also describes the
Weather by the rise and fall of
80!丁O NiA
Tra`k your own ‖or,easters
With this Fren`h barometer
from Hermes.
arometric pressure in much
more palatable terms namely
French. ZbmpG±e? Bring it on.
G+α偽de pbu宅e? Give us more, just
SO We Can talk about it. It beats
“cats and dogs’’or “Nor,easters,,
any day. Let,s fa・Ce it-the pros-
PeCt Of bad weather has never
been so luxurious. The HeγmeS
bαγO e‡eγ;狐初偽α海γαl osさγ宅ch
CαSe声s $8篤αきHe肋es, Boひbsわ偽
SらBosめ偽.
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Antiques
FouNTAIN PENS Wanted Olderthe bette「巾p cash. Bell
(407) 464-4424.
ANCIENT INDIAN RELICS. No shop. Mai1 0時
SASE. Cha「Ies Hester, G皿tOWn, MS 38849.
DISNEY CoLLECTIBLES. cataiog $1. Somet柚g tO
App「eciate, Box 15818-B, San Diego, CA 92115-0780.
HALF"DoLLS (Ge「many). Ra「e, hlgh-quaiity objects. Ask
fo「 Photo, P「ice Postage $2: F Doye, D-5064, Roes「ath 3, Germany
Eu「OPe.
Appare l仙ewe lry
ExQUISITE REPLICAS oIAncientJeweIs-22Kgold
OVer PeWter CoIo「 Cata10g $1. AEB GaiIe「y 132 Highview Ave Na[uet,
NY 「O954.
Yo廿R ANTIQUE B廿TTONS to JeweI「y $8.
ANTIQJEWEAR, 82 Fro[t St. Ma「bIehead, MA O1945. (617) 631-
4659.
AL HIRSCHFELD. 0「iginal signed and numbe「ed etchings
and iithog「aphs on pe「manent vleW at Our ga=ery Publishers of
Hirschfeld g「aphics since 1969. Free帆strated 32-Page Cataiog
ava=abie GEORGE J. GOODSmDT, lNC. 80 Post Road East, Westport,
C丁O6880. (203) 454-0167.
WγINSLOWHOMER:ANANNUAL 
AprofuselyiIlustratedartjournaIdevotedto 
America’sfavoritepainterandwatercolorist. 
$10.00peri§Sue,POStPaid. 
WINSLOWHOMER:ANANNUAL 
P.O.Box861NewAlbany,Ind.47150 
SLIGHTⅨ DA叩AGED PAINTINGS by Nolde,
Jawlensky Asking half p「iCe. For photos se[d $15: Sidhues Han「ek,
Box l, Ho「nby isiand, British CoIumbia, VOR 「ZO, Canada.
Arts & Crafts
BしACKMAG看CEASEL 
Print8wa=etsonone8〃×10′′in 
Iessthanoneminute!o3modeIs 
FreeB「ochure 
HELLERPHOTOPRODUCTS　'　PO.Box17O2 
DenhamSprings,LA7O726.5O4/66与-3193 
ViSA&MA§TERCARDweIcome 
OLD RADIO shows o[ CaSSetteS SuCh asComedy; Drama, Big
Bands, Opera, Soaps, Sports, Kid Shows, Sc主fi, Westerns, WW=
Histo「陸tC. Old ca「 COmme「Ciais Chevy Dodge, DeSoto, Fo「d, Kaise「-
F「aser Nash, ctC. Sample one-hour tape, $3 State your special wants.
Can Co「[er, Box l173-BOS, Linwood, FI=9061.
Bed and Breakfast
BosTON鵜GREATER BosTON HOSPIIALITY o撃rs
modest to luxury accommodations in outsta[ding Fede「aIs, CoIo[IaIs,
68　月間UARY/「EB RUARY 1"0　BO!TONIA
Victoria[S & Geo「gianS th「Oughout the g「eater Boston area. Write o「
Cai=o「 free brochure. G「eate「 Boston Hospitaiity; PO Box l142,
Brookli[e, MA O2146 (617) 277-5430.
UNIVERSITY 
○　○　BEDANDBREAKFAS丁 
しTD. 
LooklngforalternatiVeStOeXPenSlVehotels? 
WehaveroomsinGrealerBoston,CIoseto 
PubliCt「anSPO「tatlOn.forviSltlngPrOfessIOnals. 
Breakfasttoo! 
Ca=(617)7381424HostinquiriesweIcome. 
MT CARDIGAN Bed a[d Breakfast. 0n 」OO ac「es of
COunt「ySjde, Outdoor enthusiasts weicome. RR「, Box 718A, K[OWies
剛Rd. Alexandria, NH O3222. 1甘. (603) 744-5803,
Ro廿ND HILL B&B, Gt. Ba「「ington, MA. Non-SmOke「s‥
Stay here and §kj f「om the farmhouse doo「 when Nature, Catamo川t
and Butte「皿t Basin make snow Brochure: (413) 528-3366.
FREE BED & BREAKFAST DIRECTORY
desc「ibes choice accommodatio[S in/aroⅢd Boston 「eserved th「ough
Host Homes of Bosto[, Box l17B, Waban Branch, Boston, MAO2168.
(617) 244-1308.
Books/Publi c ations
REFERENCE BooKS ONANTIQUES, 「etaii-
WhoiesaIe, Send fo「 free cataIog. L-W Book Sales, PO. Box 69, Gas
City lN 46933.
RARE NEWSRAPERS! 1644_1876. Ge[uine histo「ical
「eading. Extensjve cataiog $1. Hughes’PO. ・Box 3636, W冊amspo「t,
孤17701.
LooKING FOR A P廿BLISHER? Learn howyou
Ca[ have your book published, PrOmOted, distributed. Send fo「 f「ee
boQkiet HP-28, Vantage Press, 516 West 34th St. New Yb「k, NY
「OO 工
PoETRY PR量NTED and mo川tedforframing. Giftquality
Se[d poem, $2 to: DAiSY FIELDS, RR2, Box 559, Sier「a Vista, AZ
85635.
``MovING Up THE CoRPORATE LADDER.
A= Ybu Need to K[OW to Make The CIimb.” W皿en by a fo「me「top
executive with nationa=i「m. For free brochure, Write: SBP 7515
G「eenvi=e Ave. Suite 510, Dallas, TX 75231.
CREATIVE PAcKAGE documents historyofyour home.
Fiier’House-Write, PO. Box 553, No「th Easton, MA O2356. (508)
230-3770.
欝.∴・’
"　「　　　　　　　　　　　　　臆音
Business Opport皿ities
MAKE MoN早Y working from home. St帥y-SteP manual.
Send $20: BM E[terPrISeS, PO. Box 240, Massapequa, NY l1762.
ISYOURBUSINESSIN 
ACASHFLOWCRUNCH? 
SoIvethlSPrOblembycollectmgyOurPaSt 
dueaccountsrecelVable.Easy-tO-read, 
餌y-Pagebookletwi111mPrOVeCaShflow 
andreduceb ddebtlosses.Send$18to: 
CLARK,Box134,Cheltenham,PA19012. 
BoRROW Up TO $10,000.00 0n yOurSignature o時
WR什E! Service, Box 1457, AIabaste「, AL 35007. Enc10Se enVeIope・
READ BooKS for pay朝00 a鵬W「ite朝SE-JJ3, 161
LincoI way North Auro「a言L 60542.
LET THE GovERNMENT FINANCE yoursmali
busjness. Grants/10anS tO $500,000. F「ee 「eco「ded message: (707)
448-0270. (JC「)
Children
CHILDREN,s BIRTHDAY PARTY GooDS.
Cata10g $2. Pa「ty Basket, 734 Nashvi=eAve. N.0. LA 70115.
C ollectib量es
CoLLECTOR’s CABINETS for figu「ines, doIIs, mOdel
Ships and coiiectibles i[ SOIid oak, mahoga[y国r POPiar woods direct
f「Om manufactu「er. FREE BROCHURE. Geo「ge M. Creations, Crane
Rd RD 12-B, Ca「mei, NY「O512.
PoRCELAIN DoLLS. A[tique Rep「oductions. 1bmo「row,s
Heir100mS; aiso make doiIs. Cata10g $2. Ha[dmade by Peg, Box 514B,
Gales Fe「ry CT O6335.
CoLLECT A廿TOGRAPHS. Subsc「iptions $20. Auto-
g「aph Co=ector’  Magazine, Box 55328, Stockton, CA 95205. (209)
473-0570.
Dating Services
MEET CHRISTIAN Singles. LocalNo「Idwid(トPhone/Maii
int「oduction . Free B「ochure. Ca= 1-800-323-8113 Ext. 177.
NAT量ONWIDE PHOTO MAGAZINE for singies.
Send name, add「ess, age. Send no mo[ey Exchange, 1817 Welton
#1580, De[Ver, CO 80202.
JEWISH INTRODUCTIONS lme間tional. Ages 21」01,
local and perso aIized. 1-800-442-9050.
O廿R MuTUAL FRIEND, CIea「illgl10u§e Newsletter
Exclusiveiy for iiterate, educated singies, 45-70. No names, etC. eVe「
Published. Ybu are given a code #. Only $10 to place a…dvertisement
-nO WOrd limit. Ybu MJST se[d an ad to receive the newsletter.
Sample copy avaiiabie $5. Write Box 5371, Chicago, iL 60680-5371,
E duc ation
LEARN MEDITATION as a world-Service. Fo「 bi-mOnthly
mate「ial write: MGNA, Box 566-K, Ojai, CA 93023. No fees; VOluntary
CO[t「 bu ions suppo「t the work. AIso i[ Spanish.
Entertainment
HARPIST OF THE RITZ CARIJrON LisaWash-
ington Calvo. Ca= (508) 256-1400.
GENERATIONS (C)-The game offamiIy history QUAL冊
CREAIIVE! FJN! Send SASE to: GeneaIogy for Fun, Box 850061,
Richa「dson, TX 75085.
国bouG ourmet
WILD RICE-3眺.-$14 pp. Land「eth, Box 79-1823, San
A[tOnio, TX 78279. Check, VISA/MC. (512) 366-3333. Quaiity lOO%.
P廿RE VARMQNT Mapie Sy叩Fancy grade. Quarts $16・50.
Post paid. W「ite fo「 P「lCe list. Warren Whitcomb, Box 545, Eden, V’「
05652.
NETvyORK FEED t剛gh-de冊On POPCOrn申S
“0n the ai「.’’lnviting you to t「y a 「ich, fIavo「仙, mic「OWaVe POPCOrn.
Butter or natu「a「fIavo「=t’s aIways time for a break on Netwo「k
Fe d! 99c fo「 3.5 0Z. bag. Netwo「k Feed, 601 Rosenberg, Box 1547
G lveston , TX 77553-1547.
MINNESPTA WILD RICE. $5.50 per pound p「epaid.
Five pound minimum Shipment.円oura Wild Rice, Box 44B, Blackduck,
MN 56630 orcaIi (218) 835-6667
恥r Sal
Q廿I〇月S Fo「 SaIe-OId a[d New S飢d fo「free list. J肌e BIackbu「n,
4148 South Norfolk, Tulsa, OK 74105
???????????????????????????????
?????????????????
Fumiture
TREMENDOUS SAV量NGS on majo「brands o冊nit叩.
Cal1 0「 WriteしOftin-Biack Fum加re CompaれW =l Sedge刷D「ive,
ThomasviIie, NC 27360. 800-334-7398. Nationwide home deIivery
HANDMADE CHAIRS. Big savings d同froin craftsman.
Traditional iadde「backs, barstoois, mOre. AduItsIchi看dren. CataIog $2.
EM" STEINGRESS, Maker PO. DWR l149, Enka, NC 28728. (704)
66手l O24.
GA RDE NING
LILIES/DAHLIAS for ga巾飢S, greenhouses,画OS.胴d
famous varieties, fully guaJanted. FuI1 00ior cata10g. Send $1 (rofunded
Wjth first orde「) to: Rex Buib Fa「ms, Box 774-B, Port lbwnsend, WA
98368.
BRI冒ISH IMPOIuTS臆Scottish siive「 jeweIle子弟mohaj「
WraPS, handmade Aran sweaters, Fo「 Cataiogue, Write Tat10「 & Shep-
herd, Dept. B, Box 983, HoIiis, NH O3049. 0「 cali (603) 465-7222.
HANDMADE PHOTOGRAPHIC軸置e cards 。f皿al
ve「mont. For sampIe: Haymake「 Press, PO. Box 522, Mo「risvilie, VT
O5661.
CoATS-OF-ARMS: handpainted. Member New England
Historic Genea10gicai Society Free B「ochure. Njckerson’s, Box 1776,
No. Chatham, MA O2650.
Health
To廿cHA冒EA. Found by FRENCH DOCTOR t。 b。 。請。ctive in
同ucing Cholestero上Se=d SA餅for info「mation. DしSong, 327 Clarkin
Ct., WaIれut Creek, CA 94596.
FREE HEAI岬H BooK-I)istilIed VIfate「 benefits Iong
healthy life. FOUNTAIN OF YOUTH, Box 786, W釧bom, FL 32094.
FooT ORTHOTICS. Custom made arch supp。.tS. F。「
information send $2 to: Foot Orthoties, PO. Box 92, SummervilIe, OR
97876.
S冒ERLING FLA冒WARE. AvaiIabIe at discount prices.
Cumnt and discontinued patte「ns・ Sterling & CoIIectibles,しtd., PO.
Box 1665, Mansfield , OH 44901. 1-000-537-5783.
STERLING/SI量ⅣERPLATED fiatwa「e matching.
WOodIand Antiques, Box 3793, MansfieId, OH 44907 1-800-234-
6656.
As a highly specialized heart pine floonng
manufacturer, We’re keeping the Colonial
American craft of Heart Pine Joinery alive.
Largest inventory allows for lowest prices (5
mi11ion b.f.)
Choice of grades, COIors. Durable, beautifu1
200 year-Old lumber is ready to begin its
SeCOnd life
・ Unique services you won’t find anywhere
else・ including total ``in house’’.milling and
handbuilding by ourown supenorcraftsmqu
Hand hewn beams, mOulding, doors, fuml-
ture, ete.
See our 8,500 sq. ft. of handcrafted housing.
Send $5 for your full-COIored brochure.
掲揚援窪
PO. Box 518　Dlept.A　嶋rboro, NC 278紡　919/823-3306
C」A S S看『音圏D S
MusicM仙sica量Instruments
SHEET MusIC 1850-1950. $2 postage fo両sting.
Wさalso buy Pumpkin Patch, Box 256, Mt. GiIead, OH 43338, (419)
946-1 551.
ERIC HERZ HARPSICHORDS sjnce 1954. Supe巾
instruments in伽e 18th century tradition. Musical excelIence, rdiabiifty
aれd supe「io「 Craftmanship. Commitment to customer service. F「ee
brochure available: 12 Howard St., Camb「idge, MA O2139 (617) 868-
6772.
FLUTES/PANPIPES. Ove「 250 from many ages伯山res.
Catalog $2. Lew P「ice, Box 1558(N), Fai「 Oaks, CA 95628.
Pro duc ts
TI E TESTED NoT ANIMAL TESTED_A
iiqujd Iaund「y detergent free of dyes, Pe血mes and phosp11ateS. Con-
Centrated aれd c「uelty free. Many othe「 home care products aII crueity
free. Fo「 free cataiog wれife二A=ens Natu「a時PO. Box 339, Dept. S,
Fa「mington, Mi 48332-0339.
量℃n Friends
PENFRIENDS-ENGLAND-USA. Make iasting
個endships. Send age, imerests. Free 「eply Harmony Box 82295B,
Phoenix, AZ 85071.
SpRAY MILLET Large 「竿5Ib t)OX $1245- Postage paid
in U.S (UPS). MONISA/MC. Caiifo「nia reSjdents add 6% tax. SPRN
MiしLET PO. Box 40BO, Keyes, CA 95328. 1-800-635-9359. CA Res.
Call coiIect: (209) 634-8522, M-F 8-4.
Psych cs
B量LL LINN lnte「nationa看iy known psychic for teiephone
rcadings. Director METAPHYSICS & FIARAPSYCHOLOGY州ST INC. ,
6 Pieasant St., Malden, MA O2148. (617) 397-8552.
冒HOMAS ScHWARTZ- Psychic. Acco叩Shed consu一〇
tant for personai and business iSSues. AvI舶ble to indMduals, g調uPS,
businesses. Consultations are positive and accurate. (508) 465-9635.
Reci es
CHEESE PIE INFALLIBLE:綿. Satisfaction gua○○
anteed o「 refu[d. Infa冊bIe, 7846 Baれkside, Houston, TX 77071.
No CHOLESTEROL eggtess血t磨l, muShrcoms, broccoli,
S afood. SASE,綿. PO. Box 384, S. Wさymouth, MA O2190.
Records/C asse鵬es
PERFORM Yb廿R FAVORITE SoNGS! Back_
g「Ound tracks on cassette. FREE CA孤LOG二Sound Ma「keting, Box
951-BA, Sound Beach, NY l1789.
FREE CD CATALOG. Ba「ry P軸cations, 477 82nd St..
8調OkIyn, NY 「1209.
Re stau rants
震婁 ??整欝 置裏門 
(`′ 吊i基li ヽ-臆 ?P ?ﾅ 
’場伽〃 
00肌調か 基調町議教●〃l′録 ?d録●鋤蘭機構動け ●動の吋〆録●巾鳩“’ 
(剛.138)鉄瓶2各.議N ?　o与77 NRO▲D.POR丁SMOUTH.1].l. 
SeⅣices
AsTROLOGICAL SE RVICES-2 page natal calcufa-
tion, $2・ Nata両nt叩retation (With chart), $15. incilIde bir[hdate,
time, PIace. Chart UれIimited, RR l, Box 7140, S書owe, VT O5672.
FLOORS. Ha「dwood fIoors installed, Sanded and refinished.
Exper[ aれd courteous service. Piease ca= (617〉 923-8871. THE FLOOR
SANDERS COMmNY
AccoMMODAVION ADDRE SSES Business qur Pe「-
SOnal ma旧eceived, held, fo「wa「ded. Priva鋤security convenIenCe.
PPS村PO. Box 91, MiIton, MA O2186. 1-800-356-0909.
冒AI-CHI. Lea「n a 4000-y ar OId Chinese exe「cise. Video by
Maste「 Ch =g T 」u, 1015 East 3900 South, Sねlt Lake City UT 84124.
1-800153-4000. $49.95十$4 S&H.
T富ave l
ENGLAND: VIcationing inしOndon. We offer a friendIy h帥ful
Service and accommodation i= English homes・軸ders, 85 Mawney
Road, Fiomfo「d , Essex, RM7 7HX, EngIand. 44-708-762084.
UNSPOILED AMAZON! Three distinct jungle Iodges
and e剛剛ments. Unique acoommodations/goumct meaIs. 26 years
expenence in Peruvian Amazon, Jungle tra即s. Dugout canoes.円Shing.
W州d’s highest bi「d species and tree count. Brochu鴨: EXPLORAMA,
Box 446, lquitos, Pe皿In MA phone (617) 581-0844. Outside MA
to I」f「ee 「-800-223-6柵.
ADVENTURE TRAVEL. No matte両ow remote your
destination, a trip with Nantahaia Outdoo「 Cente「 promises to be a
highlight of you川fe’s travel. Ybu can paddle your own boat or join
One Of ou「 expe「ienced guides in a raft. Eithe「 wa男we take ca「e ofa!l
the complex Iogistics invoived in o「ganiz-ng a SuCCeSS仙exped髄on
i巾u面am師ar and pe巾aps o伽e…ise inaocess剛e鳩〇両0「y Th剛gho血
your trip you’= eniOy the same personaIized attention and friendly
atmosphere that have heiped make NOC one of the world’s ieading
Ou請tters.鵬lead paddling trips to Sco億and, New Zealand, Chile,
Mexico, NepaI, Costa Rjca, the G「and Canyon , Aiaska, the Rio Grande
and Maine. Call Janct Smith, Ou「 Adventure巾avei CoordinatoJ, at
(704) 488-2175・ NOC, US 19W Box 41, B「yson C恥NC 28713.
Ⅴ宣sITING ENGLANDt刷v如ry ownedしOndon apa巾e巾
and/Or Buckinghamshi「e Count「y cottage a血!able ail yea「書o「 weekly
bookings. Send fo「 b調chure: Sha調n Hail, Red Lion Cottage, COlesh町
Amersham BりCks, HP7 0LH, Engiand.
WALKERS, SEE冒HE OTHER Swi捌a血Medieval
Cjties, ruStic fams and more. Zurich-Be「n l week waIks. VVANDER
調URS, INC. 1-800-282-1808.
FREE ! Diれne「S, E tertajnment & Movies at hund「eds 。f FI。rida
restaur肌 s & attractions. Free info「mation. SASE: S馴SONS州THE
SUN, PO. Box 17633, PIant如on, FL 33318.
REAL IRELAND BY B賞CYCLE! EnjoyB&B
hosp脚巾y exce巾iona獲dinjng, SPecねCuぬ「 scenery w師ie eycling珊則gh
l能はn鵬magicai wl蚊. AIso Po山gal, Nova Sootia, Pa(抑C No軸west.
Experienced guides, S叩POrt V剛S, a" a捌鵬s weioome. Fl髄b関rehu鴨:
臥SY RiDER TOURS, PO. Box 1384-BU A「iington, MA O2174, 0「 CalI
(飢7〉餌3-8332.
Ⅶcation Rentals
OssIPEE, NH. New wate面0れt cOndo, 2 bedrooms, 1.5
bath「00mS・ Deck off the maste「 bedroom. Fully fu「nished with ali
amenities incIudjng dishwasher washer d「ye具cO10r tV etC. Private
Setting on the water. CIose to Mt. WashiれgtOれand W刷e Mountains'
attractions such as Sto「y Land, A陣itash water sIides and shop叩g
a「eas. Child safe swimmiれg. Ca冊OW for best summe「 weeks.糾75
Per Week for non-holiday weeks- Most weeks open. Call (508) 663-
餌20 0「 (508) 00T1849.
GRE早IRA, WI. Luxury vi一一a, fu-1y staffed, 5軸00m, 5
bath’P「lVate beach, One Week minlmu皿Hejdi Loe鮒er, Box 882464,
The Rockies, Steamboat Pぬza, CO 80488. (303〉 879-8300, eXt. 2128.
HoRSE FARM V血oA冒ION Deiuxe faciIitie。, riv。,,
mountain views, Nor[h Carolina resoれarea, riding and pe「sonalized
inst「uction. Brochure: GIeneagies, PO" Box 7鴫, Deep Gap, NC 28618
(珊4) 262-5002.
ST MAARTEN RekD( in comfort and priraey of your own
Iuxury 3-bed調om vi岨w軸POOi・ Fantastic ocean view Steps to bcach.
Maid servjce. CASA DEL MAR, Box 219, Philipsburg, St. Maar[en O「○○
5995-23687丁o調nto仙6-284-0124.
寄O!丁OHIき　い議UA齢YI「=‖Uき脈- I"0　`9
PoRTUGAL-ALGARVE ViIia over100kmg sea. SIeeps
Six. Maid.柄ai" Apr冊「u Nov Ha「「iso暗0. Box 6865, P「ovidence,
RI O2940.
HAWAII VhoATION Cond。miniums 。vaiiabI。. F「。。 b。。_
Chu「es. Call to冊ree ○○800-367-5205.
MoNTEGO BAY,、JAMAICA. Th「ee-bedroom, 3-bath
湘a with pooI・ lncludes cook, houseman, maid, night watchman.
Season $2100・ Off $1400/Week. Aiso for saie fo「 $250,000 fu「nished.
For broch叩, Ca" (215) 248-3051, Or Write R. Hemberger 7705 Linooin
D「, Philadeiphia, m 19118.
Discover /he Nをw Cflribbean
Destination, and Stay at
Bonaire §調nset Ⅷa§
Uhh?ried,華y,Oiled,肋がongettable
*施? Choice 4“22華perior /O deI肌e産llas
布,m / /0 5 bed′t,0〃生ず∴fO華pIele4)痢r-
ni∫hed a/′ with cable TV
*丘★celle研OCeanSide /ofaIions-min〃/es
jわm faSino,〆ne dining & c研er/ainment
An A餓)rdable Piece of Paradise
Bonai「e Sunset Vilias
PO- Box l15, Bonaire, Neth. An刷es
l七l二011-5997L8291 TELEX: 1280 BTC NA
FAX‥ 5997L8118 Gerharts Holding
GRENAm HILIJrOP HoME ove「Iooking Egmont
Harbo「 Magnifi脚t views. Ten minutes from G「and Anse Beach. 1ivo
B肌R/DR. Maid service・ Mazda included. Contact: Kurzmans (301)
299-8776.
RENT A LoNDON HoME. SeIected, WeII-fu「nished
homes avaiiabIe fo「 3 weeks to l yea「 Britamia Lettings, 19 South
End’London, W8 5BU. 1tlephone Ot938-3755.
Videos
VHS ONIX F「om the B「itish C。II。。ti。n @ $39.95 。a。h.
軸nbu「gh M柵a「y嶋ttoo-70 minutes′Oueens Birthday Parade-88
C」A S S漢『漢圏D S
minutes/FaIklands鴫sk Fo「ce」「O minりteS・ B「itish RegaIia lmpo「ts,
Department 25, PO. Box 50473, Nashv時TN 37205.
BEm, CEDI LASER, 8mm, VHS Movies.
La「ge discounts’SPeCify fo「mat. Video Exchange, 33760 Plymouth,
しivonia, M1 48150・ (313) 261-8902, (313) 261-8888.
TAP DANCE VIDEO documentary about Boston,s own
inte「nationaI tap legend’Leon Coi-ins. B「oadcast on WGBH, 「unS One
hour. Contains sjxteen 'aZZ and classical p-eCeS. Rare uncut live pe「-
fo「mances' historicai content. Send fo「 free informatio[:しeon CoIIins
A「Chive・ PO. Box 28128, Philadeiphia, m 19131.
OvER 600 NAUTICAL VIDEOS f。「 Sale and 「e,,し
Cali S ve  Oceans Video, 23 Wa「ner St・, Newport, R1 02840. (401)
846-0001.
Wmted Tb Buy
BASEBALL, Spo「ts memo「abiiia, Cards, POLITICAL Pins,
bamers・ AJTOGRAPHS・ STOCKS, BONDS, Wanted. High p「lCeS Paid.
Paui Longo, Box 490-BM, South Orleans, MA O2662.
Sco廿TS (GIRL, BoY) oId badg。S, m。dais, m。m。,軸a.
Hoid飢・ 257BN Chu「ch, Doyiestown, OH 44230. (216) 658-2793.
AGGRESSIVELY B廿YING 。Id 。bs。i。t。 St。。k and b。nd
Certificates・ ail countries and quantities・ Herbe「t D. Rice, 3883 Turtie
Creek BIvd., #2317 Dalias, TX 75219.
ⅥNTAGE Fo廿NTAIN PENS. Sales, Servjce, Res-
torations. Phone saIes. (614) 299-0476; (614) 263-0284. PO. Box
8212, Coiumbus, OH 43201.
A口TOGRAPHS OF RARITY WANTED. F.e。
cataIog. W輔am Linehan, Box 1203, Conco「d, NH O3301. 1-800-346-
9827
A廿TOGRAPHS・ BANNERS, PomicaI p…S, Ieathers,
baseball cards' SPOrtS memOrabiIia wanted・ Highest prICeS Paid. Stan
Biock, 128 Cynthia Road, Newton, MA O2159.
GoLF AuTOGRAPHS VAN冒ED. D。。。。S。d star。二
Photos’letters' Ca「ds. Ma「k Eme「son. 4040 Poste Lane Road,
CoilImbus, OH 43026. (614〉 771-7272.
NAVAJO INDIAN R廿GS and bfankets wanted dy col同州
Ronaid Wiene白200 Packa巾BuiIding, Ph伽eiphia, m 19102. (215)
9772266.
P漢ace an ad in
Bostonia C菓assifieds
Rates per lnsertion Per Wo巾Display
護憲器　護蒜讃
Minimum lO words. Telephone numbers count as
One WOrd. Zip codes are free.
BoIdfa`ing of the first two words at no change.
Additional words in the heading are at twice the
Per WOrd rate.
Box Numbers are available. Wb,11 accept
reSPOnSeS tO yOur ad and mail them to you for
$5 plus the change for 3 words per insertion
@osめ寂α, Box #-) accompanied by one or
more large’Self-addressed envelopes.
C○○sing Date January 8 for the March仏pril issue
Send us your ad copy and餌1 payment today
With a check made payable to ・・Bostonia Classi-
fieds:, Mail to Bostonia Classifieds, 10 Lenox
St. , Brookline, MA O2地6, Or Ca11 us at
(617) 353-3082 and change your ad to Master-
Card or VISA.
Ask for Lisanne Gray or Joan Frank
棚e絨紹
堰rees
HOLIDAY ALE of the Boston
University Cookbook-570
recIPeS from alurmi, faculty and
Sta任・ Send check or money order
Payable to Boston Universlty
$6.95 per book, Or if2 books
Ordered each at $6.95 a 3rd copy
for $1 -Plus a $2 handling charge
for each copy Send to: Cookbook,
10 Lenox St., Brookline, MA O2146
Addre s s
State zip
Endosed is my check for $
Billmy　□ MasterCard　□ VISA
Account number
Expir tion Date
Signature
(Payab量e to Bosto脇の
Pl ase insert my ad - times, beginnlng With the _ issue.
Ad CoⅣ・
Category Heading:
□ Display ad endosed’Camera-ready:
Ads are accepted at Bo$ α扇証s discretion
Bostonia Ciassifieds・ Bo$わ癌のMagazine, 10 Lenox Street, Brook血e, MA O2146. (617) 353i390
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PrOmised rhousα硯=feαγ Betch died in
the Bunker in Berlin, Apri1 30th 1945,
15:40 hours, Central European time.
Berlin is the city that was supposed to
become Ge7.棚脇Ca. (Skeptics who don,t
accept National Socialism as a millenarian
Creed havejust never seen architect Albert
Speer七megalomaniac plans for Berlin-
Germama, With its Street of Splendor six
miles long and a FuehγelpαbαSt 20 times
the size ofthe Reich Chancellery; I have.)
The other bogus or secular religion is
Marxist-Leninism. As I write these lines
WOrld communism, from Tiananmen
Square in Be両ng to the H克sdαmeγ PZα‡2;
in the heart of Berlin, is showing its polit-
ical, mOral and economic bankruptcy I
Profoundly hope this may lead to a genuine
revival of the old-time religion. I mean
religion with a theoIogy, a mOrality a
Public ethic and a sense of purpose. All
the world seems waiting for the sunshine.
I am quite sure this is happenlng ln
Judaism ( thank Jehovah) and in the world
Of Islam. About Christianity工am not so
Sure. There are times when what that
rough beast l艇ats forsaw in The Secoγ話
Co肋脇g seems sIouching αuαひfrom
Bethlehem.
When Steve Allen, my favorite Amer-
ican comedian, reCently proposed doing a
SPOOf show to be entitled “Should lesbian
black nuns have cash or voucher-entitle_
ments to finance their abortions?,, h is staff
told him such a straight-faced show had
already been done twice in the past three
months by Phil Donahue and Oprah
Winfrey
Some cIosing thoughts as we a11 fasten
Our Seat belts to head down the road
toward 2000. I am not too excited. Life
has taught me that this sad world is full
Of people who have dramatic and simple
SOlutions to the most complex of problems,
and that these simple solutions (said my
first edito重〕 H.L. Mencken) will always
PrOVe tO be dead wrong. Sti11, We red-
blooded Americans were bom to be cock-
eyed optimists, and I have always liked
Prince Harry Hotspurもspirited retort to
the doubting Owen Glendower　`but of
this nettle, dangeI; We Pluck this floweI;
Sa椅tげ
I have a little list. For Europe, by the
year 2000, I would like to see a United or
at least Federated continent of Europe
With those French, German and other
Common Marketers bringlng Capitalist
knowhow and investment shekels to Pblish
Silesia as they (and the old Marsha11 Plan)
have brought such prosperity to the once
disputed province ofAIsace. Here I mean
the ful創Iment of the old Adenauer and
deGaulle dream to make of Wroclaw
( reslau) a kind of Strasbourg of Central
Europe. Yes, a Europe from the Atlantic
to the urals. Then those eyeball-tO-eyeball
GIs and GIvans in Berlin can both go
home, and the T hirdWndd Wir thus never
take place.
I m temp ed here to add my dream of
One O  the six sons of Otto von Hapsburg
retuming to the double throne in Viema
and Budapest as the democratically
elected president of a customs-free Dan-
ubi n Confederacy But even the hint of
SuCh monarchistic nostalgia drives my
liberal friends up the wall.
American tax money legitimately saved
On the defense budget might even help to
Save the environment before it gets too
lat . I really would like at least once before
I go to j in the great majority, tO CatCh,
Skin,創et, COOk and eat a Boston Harbor
flounde  without vomiting. And how I
WOuld love to swim agam in the Charles
R ver without taking a pre-immersion
tetanus shot.
Hopes for her continents? Back in
1956, during the Suez crisis, A.J. Liebling
Of r/あNt’砂%7.ke7. and I were standing m
Port Said, WatChing the Union Jack being
lowered at sundoⅥm for the last time in
Egypt. A jaunty British Brigadier whom
we both knew came over and sald: ``I know
you American chaps dismiss the likes of
me as a wicked old imperialist. But let
me glVe yOu One WOrd ofadvice in the
long run, Whoever wins Africa, loses.,,
The trees will not grow into the sky;
not even for the millennium. But let七save
a11 the trees we can, and all the elephants,
too. Konrad Ad aueI巨he former German
Chance11or; OnCe tOld me a charmng story
ab ut Mar in Luth I; and how he had once
Said that ifAlmighty God were to tell him
the end of the world was comlng m eight
days, he would still go out into his garden
and plant an Apfelbarmchen, a little apple
tree.
Ⅵ1taire, a COuPle of centuries later; WaS
Saylng muCh the same thing. Whatever
looms ahead, Whatever may happen,砂Z融
Culめeγ微光γe Jαγ協偽.
Jあ肋es P O’Domellタのhose JOumαれshc
Cα彬eγ的gα脇?deγ H.L. Memhen, α偽d
砂ho co脇nues ‡o cmpαγ白加loγeザ脇e
きγade α‡ Bosto脇U児t〃e高砂もCouege Qf
Communccα寂m,砂のS〆)γ mαγ∂ひひeαγS脇e
d yen Qfron co解箪)O融e庇S m Beγね偽.
Cu解脇ひuoγ碗ng oγ) his memo穣,he曾8
besき]呪ou脇f)γ h倶; C γO巌cLe qf H祝e壷
lαSきdαひS, The Bunker
Throughout血e world, 1988
Was One Of the wamest years on record.
In fact, an alaming increase in global
temperafures has oocuned over血e past
20 years. But instead of jus=alking
about血is serious environmental crisis,
you can acfua叫y do something alrout iし
Right noW you can join
Other Americans across血e country in
Planting trees and improving forests.
Tkees and forests reduce heat-trapPing
CO2 build-uP in血e ea皿s atmosphere,
Shade and cool our surmndings and
help pro ct血e enviroment.
For more infomation on how
you can help, Write Global ReI.eaf
American Forestry Assooiation, P O. Box
2000, DepしGR2, W恋hington, DC 20013.
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The Amc血air Enviro皿entalist
工am su飯井ing from
an enV lrOnme n-
tal headache. You
Should be too,
COnSidering all
the incomprehensible,
multisy11abic stuff
above us, below us and
in us. Enough clutteI;
COntamination and cli-
matic chaos exists, in
fact, tO fuel scientific
Studies and political
Wa組ing until we either
dehydrate,　drown,
Choke, freeze, 1mPIode
Or tum SO terribly ran-
Cid that no extrater-
restrial beings will
ever contact us.
Not that I’m overly
COnCerned about a
few traveling aliens.
But unless they’re
Shilling Spit-and-Scmb
Earth Clean-uP kits or
D-I-Y Home Radiation
Detection Beepers, I’m
not interested. Thatも
because I’m busy as an
armchair environmen-
talist and its my duty to maintain compos町e
and prepare for the next environmental
at rocity
The menace of ecological haphazaI血yfirst
Came tO my attention more than two decades
ago. Not when Rachel Carson published
SるLe庇Spnng, but when I personally com-
mitted a heinous environmental crime: I
destroyed the family fish tank,s ecosystem
ty scooplng Out a Squlrmmg SPeCies and
eliminating it in one g血p for a 50-Cent PayO鯖
I was left with a foul flavor in my mouth and
guilty of obliterating a fragile commu-
nity for less than half a buck.
But economic advancement isn,t the sole
antagonist of environmental we11 being・
Sometimes, things just happen. And that
彬α物glveS me the jitters. Just sitting here,
for instance, I could be terrorized by an
unbalanced maniac fruthing app量e bits at the
mouth and shouting, “I’ve been contaminated
With Alar!’’Oi I eould be breathing bucket
loads of radon and slippmg into the non-
retumable doldrums of Mu拐xpZe ChemtcαZ
Sens綴掘り, While sanitation engmeerS qul-
7ま」同軸りA齢II書各は議U人出i"0　櫨0!丁O旧人
up straight and pro-
Cure earth-enhancmg
actions on the environ-
mental front such as:
Kうds Cγeαm陶eれ
bbe CγOp A rioting
group of schooI chil-
dren stampeded
through a primed-for-
Picking vegetable
PatCh and trampled a11
PeSticide enhanced
PrOduce. “This isn’t a
tomato,’’ 11-year-Old
Mort Ganicahly said,
SCraPlng a SmuShed
facsimile from his
Sneaker sole.存It’s
Plump proof of steroids’
abuse and we don,t
approve. Now it’11 never
量and on my dimer
Plate. ’’
CEO Se7沈enCed to
Leγ妙Jhu Se庇e耽硯g
Fbr ordering the illegal
dunpmg Of the Fbrget-
址岬C仰山
Pany’s unpleasant
WaSteS, Judge H.A.
Hardwood sentenced
etly bury glowmg garbage ln my rOOt Cellan
Nothing truly armmg there, though.
After all, the Age of EcoIogical Imocence
WaS SCrubbed over two centuries ago when
the Industrial Revolution became fa,Shion-
able a d man discovered bummg COmpreSSed
dino aur bones was more profitable than
donating them to museums. Since then, Our
Planet has gradua量ly become so discombob-
山ated that, acCOrding to one report, it mi如t
Vanish. Imagine that. And aren’t we part of
the dea量? Personally speaking, I’m not
thrilled over sec rmg a SPaCe On the Endan-
gered Species List alongside the wild yak,
Indigo macaw; B nytail chub and Ozark big-
eared bat.
But, u fortuna ely for us, a StaCk of sta-
tistics makes it worth a mulling session:
Overpop山ation is up, global gr糾n production
is down; he weight of atmospheric heavy
metals is up, Ci  rain is plunging down; and
grilled cheeseburgers are the latest miracle
medicati n. These are serious envirormen-
tal implications. And as an armchair envi-
ronmentalist, I’m concerned enough to sit
COmPany CEO Jacob Greenfiend to writing
in longhand 5,826,910,371 times: I promise
never ag n t  contaminate my surroundings
With polychlorinated biphenyls, Chloro組uo-
rocarbons, methychloroisothiazolinone,
ichloromethane, Putrid Pink Dye No. 18,
ugly ties and empty beer bottles, unless I
PerSOnally want to lick them up.
NBC Rebαte Coupons 4t,α舌bαbLe The
Nucl ar Regulatory Commission admitted
yest rday its policy of granting operating
P rm ts to ba krupt nuclear power plants
WaS an amuSmg ruSe. `飢]St SOme gOOd-
natured fun;’NRC spokesman B量ank Plan-
ner said. ``Ⅵ七 new all along those pleCeS Of
junk would never work:’
The NRC is now o餓正ng taxpayers rebate
COuPOnS that can be exchanged for a free
glass of heavy wateI㌧ Which citizens can use
to generate fusion power in their own kit-
chens.
Of course, f that does正t work, yOu
Can WaSh down a couple of asplrm With the
he vy water, eaSe the environmental head-
ache and walt for the next Ice Age to arrive.
iししU!TRATiOH: !〔OTT II人的
en
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It has the powerful advantage
Of the biggest V6 engine in
its class, the fuel-i町ected
4 3LVbrtecV6 Ithas a
Standard rear anti-lock brake
SyStem (OPerateS in 2WD only)
WOnder S-10 Blazer is AmerlCaS mOSt
POPular compact sport utility And, 1ike
all of our advanced Chevy trucks, the
Only one good enough to be the Omcial
Vehicle ofThe Sharper Image
仙肋間修寡が棚肌肪仁ココ棚伽I場棚修伽棚肌H丁M
Chevrolet, the Chevrolet emblem, S-10 and Blazer are registered trademarks and Chevy is a trademark ofthe GM Corp. ⑥1989 GM Corp.
Aul Rights Reserved. Let’s get it together buckle up.
U」丁RA∴しO騨
NOW IS
Of aI看soft pack lOO’§,
By U,S, Gov’七〇七es七看ng me七hod。
"
ALL BRAND STYLES ABOVE ARE lOOmm.
SURGEONGENERAし“SWARNING:Smok冊g 
CausesLungCancer,HeartD§eaSe, 
Emphysema.AndMayCompIicateP「egnancy 
Based on a compa「i§On Of nationalIy ava帽bIe brands"
BOX, BOX lOO* Less than O。5 mg, ‘′ta「;’less than叩5 mg. nico血e,
SOFT PACK F旧ER, MENTHOL: 1 mg. ’‘tar川1 mg. nicotine, SOF丁RACK
lOO掴町ER, MENTHOL: 2 mg, ′’tar川2 mg. [icotine, aV, Per Cigarette
by FTC method。
◎ 1989 R.J. REYNOLDS “IDBACCO CO,
